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SECRETARIAT FOR PROMOTING CHRISTIAN UNITY
COM t-llSSION FOR RELIGIOUS RELATIONS WITH THE JEWS
Vatican City • Tel. 698.4386/698.3071

PttoT. N. ... ..

~-- ..1.4.8/82/a

Vatican City, ~P.t..~.~

...J.~ .L..!.~~.?..................

Rabbi Samuel H. Dresner
200 Hyacinth Lane
DEERFIELD, IL 60015, USA

Dear Rabbi Dresner,
Your letter to His Eminence Cardinal Willebrands, sent to the Institute
of Jewish Affairs in London, on Feb 14, 1982, came to our office on March
10th. Cardinal Wil~ebrands commissioned me to do the necessary research
about your question and I addressed myself to Cardinal Bea's private secretary, now a member of our staff, I ·am happy to submit to you the results
of my inquiries.
1.

All texts and documents referring to the preparation of th~ conciliar text on Judaism and its relation to the Church, now .§
4 of the Declaration "Nostra Aetate", were sent after Cardinal
Bea's death to the Vatican Archives, which, as · a rule, are opened '
to researchers .o nly sqme 75 years after the time of the events
referred to in the documents.

2.

Fr Stjepan Schmidt, SJ, Cardinal Bea's private secretary , has
kindly informed me about four encounters of late Rabbi Heschel
with Cardinal Bea:

·f-f o.,(c.~11"'/t'

a) on !!_ov.26.

1-.r

t:llt.1

1~1..&...

llr11 v'°·w~1.I

together with Dr Max 111. Orheimer , President
t~.Y M' 1rri:mkr11r<t:/M~1r1. 'J'hn 1:i1thJ~t:t wue anti-

semitism.
b) on March 27, 1963, in Boston, Mass. No particulars known.

......__

c) on March 31, 1963, tog•ther with other representatives of
Jewish organizations, in New York. To this meeting the enclo-.
sed article of "Chicago Studies" (p. 128 ff.) is partly dedicate·a . Rabbi Mark T~neribaum, of foe American Jewish Committee
- Fr Schmidt believes - could perhaps provide some further
information.
d) April 1, 1963, on the occasion of a "Pro-Deo.. Agape in New
Y';;rk. Fr Schmidt kindly communicated to me Rabbi Heschel 's
response to the Cardinal on this occasion, response which
I enclose.
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Finally, Fr .Schmidt g~ve me also a copy of a letter addressed to him by
Rabbi Heschel, dated January 4, 1962, whi~h might . be or some interest
for you (enclosed).

This is as far as I am able to go now. However, I remain at your service
for further clarification and assistance, within the J.imi ts indicated
above.
With best greetings, I remain,
Sincerely yours,

Secre.tary
to the Commission

~·

.. . .
•

. ....

April 26, 1982

Rabbi Marc Tanenbaum
American Jewish Committee
Inst.i tute of Human Relations
165 East 56th Street
New York, NY 10022
Dear Marc:
The enclosed letter was in response to information sought by
myself for the Heschel Ar.c hive in preparation for a future biography. Would you kindly check the correctness of this letter,
and indicate how the documents of the American Jewish Conunittee
and other'·can be obtained. I note that under 2. J~ "No particulars" are revealed . However, this, I beli~,"~hi~
you attended
.
A.
where the recognition of the State of Israel was implied. Is
that correct?
'
I know you will be anxious to coopSrate in putting together the
relevant material for ~purpose.
~

'

Another matter which may be of interest to you. A£ter the death
of Ruth's mo ther, I have be en going through family documents,
which are considerable and of some signif·icance. What I want to
bring to your attention is the fact that Ruth's grandfather, the
late Profes§Al' Aron Freimann, who catalogued the Hebrew Manuscripts
at the Vatic~, and was on very good terms with the Pope Ratti,
who he knew intimately when he was in Milan. I have come across
letters fr.om C~dinal__'!:'isserans..._ who, I believe, ..had formerly
been the librarian at ttie Vatican, thanking Freimann for his
great contribution to the Vatican library, and~this is what is
significant for you~ndicating what he was doing for 'F reimann
to get him out of Germany. He had written to a Bishop in Michigan
and _his help was most significant. All of this comes together
from a German Jewish pap_er.~pub~ished in 1938, which records Tisserant' s presence in Beyrouth for a Eucharistic Congress, noting
that he spoke 't o the Jewish community, indicating the efforts that
th~ Pope was making to help Jews leave.
At this point the paper
quotes Tisserant as saying something like this: "Only a quarter
of an hour ago I received confirmation from Michigan of our success
in helping the eminent bibliographer Professor Freimann of Frankfurt
to leave." This, of course, confirms Tisserant's efforts and in
behalf of th~ Jews, to the point of speaking to a Jewish community
in '38 or '39. It also indicates, of course, his friendship with
Frei.m.ann etc.

MORIAH CONGREGATION
200 Hyacinth Deerfield, Illinois 60015
Rabbi Samuel H. Dresner, OHL
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'Rabbi Marc Tannenbaum
April 26, 1982
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How best could this information be made use of?
Best wishes,

Rabbi

Samuel~

SHD:lr
Encl.

International Liaison Committee Meeting, Milan, Sept.6-9,1982
Giovanni Giavint
HOLINESS AND THE Z.!£.ANING OF HUMAN LL"'E
in relation to · present-day vfolence

:Biblical as-oects of' the subject
1) A.J. Heschel
I would. like to begin this paper bi recalling a Jew .who has recently

died and was dear to me: Abraham Joshua Heschel.
In one of his later books, Who is Man?

(~.ilan,Rusconi 1971,

EDglish original 1965)

he lists .several pessimistic modern definitions of man and comments

th~s:

"Man has very few friends in this world, certainly very f8" in the contemporary

~ ___

literature concerned with him.

Perhaps the Lord of heaven is man's last friend

on ea.rth."(51)
_,
In this comment lies Heschel's theme and his faith.

The theme is that

of the l!IY'Sterious greatness of man, in !ace of which, ic spite of sufierings
endured and tragedies lived, this Jewish philosopher preserves his wcnder and ho?Q
"I am - i t is a mar1el and a source of vonder ••• "(56) .And again: "It is not
enough for me to be a'bie to say "I am": I want to know who I am and vi th whom
I live in relationship.

It is not enough for me to put questions: I want to know how

___,to answer the one question wr.ich seems to be there in everything I come a.cross:
" For what purpose am I here?'' (91) • • • Who needs me?(lOO).

We all wa.nt to assure

ourselves that something exi3ta for which it is worth while to live(l07 )"
Heschel knows the answer given by various modern philosophical schools, in
particular by idealism which speaks of Being as the meaning even of man.
:But he is not satisfied: "The supreme and ultimate problem is not being but the
mystery of being" (118)What lies beyond existence? Is what gives significance
to it, and hence also to human life, a

~ere

concept, or is it a Living Eeing?

- 2 Heschel's reply is rather unexpected but

a~rong

and clear, as though from

a 'witness•: beyond tbe mystery of being stands the God of the covenant.

--·- ----------------- --------

"The Greeks deBcriQed the search for meaning as man in2earch of thought:

the Jews described it as t he thought ( or solicitude) of God in search of man.
/

The meaning of existence is conditioned by acceptance or refusal to respond
to God who is in search of man" (123 sqq).
Heschel tried, as is known, to rest this view on a philosophical
basis, along the lines of recent transcendental anthropologies; with wbat
results I cannot judge, but I believe Prof. Emmanuel Levinas knows better what
he is a. bout here.

It is rather easier to assert tbat Hescbel knew how to get to the

heart of the probiem and still more to the heart of the messaze of Holy Scripture.
~--~---

2) FrClll La1o1, Prouhets, Scriptures:
Old Testament
In choosing, inevitably, between nwnerous texts of the bible
which is common to iews and ~hristians, we can start from one of the most
significant and splendid: Psalm 8 .

Here man, tiIJY as a child at the breast,

is in astonished admiration of God the creator and at the same time aware of
his surprise: even I must be great because this God takes care of me, gives
me a charge, is willing to bother about me.
Yahweh, our L9rd,
how great YO\.!Z' name throughout the earthl
Above the heavens is your majesty chanted
by the mouths of children, babes in arms.
You set your stronghold firm against your foes
to subdue enemies· and rebels.
I look up at your heavens, ma.de by your fingers,
at the moon and stars you set in place ah, what is man that you should spa.re a thought for him,
the son of man that you should care for him?

- 3Yet ;rou have made him. little less than a god,
you have crowned him with glory and splendour
made him lord over the work of your bands,
'
set all things Uilder his feet,
sheep and oxen, all these,
yes, wild animals too,
birds in the air, fish in the sea
travelling the paths of the ocean.
Yahweh, our Lord,
great your name througbou t the ea.rth!

bow
To

be sure, the bible knows that this solicitude, this interest

of God for us is not always obvious; indeed it sometimes expresses dramatically,
even brutally, the mystery of God's silences, of bis "hand", of his way of
actiog:"MY God, MY GOd, why

ha.Te

you deserted me?" (Ps. XXII) "You destroy

man•s ho.pe" (Job xrv,19)
But this ruthless frankness does not do away with but rather
emphasies and reinforces hope: Job, having once reached the limits of his
wretchedness, rediscovers God as his mysterious hope-, as his- friend and
aavocate (Job XLII) and the second part of Ps XXII sings of God as saviour,
as hope, as the mea.niDg _of apparently meaningless suffering.
~

Even the opening page of the-Bible (Gen. I) is like a hymn to God,

to his "spirit" to h.is "word" and hence also a hymn for the works of Godthose of the famous "six days" (we are reminded of the saying of Rabbi Akiba
quoted by Heschel: "a hymn every day, a hymn every daf): but among these
"beautiful a.nd good" works the greatest emphasis is given to the ei.zth:
to man.

True, even man beloDgS to a day which has "morniµg a.nd evening",

which hastens on, which is not eternal, all the same it is nearest not only
to the -animals

but to the seventh day which has neither morning nor evening,

the sabbath of the eternal holiday of God and with God.

It is to this

- 4 holiday that God calls Adam: the Spirit and the word of Cod are able indeed to

"make bim come out" to make

him pass also from the "sixth"

to the "seventh

\ daY" in spite of Adam.!3 sin.
Genesis II and III recal ls the irruption of sin and death into our
history.

From then on the signs of ein and death multiply.

well known and a few allusions a.re enough:

They are

Cain kills b.is brother Abel;

Lamech, advanced in technical skill, in crafts and in arms, introduces seventysevenfold vengeance (Cen. IV);
flood;

in Noah's time sin ar.d death spread like a

the vicissitudes of the Jewish patriarchs and their descendents are

often marked, as we know, by times of struggle for existence, of oppression ,
of wars incurred or declared and waged.Often those incu:rred and sometimes
those declared are interpreted as willed by Cod in punis hment for the sins of
Israel or of her oeighoours
herem).

( this is the case particul arly wi th the terrible

It seems really to be a reign of death, an

inexorabl e and desperate

loss of the positive sense of human life, sanctioned al.nost by a decree of Cod
himself.
But the bible knows and proclaims another line of thought.

<
sinner is not directly accused;

Adam the

instead. it is the fratric i de Cain who is

accu~ed,

yet anyone who should kill him is severely threatened with vengeance ( perhaps
because he was repentant? Gen. IV ll -

15). After the flood we find the

renewed 'blessing' and •covenant• with Noah and his descendants and t he law
imposing respect for the "blood", i.e. for the life of man -

every man who

emerged from that catastrophe which i ssued almost in a new creation (Cen.IX,l- 11)
In the Torah we find laws evidently amending the vindictive system announced
by the C&i nite Lamech: even the lex talionis - whi ch to many s eems

uncivilised

- 5. and inhuman - inculcated justice in the punishment of the guilty, because he,
( though meriting a punishment fitting his crime, remained a
1

hwnan person

(Exod. XXI,12-27; Lev. XXIV, 16-21); the collllllandment "thou shalt not kill"
pointed to that respect for human life which forbids taking it at least from
one who does not deserve death, i.e. from one innocent of capital offence and
not an eneazy aggressor;

other rules aimed at inspiring inagoanilllity towards

a " neighbour" guilty of some wrong (e.g. Lev.XIX,16: 'You must not exact
veogeance nor must you bear a grudge against the children of your people.
You must love ·your neighbour as yours·e lf') •

Even the herem ·legi!lla.tion was

not only limited to certain peoples, but. already indicated its true function
the important thing was that Israel should not confuse itself

and meaning:
and its fait
XII, 2-3);

with their idolatry (Deut. VII, 1-6; and
such confusion bad indeed already led to a loss of the sense of

human life: sacred prostitution and human sacrifices had already been
introduced - in other words the lives of some at least had been exploited for
~o..t.he.r,

Exod, XXIII

·s is what is hinted at by some harem texts, like
11-17; Psalm CVI, 34-39~ •

2-

Already, then, this series of texts corrected the negative and
desperat e impression which followed Adam's sin.
But another line of thought deserves attention, which begins with
Genesis III and touches closely the theme of the meaning of human life and of
. . its hope.
/

Genesis III,15 in fact hints at a mysterious 'seed of woman' which

will do battle against

1

the serpent and his seed 1 •

Further on, that 'seed of

woman' takes on more precise outlines. Seth, Noah, Sem, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob,
Judah and the succeedi.ng story of Israel , especially that of !'f.oses
r

a.od

David.

- 6Here emerges another biblical datum: some human lives, some men,
some people, though still "veesels of clay"
special task in the bands of the divine •

and

potte~

weak "flesh" have a
and under the guidance

of his Word and his Spirit, but it is a task: to be performed for a.ll the
families, all the peoples of the earth:

by these they shall be "blessed",

to these they shall convey "blessiog".

This is certa.inly said above all of

{the •seed'of

Abraham~

or of Israel (Gen. XII,3; XXII, 18; Isaiah II,l-5;

XIX, 23-25; Tob. XIII,3-4; 13-16; 18b; cf, Jonah.)
To

be precise, however, it is not said in the same vay of all

the 'seed of Abraham': Isaac in fact is preferred to Ishmael, although
the

l~tter

also receives a 'blessing';

s more blessed than Esau;

~~~~----

~~~~

Judah and David more than their brothers; according to Isaiah VI,13 the
holy see4_ will be only a •stock', a •remnant• of Is<rael, a 're:nna.ot of poor
people' a.s Zephaniah III . ,12-13 explains; in Isaiah the ·instrument. ·of
salvation will be a mysterious nservar.t of the Lord" sometimes identifiable
with Israel, sometimes not; chapter '!:LV even speaks of the Persian king Cyrus
. as of the man nchosen"to serve God's plan • For the rest, the whole
discourse on the •election' of Israel does no t cancel that of Psalm VIII and
[ Genesis I about Adam.
Without wishing then to misconceive the special place belonging

to Iara.el a.nd to the . reality of its history, such as the Law of Moses,
\

the land, Jerusalem, the temple, the house of David, etc., it seems to me
that tbe Hebrew bible itself focuses attention still more on the trel':!endous
and fascinating mystery which is the God of Israel, his Word, his Spirit,
realities vaster a.nd more complex, open to a future similar to .and linked

- 7 with the past, yet also different: ·•new", like a "resurrection of dried
(

bones" (Jer. XXXI, 31,34; Ezech. XXXVI, 22-32; 31; etc.,)
This future, linked with and similar to the past yet also different,

•

.t'.,.Q.

~

.

is what we call "mess.ianism", a term and a theme common to Jews and Chr'istians,
Beyond the differe.s:e of content which one or the other gives to the theme,
thia idea remains common: this messianic future too remained and remains

bound up above all with the God of Israel, but alao vith certain human
lives: especially with .·those of Israel, of a •remnant• of Israel, of its
•s~ock'

(

(Deut.

of its 'holy seed', of a •servant• of Israel, a 'prophet like Mioees'

~Il,15), of a nev David (Ezech. XXXVI, 23-25 etc. )
The position of

man,

then,

o~

at least of some men, of some man,

still a:;>pea.rs evident inj the history which Cod carries forNard with us.

3) Th.a nev covenant in the
Christian view
Clearly, for ua Ch;istians the future promise is connected with
that cru.cified Jew who was called Jesus of Nazareth.

!n his life-story, and

especially in his passage andeicodus from death to resurrection, we see the
connection vi th Israel• s past a.nd also the "new" which explodes out of him
and which is at the heart of ou.r theme.
That crucified one might have seemd accursed, according to the
mosaic

law~;

he was an object of horror for the Romans

and the Greek11 (Cicero, Pro Rabirio , 16; I Cor. I, 23): he is a failure and a
(

defeat for human logic; for us he is ' the Chriat, the son of God, the Power

~of

the Most High in the powerlessness of Jewish "flesh", in a fragile

- 8 -

'vild flower' grown in barren earth •••• without beauty, without majesty"

(Isaiah, XL,6;

LIII,2-3).

In Jesus of Nazareth we see the son of, Cod who died "for the nation,
and

not for the nation only, but to gather together in unity the seattered

children of God" and those also who through the words . of his witnesses
~ould

believe in him.

John

XI,_51~52;

cf. XVII, 20-21).

This means among other things that a Jew too, can and should be

(

considered a "son of God" one "for whom Christ died".
inclined to ·s ay.
as such.

But alas our Christian histofy has not alWa.ys seen the Jew

To be candid, even today it is not obvious and easy for us to

"bless" all

Je~s,

as it was not easy for them to bless e.11 the sons of Esau, of

Ishmael, of Noah, of Adam.

1..

\

"Obviously" we are

We still need much prayer and much work before

the field of our hearts will be "good soil" for the gift of God •
FUrthe~

from this our faith in Christ crucified , it follows that

one who is condmtbed, ostracised, a sinner, a foreigner, who "does not count, does
~

not produce, is good for nothing" in the scale of human reckoning, remains

Christ has a• covenant•, with whom~ he ·is writing a history.

As such he should

be esteemed and treated. · But not all of us Christians find. this 'obvious' , on the contrary!
(

-Even among us there a.re not many like Francis of Assisi,

-

Benedict Cottolengo, Mother Teresa of Calcutta., etc.

---..,.

From our · faith in the crucified deri.tes also a new

conceiving the struggle with and victory over evil.

'f/&y

of

Jesus himself, certainly,

was we may say even 'vio.lent•, stro,ng that is in certain circumstances with
( words and gestures: look at the expelling of the money-changers from the

- 9 ,
(

temple, the invectives against those scribes and pharisees, "hypocrites",
and

against his dear Peter rebuked as •satan•,; how he aclcnowledged the usefulness
'--~~~~~~~~~----'

or £ir:D correction of an impenitent sinner (Mtt. XVIII,13-17) and the
-------.J
inevitable painful divisions the gospel would provoke a.mong men. (Mtt. X,21-22

and 34 - 36. : "it is not peace I have come to bring but a sword •••••••
to set a man against bis father, a dauehtar against her mother, •. •••• • )
All t he same Jesus in the decisive hour of his mission refused recourse to
violence, to the uae of force, to win b:r killing and followed i~tead the
way of B'i;n who gives himself and dies for others.
That Jesus of Nazareth in whom we say we believe died in fact "for all • ••

~-

to make peace (salom) between men and between God and man"; this vas his

truest mission (Eph.II , 11-18; John XVII; Mtt, X,ll-13).
Already in his· pre-paschal life, a.a we ca.ndsduce from the four gospels,
Jesus showed by words and signa this ·.mission, this attention to all, but
especially to · the poorest, the lea.st regarded, the least rich in goods or
achievements.
~

~

-----~

It is e·nough to gl,.ance at hie many miracles of sueer goodness and

at the parable of the mercifUl father ( less happily called 'the prodigal son');
the father continues to love the son who has left home and has ..asted his own
resources and his father's, because he remains his son .
because the other has behaved badly a nd dissipated t he

The elder son protests ,
f~mily

fortunes,

he is unwilling to celebrate with his father and the servants and complains
of his unsatisfied rights.

The father then comes out of the house and ' begs'

him (God oeggiti;us! ) t o come in and join the feast
-who was dead and has come back to life" .

~for

this you=: brother

- 10-

This Jesus of Nazareth shows, a s the God of Israel has already,
that he recognises the face of death, the dramatic tunnel which seems to
place a stone on human life. Before the death of others Jesus was much moved,
he wept and intervened to let some escape from its grim power (Luke XII,13;
John XI, 35); before his

O\llTl

he was evenafraid and dejected as much as and

perhaps more than acy of us (Mark XIV, 32 sqq and parallel tezts ) : only with the
'sword' of prayer and mercy did he recover the strength to overcome the
'weakness of the flesh' and even the anguish of the apparent silence of God.
(Mk. n,34 "My God, MY -God, why'·have· you deserted me?").

This too was how he fouod the strength to forgive his executioners
and help the penitent, praying thief to die well in peace and in hope - the
true scope of his mission as noted above (Luke XXIII,27-46),
This peace and hope were already announced by the faith of many

;J_ews and by the sacred books, but for us they are guaranteed by the resurrection

'
I

of Jesus, of which the Gospels and other New Testa.:nent \o{Z'itioge speak. (I Cor.X:V,etc
For us then Jesus is "Lord" even of death.

Hence human life can truly pass

even the limits · of the 'sixth• day to the •eternal sabbath of God' (Hebr. IV).

,,_______-

Naturally, just as for the Jewish disciples of the Torah and of
Wisdom, so also for Jesus the passage to the seventh day is not magical: the
gift of God precedes us, but is 'welcomed' with faith and as a call to 'serve',
to 'love' God and our fellow-men.
and 'charisma.

1

•

3ach in his place and according to his 'vocation'

he has received is called into this •way• which is common

to all: the way of love of God and our neighbour. (I Cor.

XI I-~III).

..

- 11 }~any

pages of the gospel touch this.

Matthew must suffice.

TWO

examples from

In XXII, 34-40 Jesus affirms that the love of God

a.nd our neighbour is the substance of "Law and Prophets••, i, e. of the
moral discourse of the Old Testament.
Sermon on the Mount, Jesus declares

.C.\~\\

\

In chapter V, in the context of the

~hat

.

Law or the Prophets but to ~te them"

sometimes paradoxical language

be is not "come to abolish the
beyond the explicit and

(V,17):

of tr.at Sermon, the meaning seems to

me to be this, as I have already explained in

my

Tra la Folla al Discorso

della Montagna, (Milan, Ancora, ·1900) p. 77: Moses called for respect for
the person of our neighbour and hence

for~ade

inllocent; Jesus still calls for such respect,

the killing at least of the

b~o

include avoiding offensive behaviour ( vv. 21-24).

(

as to

Moses called for respect

for marriage by avoidance of adulte:cy-; Jesus takes the same line and goes
on .
further, insisting/the gl'.avity even of adulterous desire (vv. 27-30),
Moses set out to regulate divorce and make it a serious matter; Jesus
holds it so serious and grave that it

sho~ld

never exist at least among

his disciples, because it is cqntrary to true love for a woman (vv.}lsq).
Moses called for integrity at least in oaths;

Jesus demands it always.

. (vv .33-37) • }loses wished exaggerated vengeance to be avoided: Jesus demands tha

·1 vengeance be avoided always and that even those who have erred and deserve

I
\

correction should be loved ( vv. 38-42).
beloved;

For Moses, our neighbour is to

for Jesus even our enemy ( vv. 43-47) because the 'perfect• one

to follow ~s not Moses but the Heavenly Father (v.48) who sent Moses and
still more the "Son, the beloved; my favour rests on him" (¥.tt. IlI,17).

,.
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And in this 'Son• of God and of the Jewish woman Mary we see also
a marvellous example of the love of God for men, but still more a mediator
of forgiveness and of the 'Spirit' - that Spirit Who is the force of
resurrection, of new life, of the ma.rch towards perfection of the sons of the
heavenly Father.
Conclµsion
Although many useful points for our theme and our dialogue could
still be raised, I believe that those already brought up

~r-e

more than enough.

Before I finish, however, I want to quote another passage from
Hescbel.

The question was put to him: who then is man?

This was his anS'#er:

•wno

is :nan? A being put in travail, but who has the dreams and designs
of God; God's dream of a world redeemed, of the reconciliation of
heaven and earth, of a buma.ni ty tr.Uy in His image,, mirroring his

wisdom, justice and mercy. The dream of God is not to be alone, but to
have the human race as companioll in the drama of con'tinuous creation.
Whatever we do, whatever we achieve, we promote or hinder the drama of
redemption, we reduce or increase the power of evil."
I think that Heschel was not far either .from his own ( and olir) Scriptures or
from the thought of Jesus, a Jew like himself, about the meaning of human .life.
The already genuine Jewish tradition and that which looks to the •memoria'
of Jesus of Nazareth are then a single shaft of light evea ia this nhour of
wolves" "through which we are living.

c---
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RABBI'S ROLE IN VATICAN It DOCUMENT TOlO (640)
By Tracy Early
NEW YORK (NC) -

The late Rabbi Abraham Heschel played a central role in discuss.Ions leading to adoption of the Se-

cond Vatican Council's declaration on Judaism, said Rabbi Marc Tanenbaum at a Feb.

21

symposlum·on Rabbi Heschel's

continuing Influence. ·
. R~bbl Tanenbaum, interrel.iglous affairs director for the Af'!ierican Jewish Committee, gave a detailed account of the decision to enlist Rabbi Heschel as a chief spokesman and of subsequent efforts to secure a Vatican II statement that wo1,Jld
" reverse 2,000 years of history."
These efforts included preparation of written statements outlining Jewish views·. talks with the late Cardinal Augustln Bea,
whom Pope John XXUI appointed as the first head of the Secretariat for Christian Unity; and a private meeting between
Rabbi Heschel and Pope Paul VI. .
Rabbi Tanenbaum, while noting that the declaration did not make all the explicit statements Jews had hoped for, described it as a " historic turning point" In committing the Catholic Church at Its highest level to uprooting anti-Semitism.
The statement regarding the Jews was the "Declaration on the Relationship of the Church to Non-Christian Religions"
(Nostra Aetate). adopted in the fourth and final session of Vatican II on Oct. 28, 1965.
Born in Warsaw in 1907. Rabbi Heschel ·came to the United States In 1940. He first taught in Cincinnati and then served
on the faculty of the Jewish Theological Seminary In New York from 1945 until his death In 1972. The seminary sponsored
the Feb. 21 gat hering, the Heschel Memorial Symposium. Rabbi Tanenbaum, a gradute of the seminary, recalled the impact
· Rabbi Heschel made on him as a student.
He also said that Rabbi Heschel's wider Influence was symbolized shortly after his death by an unprecedented event for
a Jewish writer, having~ pope, Paut VI, quote from one of his theological works. and having the Jesuit magazine, A'l!lerlca.
devote a special issue to him.
By the time Vatican II was announced, Rabbi Tanenbaum told his l~eners. Rabbi Heschel had become a " towering" presence
on the American scene. and the American Jewish Committee decided he should be asked to serve as a spokesman for American
Jews regarding Vatican II Issues.
Rabbi Tanenbaum said that some Jews did not see the Importance of Vatican II, falling to understand the " political as
well as moral.' ' significance of what was happening.
In spite of these obstacles from within and without the Jewish community, "The committee and Rabbi Heschel entered
into fruitful discussion with Cardinal Bea, and this continued throughout Vatican II."
The American Jewish Committee met with Pope Paul In May, 1964, and Rabbi Hesch.el had a private audience with the
pope in mid-$eptember. Rabbi Tanenbaum said Rabbi Heschef reported what the pope had told him: that.some people thought
the then-existing draft of the proposed declaration was already too favorable to the Jewish posltion.•arid..the pressure for
further strengthening might lead to Its removal from the agenda.
Throughout the neg~tlatlons Jews were seeking explicit condemnation of the " Christ killer" and ·.·deicide" charges and
renunciation of any program for proselytizing among Jews.
tn the final declaration, the word " deicide" was not used but rejection of the concept was lncluded,·Rabbl.Tanenbaum said.
A statement saying that the day when ...all peoples will address the Lord In a single voice" was known to God alone was
the answer to the proselyzattori and conversion Issue.
,Rabbi Tanenbaum gave special praise to the U .S. bishops for exerting pressure that led to a posit;ve result. When there
was some doubt concerning adoption of the statements on the Jews and on religious liberty. he said, U.S. cardinals met .
with Pope Paul and made a " demand" that they be approved.
He said that the late Cardinal Richard Cushing of Boston told the pope, "We are not going back to America unless we
can bring home the bacon."

ENO

.:::

By Jack' Riemer
He l~ved stories, and so let me begin this trib~te ·to him with a
story that I found recently . It comes· from Sam Dresner, who was one of
his closest disciples, and who has continued in these las.t years since
his teacher's death to write about him and .. to keep alive· his ~pirit.
Sam is at work on a book about Dr. Hes~hel which hop·e fully will Qe p.u blisbed
soon. · An. excerpt from this book appeared recently in ·the Catholic
magazine, America, and I want to share one .story. from it with you.
Sa~

begins his essay with a story that took place ~ear the end.
Several years before Dr. Heschel died, he suffered a nearly fatal heart
attack. Soon after, Sam came from Chicago to New York to see him. And
this is what he recalls:
"He had gotten ·ou·t of bed for the !irst . time to greet me, and he
·.
was . sitting ·in the living room when I arrived, looking weak and
pale. He spoke slowly and with some effort, almost ~n a whisper . .
I ~trained to hea~ his words.
"Sam", he said, "when I regained consciousness, my first feeling was
not of despair , or of anger. I felt onl,y gratitu_de to God for my
life, for every moment I had lived. .I was ready to depart, if need
be. "Take me> 0 Lord," I thought . I have seen so many mir.acles
in my lifetime." Exhausted by the. effort, he p~used, and then
added: "This is what I meant when I 'WTOte in the . preface to .my
book of poems: "I did not ask for success; I asked for wonder.
And You gave it to me."
....

J'

•

I did not ask for success: I asked for wonder. And You gav.e it
to me. This is the way that Abraham~oshua Heschel, zichrono livracha,
evaluated his o'WI). life. Those of us who had the privilege of knowing
him a~d of being his students can testify to .the accuracy of this
evaluation.
.
.
He was a man . blessed · with an extraordinary capacity Jor wonder.
~e was a man blessed with a remarkable ability to be excited• to be
thrilled ,. to be exhilarat~d. to be uplifted.
Whatever else he. was, one thini he could never be accused . ~£. He
was never dull. Th~ngs that other· people took for granted, things that

- . i. -

:

--··-~--other.:...people --never· · bother.e d to n.oti~e, . fil..l~d . his . .h~art ..with awe, hi"s-..~~,·.
soul with joy, his mind with exc~tmen~.
~

Man)". of us rememb.e r how, before a seminar would begin , he would
.
walk to tpe window and look out .at_ the sky , ~nd, say to us : . Gentlem~n.
something wonderous happened tonight. Did you see it? Did you notice?
The: sun set. And we would look· at each other with embarrass~ent, for
we had seen it but not really seen . it until he called it to our
attention. We had seen it but not noticed .
.

I · remember an experience that I had with him in my student days ..
I went to a wedding, and when I came back I met him .in the Seminary
courtyard. He asked me where I had been and l told him. "What kind ·
of wedding was it?" ·, he asked. I started to tell him. I started to
say that it was a sad wedding beca~se the groom had· no relatives ~nd
the _bride had no relatives, and the groom had a physical handicap and
the bride was up in years . . I got less than halfway through what I was
going to· say _when he interrupted ~e with an exclamation. "How wonderful I"
he said, and suddenly I realized _ h~ was right'. To me the wedding bad
seemed sad, ·but when _I saw ~t through his eyes, from his perspective,
I reali.zed he wa.s right. When two lonely people find each other, when
two people, each of whom ha~ little beauty ; are able to discover the
beauty in each other,
how wond~rful tha~ is! I hadn't realized Qntil
he showed it to me.
To be with him was to be ·ip the presence of effervesence, to be
in the company of constant excitement , to_ be near lightning : He coul.d
be angry,' he could .be fervent, he could be ch~rming , he could be ·
pas~oinate, he could be satirical, he could be meditative, but he could
never be dull. ~e could never be pedestrian . And nothing that he
touched, ·nothing that he . thought' about, could ever be. dull either.
I love the two stories that he tel~s in Man Is Not Alone and in.
God in Search of Man about wonder, and about how we can crush the
sense of wonder in our students and
in• ourselves if we are ·no.t careful.
"J
Th~

first story is about t~e educator who was. once -:o ut .walking with
his child. The little _girl turned and asked him: "Daddy, what is up . there beyond the sky?" The father gave ·her a 'scientific' e~plan~tion~ _
"E.ther, · my child,· he said .
...
. "Ether?" And she held her nose. ·

.. .

_
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.

.

Is "t:hat· really ~ff -.tlleie. is up ther·e -beycfrid t .h e--·sky? -:--Tc)-:-··g"ive·an..._ _______
.
"
.
·answer like that is to crush, not to · .enlighten; .t o _b lock, not .t o teach;
to limit, not to eplarge the horizons ·o f a child's mind. Many of us are
~
the victims of :educators like that. Some of lJ:S were taught to pain~
what the teacher t.h ought we should see, not what we saw. And ~ome of
us were taught the "primiti~e origins" of pra~ers or "the real_ sociological
u:ieaning" of cotmnandments, and have had .to fight long and hard to overcome
the effects ~f explanations like these. What Heschel tried to do· was to
teach us how to .s tand for what is beyond us, how to point b~yond ourselves,
how to ·bear witness and not debunk, how to convey reverence instead of
crushj,.ng wpnder.
The second story that he loved to tell was the one about what
happened when the first electric streetcar made its appearaace in
Wars~w.
Some good old Jews could simply not believe their eye.s. A
car that· moves without a horse? Some of them were stupefied and
frightened, and all of them were at a loss for how to explain this
amazing invention . .
Once while ther were discussing the matter in the synagogue, a
man entered who had a reputation for being sophisticated . In addition
to studying the. Talmud he was reputed to know books on secular s.ubjects,
to subscribe to a gene.r al newspaper, and to be we~l versed in wordly
aff~irs. They. clustered around hi~ and asked him if he knew how this
thing· worked.
"Of course I kno".l , he .said. They hung on his every word as h_e
began to explain . "Picture four large' wheels in .a vertical pos~tion
in foµr corners of a square, connected .to each other by wires. Do
you get it?
"Yes, we get it," they said hesitantly.
"Now, these wires are tied together in a knot in the. center of
the square and then placed within a. large wheel which is placed. in a
horizontal position . Do you get it"
"Yes, we get· it·," .said the listen.e rs cautiously .
"Now, above the large wheel there are s.e veral more wheels, each
one smaller than the· one hefore .- · Do· you get it?" . said the" sop~·~_s .ticate.
"Yes, we get it,". they said a bit more hesitantly.

--------'------·----'-.----'~---- -·
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on-t:op-.ofc-the-smaHest-wheel-~he.r-e-;i,s-one-t4ny~s€-r-ew4'hich~

· ·-·.- --"Now-,
is connected by .a wire to the cen~er of the car which lies on top of ·
·.
the wheels . Do yo\,J get it?" .
1,
~:
"Yes, we E,et it . "
l
"Now the machinist in the car presses the button that moves the
:
screw that causes the horizontal wheels to m·o ve, which c.a uses t}:ie·
l
vertical wheels to move, wh~ch causes the car to run through the streets . .
So you see, it is no wonder," said the sophis.ticate proudly ..
.

t

I

"Ah , now \<Te unders·tand." said the old people.
But there was one old Jew there ·who said: "By ·me· it is still a
wonder.. "
And so it is. After all the explanations, because of all the
exp~anation·s , the world is still a wonder .
Even after we knpw how
~hings work, that things work is still a wonder!
The wonder is nofonly
in the extraordinary but in the ordinary as well . That a piece of
bread can ~merge from a seed and the sun and the work of the farmer is a
wonder. That a glass of w,a ter can revive the spirit of a person ~s a
wonder . That the sun rises and that it sets i s just as much of a wonder
as .an eclipse , even though. for some reason so many · people rus_h out to
observe the eclipse and so few ever bother to notice the sunrise .
The heart of reiigion for Heschel was wonder. It was gratitude
that made a person great , according to him. The central question for
him was not whether we had faith in God . The central issue for him was
'
tha~ God bad faith in us ; that after all · the time·s we have . disappointed
Him, He . still continues to believe in us . What we do with our lives is
the r·esponse to that' trust . We lqve .in response to the love with which
we are loved . To be the recipient of God's trust and to ignore it~ ·is
a sin. To be . entrusted with the gift of· life and waste it~ is•
transgress~on .
To have eyes and not see, not really see , is a loss .
In The Earth Is the . Lord's.,. ·Heschel writes : "What is the main
obje·c tive of obs~rvance if not to feel the soul. the soul in oneself,
the soul in the Torah, and the soul in the world?" Huch::of the rest of
his writings can be organized around these three rubrics. ~ey were
. efforts t ·o make us aware of the wonder of our own selves, the wonder
within the Torah, and the wonder within the world·.
Let us consider each of these insights in turn.

i
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What, or as· he prefe~red _ to say, who is a human being? How shall
....,.....,..--,;e-··unders-tarld ourselv-e sf ··H eschel -was p~ofciundly-Ufocked in "pre-Nazi .. . ,_
;Germany when he foupd Biology textbooks that defined a human being .. as a
; collection of iron and phosphorus and other chemi"cals that were worth so
~: .
.
.
and so many dollars on the market. He felt that· the · road to Naziism
began in those· books, t~at one could draw a straight line between teachings
like_that and what the Nazis ended up doing to human beings. People were
· dehumanized . first in the~ry and ·t hen in fact; first in the classroom and
then in the streets . If this is all man is, then why revere him, why
not use him, why not abuse him?
What ·Heschel found ·in those Biology textbooks in pre-Nazi Germany
can be replicated in .many classrooms in post-Nazi Ameri~a. There are
Philosophy classes in which all values are said to be relative, (except
relativism itself), in which all truths are said to be oniy a matter of
opinion. And there are Science classes that speak of "programming
people" and of "turning them on" as if man were made in the image of
~he machine instead of in the image of God. We have become so accustomed
to such words that we are ~o longer even conscious of how callous, how
dehumanizing., and · how dangerous such language is.
A human being must know ·who he is, and where he comes from .and Who
he represents : this was the message that Heschel crossed the country
teaching · and preaching. A person must know two truths : that he is dust
and ashes, and ·that he .is made in the image. A person must hold on to two
insights a~ ·once: that he is mortal, and that he is itmnortal. He must
constantly be aware that he can
here today and gone_today, and that he
can be gone today and yet still here ever afterwards.

be

There ar.e some ·theologies that exalt God by putting man d~w; Heschel
never did. · On the contrary, h~ const~ntly r _eminded us, not only of our
shortco~ings, but especia~ly of ·our potential.
Wh~t is said of nothing
else on earth is said of man: man,. every man, is made in the image of
God . How sad it, he used to lament·, for a man to forget who he is,
where he comes. from, and .what he
can be. "The Lord is your . shadow," says
.
the Bible, and. a very .bold Midrash th~t Heschel loved to quote took
that to mean that j~st as a shadow depends .upon the person, so .does God,
k~viyachol, depepd on u.s .
'·

01le must know. the wonder which is oneself.

Otherwise, one can see
no wonder anywhere else . ·':fo make us " conscious of our own cosmic signific~nce
was Heschel's first pedagogic task. It was an enormously difficult task,

b ..:

for so iriuch -1n·contemi»or~ry·e:u1 bire ... comblnes .. to put ·man-cfown·~·-to·-make --:-·- - - - him feel that he- is orily animal or creature, worker or consumer, robot
or thing.,
His . ~~cond

pedagogic task was to help us discover the soul within
.
.
the Torah. He ~as a bona fide scholar, and he could do systematic .
research as well as any pedant, but his desire was to go beyond ·that
wanted to know facts and dates, but more than . that, he wanted to ·captuTe
.
.
the echo of the soul that reverbe·r ated wit.b in the words of a manuscript ~
to gain . an insight . into the inner life of the historicai figure he was
studying. He wanted to know wqat were the yearnings in the soul ·of his
people, ·and not only w~at were the social or · th~ economic factors in
their lives. He wanted, not only to dissect the words of a text , but
also to catch the melody within them.
Let ·me share here ~ ballad by Menachem Boraisha that I think says
something about what it means to seek the soul within the ~Qrah. It is
an excerpt from his major philosophical work: Der Geyer ·, and I found
it in a translatiop by Zalman Schachter-Shlomi . · It is
bit long, I know ,
· but I ask you to b~ar with me and let me cite it all, for the humor and
the power of the last lines dep_end on the development that leads up to
them, and I find it too good a story to weaken by shortening.. It is a
tale that I think Dr . Heschel must have known , and that I thirik he must
have enjoyed:

a

shte·tl far from· the high~~y.
The shtetl Jews, peasants ,
Do business with the village,
.
.
Work for the farmers .
In his room, · door locked,
The Rabbi studies,
An4 the books on his shelves multiply~
A

He makes his way to ~ow , ·
Finds .a holy book,
The seller names his price;
Weeks of wages! "I'll. be back,"
And the rabbi . goes. off . to borrow the money . .
In the morning he is back, - but
Too late; the .b ookseller· cut.s him· off .

J
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- 7 so;;·~·coa.Chman,_bought

It's sold.
A coachman?

~

"it . .
'

A baalegulah?
A book of kabbalah?I
•

~

.

The .rabbi, not knowin~ if t~e dealer -teases,
.
Walks into the slum streets and asks ·.for
The baaleguleh who buys books.
They just stare at him. The last one on his list
Boards at the shoepatcher.
The r~bbi gets his ·shoes patched. -. ·
He asks: "What's in these. hooks you buy?"
"Oh·, " the ·1 'aalegulah replies, "t;ales
and stories." The rabbi, his suspicions
Confirmed, "could have guessed as much.
Imagine, baalegulahs and kabbi!-lah~"
'

"His heart brined in salt, disgusted
By the loss of the book, and the
Bookseller's teasing, he "?ants only
To travel home. He goes to th~ market
To find a ride. Ready to go, the _
Baaleguleh yells: "Hop in, let's movel"
Amazed, the rabbi wonders, "Only one. fare
And. he . travels?"
"Come on ·up, . r~bbi; don't worry I'~
Th~

baalegulah hi~h on the driver's seat,
The rabbi under the covered. wagon's hood, ~hey travel.
Only an hour or two, he thinks , and 1' 11
Be home. But .soon he feels a halt an.d
Looking out he hears the .b aaleguleh say:
"Comet Crawl out and l9ok at thisl"
The rabbi crawls, l.ooks ,but cannot ev:en
· · Recognize . the. road·. "ls this not a strange
Road? he asks. · "It'll get to be your own .
.....
Look I" And he points to ~. field, to
Peasants, barefo.o t, scythes ·in hand, cutting ·hay.
Fragrant hayl R~lling fields I ) Vaulted sky!
Birda swarms swooping overhead!

8
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"I see nothing," says the rab~i ~
"O . k. ~· We' fl keep trucking I"
Hours· pass. Suddenly another stop.
"Come on out, rabbi!"
This ti.me, even more · alien,
A ~ield· and forest. The . baaleguleh
Stops to chat with a village peddler.
"Why drag me around?": The r.abb~ is anp,ry,
But the baaleguleh just says, "This fellow
can use a ride; move over and we'll
Take him a spell."
The wagon
moves on,. the peddler and the ·
. . .
Rabbi sitting under the hood.
The rabbi's silence breathes icy anger,
So the peddler keeps· his peace and
They move -on.
stop . Now its a kuzhnya (smithy)
In s9me strange shtetl. The peddler leaves,
·Hoving on his way. The baaleguleh .waits
In the kushnya for the kowal Cs.mi th)
To shoe the horse. He calls outside
To the r~bbj,.: "Come on in, its happier
Here." At the door
the smithy stands
The
Rabbi, growling .w ith anger.
.
.
"What hutspal All I need is to overhear.
The conversations of .kowals and baalegulehsl"
Ano~her

of

.

.

they travel on. But soon oats are
Needed for ·t .h e horse, so on to the f eedsto·r~.
In friendly conversat~on stan4s the· storeke~per.
T_he baaleguleh, and a woman. ·The rab~i · burns
With rage _
. "Wlum will . there be an end to this J"
The baaleguleh looks at him. "It's ~ good store,
Good folks here, why don't you CQme. in?"
The rabbi bites his lip. · Even exile will someday
Finall~,

....

·---.-·-··· ·-··---· ···--·---: ··:~·· - Nights ·.falls, and ·they drive up · to-····a ·-kretchma·-(roadhouse) ·
A.s the baaleguleh unhi'tches the horse. .
The rabbi starts to go,
Trying to find his colleague in the shtetl.
But he. is stopped:
"You'll find good people in the roadhouse too."
The hutspeh of the baaleguleh
Imprisons him, and he stays~ · The kretchma is
Filled with simple folk; eating, drinking, smoking. _
He finds a corner and prays the Ma~ariv.
He lets himself be served supper
while the .kretchmer and the baaleguleh hum.
Tired of his anger, he naps and knows not
When lamps are dous·ed and where the· night gets lost .
The day greys .to dawn and the baaleguleh shakes him awake.
He wants to wash his hands for prayer
But the other rushes him. "You'll daven at home."
Now the wagon flies, the road looks familiar . · ·
· The . sun is fully up, and ·they are at the rabbi's house .
."Rabbi! . Arrived!"
Feeling ~ortunate, "at home at last," he reaches fo~ his wallet.
"How much do I owe. you?" he_ asks.
"You ·owe me nothing," the. ariswer comes.
"I~ll even pay you . '' And he pulls out
. The book and g1ves it to the rabbi .
"Take ·i t, . rabbi. If you see n·o thing,
And hear nothing, this book won't help you
Either!" He turns to his horse and
Urges him with _a "Heigh-Hot" ·
The rabbi stands there confused .
He rushes t~ pursue the wagon .
But the baalegula~ is way gone.
..

Is the point of the story and it·s relevance to Torah study clear?
If one cannot
discern any
meaning and any mystery· and any message in.
.
.
the work .of the farmer, or on the face of · the innkeep~r, or in.

- .. 10

··--.,.,..--the-··company--of--.f e.llow'.. passengers ,__.t hen ...one_:will_n.ot...:..f in_d_ i _t_ip=-t=h=e=-·----,_,,_'rorah either .
...
There are many ways to read the Torah . What we get . out of it
depends 6n what we ·bring with us · to it. Ezekiel complains somewhere
that. they call him a singer of songs inste.ad of paying attention to
what he is saying. To call. the Prophets ·i~iterature", Heschel used
to say, is like praising .t he manuscript of Einstein's theory of
relativity by saying that he h~d a nice hand~iting. He may h~ve
happened tQ have good penmanship but this was not his ~oal • . His
intention was to say som~thing important about reality, and so it
with the Prophets. To focus on precisely when or where they lived,
or on the exa~t spelling of their words, can be a digression, an
escape , from hearing what they want to. say. They want to judge us,
not to be judged by us , As in. the story about the brash young man
who comes back to his .first teacher after. a stay in the Yeshiva, that
Heschel tells in The Earth Is The .Lord's, the central question is not:
how m~ch Talmud have we gone thr~ugh. ~e central question is: how
mu~h has .gone through .us? This is what Torah study meant f~r Heschel.
And there is a soul in the world . He was the one who taught us
to be sensitive to the difference between the Greek word for "world"
and the Hebrew word ." The Greek word is "cosmos" which means something
·complete "in, itself. The Heb'rew word i.s "olam". which is a cousin of
the word "ne-elam" which means mystery, wonder, sometbing hidden . The
world itself is a wonder. That which w~ understand is· still a wonder.
That we understand is a wonder .
There are two ways of looking at the world . One can say that the
world is getting older every day. One can feel sorry for the .world
that has to get up every day for centuries, for .millenia. one can wish
that the world could retire
and ~ove ~o Florida to live on social
.
.
security. as people do. ·Or, one can sense that the world is being born
today! On~ can bend dqwri and listen to the world's heartbeat and know
that underneath everything · there is life, pulsating life, · coming ·to
expression in the grass, in th~ birds, i11 us, in alL Heschel lived
with dynamfsm, with electricity, because he sensed the aliveness of
all that is, and responded to it .
Let me say something now about Heschel's iast y~ars . In one sense,
. the~e were the vears of .his greatest fame and glory. But i~ another
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sense, there were. the years of his greatest isolation . and loneliness .
The question· is : why did he turn at this point in his life to activis.~?
Why did he invest so much of himself in these last years to social
causes? He must have known how precarious his health. was, how precious
his time _w as, how mucl~ writing he st111 had .to do. Why then did. he
choose to spend his -last energies this w~y. in. a race agains .t time,
juggling tasks, commuting between worlds, finishing his ~ook on the
Kotsker and carrying on political activities a~ the· same time? What
.J
did he need . it for, when it brought him so much criticism from Jews,
maligning from students, harsh judgements from peers?
~

I

•

The ·key may be in something that Dr. Heschel once wrote about
Maimonides . Scholars have long wondered about the relationship.
between Maimonides the phi~osopher and Maimonides the physican. · Was
the latter simply his · way of making a living so that he could be the
former? · In his biography of Maimonides, Dr. Heschel offered a different
suggestion. He proposed that for Maimonides, .the practice of medicine
was not inst~ad of religion~ or in addition to religion, - it was
.
.
religion . It
was
prayer
in
the
form
of
a
deed;
His
life
moved
in
.
.
stages. His metaphysics led him to the love of God, and the love of
God led him to the healing of God's people. Byron ~herwin , in his
book about Heschel, suggests that the same point that Heschei made
.a bout Maimonides ·can also be .made about him. He too moved in stages.
In the ninteen-sixties Heschel worked on the prophets, producing a
boo~ that is a _lasting contr_
i bution to -biblical sch_o la·r ship. But in
the process. the prophets wor~ed~ on him too. As he lived with them in
his co~sciousness. a change came over him. ·Tl}_e man who· could have
easily lived out his years in a scholar's study became . instead more
· and m~re d~eply involved in soci~l issues. The ·pain of the black.s ·
in the South, of Jews _in the Soviet Union, of human beings in Vietnam,
penetrated his sc;>ul and gave him . no rest. He became a guide and a .
goad to all of _'Us on the controversial issue of our ~ime .'. He tpok ·on
the American ·Meqicat
Association, went to· the
White House. . to speak up
.
.
for the · rights of ~he aged, became a central figure . in the civil rights
movement, and one of ~he major voic~s in the protest against the
Vietnam war~ Sherwin suggests that all these · involvements were not
digres~ions from his study o.f the Prophets; that they were · the

,'
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It is true that others have studied the Prophets and ·n ot come away
sp deeply affected.
If so, perhaps they did not rea.lly study the Prophets
but only the details that surround them. Heschel studi.e d the Prophets>
and came away ·from the experience transformed. Speaking up in the, name
of God against evil became, for him , not a digression from religion,
but its essence.
And so began those last lonely -years, the years in which he won so
much. admiration in the Christian world and so little appreciation within
the Jewish worid. He journeyed to Rome in the hope o~ bringing· about a
change in the Church's u_n derstandiI)g of the Jew, and although he had some
effect there, he · was harshly criticized by certain elements within the
Jewish community for going. He journeyed to Selma to stand with Martin
Luther King .· "Father· Abraham" they called him there, for they sensed
·in him more than just a ·spokesmaI) for the Bible. They sensed in him an
embodiment Q~ the Bible. But when a few years . later, the civil rights
movement fell apart, and blacks robbed and .pillaged .in Jewish neighborhoods,
he was mocked and made fun of by cynics for what be had done . The
day befo.r e he died, -he went, in the cold, and despite ill ·h eal th, to be
at the gate to greet a Catholic priest as - he came put of prison after
.
.
an anti-Vietn~m demonstration; and he was criticized, and petitioned
against by his own Seminary students for cancelling his classes ~o do it.
Some of his o~ students and some of his own peers ·could not understand
. why he did these things "instead of Judaism". Like the Prophets of old,
he was alone at the end, isolated and misunderstood, and yet those last
lonely years ·were the ones in which he brought to fruition all that he
had studied and taught and become until then.
How can we p~y tribute . to him, we who miss him so much? 'Who else do
we have since his departure who. reached . out so far and yet remained so
rooted? Who else do we have lik~ him, who had two .books side by · side
near his bed when he died: a hasidic sefer, and~ book about the
.
.
Vietnam war? · ·Who· do we have who cares about wh_a t · either ...book · represents,
much less about both? Who else do we have like him to remind us of who
:we should be , of who we can be, . of who we are?
In . a eulogy that he. once gave for his frlend, he said that' there
are three .levels of mourning. The first level is with tears. The
Gecond level. hi~her than that, is with silence. And the third level,
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the highe_st of all, is with song. Tears we have ·shed ap'ienty since
his going. Silence we have 9b&erved for a ~ong time tjow, each time
we contelnp-iate how orphaned our generation is, .how m-µch more there
still wa~ that we could have done with ·him,_ bow much more there stil.l was that we should have done for him. Ten years have passed . . lt is
time now to turn our

mourn~ng

into song.

"Dovev siftey yisheynim --- whoever quotes his master '-s words,
it is a·s · if his lips· still move from the grave," says the midrash.
May ·our teacher ' -s lips ~ontinue to move, and may h_is spirit continue
to live in us' with us' and through us' for many more years "to com_e .
And may these words by him, and about h _im, that I have recalled to our
minds be a source of bles~ing io us all.

: :'
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HESCHEL'S SIGNIFICANCE
A
FOR JEWISH-CHRISTIAN RELATIONS .
,EVA FLEISCHNER

Abraham Joshua Heschel did his best to help Christians
Understand they could overcome their failure and become
buly human.
We all have our stories to tell about Abraham Joshua Heschelallow me to tell one also, a story I received from a friend:
The Jesuit Daniel Kilfoyle was one of the founders of Oergy and Laity
Concerned about Vietnam. After the first few meetings he was
forbjdden by his superiors to remain with the group. Kilfoyle decided to
go to one more meeting, so that he could tell his friends in person why
. he would not be able to stay with them. Heschel sat across the table from
him as he spoke. When he had finished, Heschel got up, came around
to where Daniel was sitting, and embraced him saying: "You are my
brother!" 1 In some mysterious way Abraham Heschel, the Jew,
respected the Jesuit's decision to obey and understood his pain.
What was it about Heschel that gave him this capacity for
understanding a tradition and a discipline that were--at least in this
case-quite alien to his own, a discipline which, by the 1960s, even
some Catholics had difficulty in understanding and accepting? How
was it that, less than three months after .h is death, America magazine
published an entire issue dedicated to Heschel, in which Protestant
and Catholic scholars joined with Jewish scholars in paying tribute to
Heschel? John Bennett, at the time president of Union Theological
Seminary where Heschel had been a visiting professor, wrote in that
issue that " Abraham Heschel belonged to the whole American
Eva Fleischner is p rofessor of religion at Montclair State College in New Jersey and a
member of the Bishops' Secretariat for Catholic-Jewish Relations. She is the author of Views
of Judaism in Gtrm11n Christian Theology since 1945 (Scarecrow, 1975) and of a Holocaust
bibliography and a number of articles. She also edited Auschwitz: Beginning of a New Era?
(KTAV, 1977).
This essay was originally delivered at a Heschel Symposium at the College of St. Bened ict,
St. Jose ph, Minn., in 1983. It has been shortened for publication here, but the full version
will appea r in a volume to be published by McMillan.
·
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still far away from the expected redemption. Instead of standing as the
eschatological community at the end of history, the church has
en·tered history as a community parallel and often in rivalry and
conflict with the Jewish people. The net result of the messianic
outburst that took place in the year 33 within the Jewish community,
as a response to the events around Jesus of Nazareth, has been that a
new access, a new gate, in particular for non-Jews, has been opened to
the way of the Lord which began with Abraham (Gen. 18:19) and will
end in the kingdom of God. It is not true that the church has replaced
Israel or has taken over its vocation. Both Israel and the church await
the fulfillment of the Torah, when the image of God will be visible in
the whole of humanity. The Jews await this final Day incorporated in
the people of Israel, the Christians incorporated in the body of Christ.
And both are judged by the same God to whom they have to answer,
if they have been faithful to their particular vocation. The Jews have
expressed their faithfulness in a "no" to Jesus as his church tried to
take the Torah away from them. Christians may express their
faithfulness in their "yes" to Jesus who embodied the Torah, and
therefore also in a "yes" to his brothers and sisters, the Jewish people.
NOTES
1. Zur Emeummg des Verhaltnisses von Christen und /uden, Handreichung der EtJ1Jngelischen
Kirche in Rhein/and, Nr. 39 (Mulheim, 1980), pp. 8-28; also in B. Klappert, H. Stark, eds.,

Umlcehr und Emeuerung; Erliiuterungen zum Synodalbeshluss der Rheinischen umdessynode 1980
"Zur Erneuerung des Verhaltnisses von Christen und juden" (Neukirchen·Vluyn; Neukirchener
Verlag, 1980), pp. 263-81.
2. "Erwiigungen zur kirchlichen Handreichung zur Emeuerung des Yerhiiltnisses von
Christen und Juden" in Dokumentation des Evangelischm Pressedienstes (Frankfurt am Main,
Sept. 29, 1980).
3. In G. B. Ginzel, ed., Auschwitz a/s Herausforderung fiir Juden und Christen (Heidelberg:
Verlag Lambert Schneider, 1980), p. 176.
4. Hanna Wolff, Neuer Wein-Alie Schliiuche; das Identitiitsproblem des Christentums im Lichte
der Tiefenpsychologie (Stuttgart: Radius Verlag, 1981).
5. Adolf von Harnack, Die Mission und Ausbreitung des Christentums in den ersten drei
/ahrhunderten (Leipzig, 1902), p. 50 (quotation translated by this author).
6. Gerhard Kittel, Die Judenfrage, 2nd ed., 1933, p. 61 (quoted in J. S. Vos, 'Politiek en
Exegese; Gerhard I<ittels beeld van het jodendom,' in Verkenning en Bezinning, 17e Jaargang,
no. 2, September, 1983, p. 13).
7. Stefan Heym, 'Keynote Address to Christians and Jews,' in From the Martin Buber
House, issue no. 2, December, 1982, p. 8.
8. Friedrich-Wilhelm Marquardt, "Feinde um unsretwillen; 'Das jiidische Nein und die
christliche Theologie," in Peter von der Osten·Sacken, ed. Treue zur Thora, Beitriige :i:ur Mitie
des christlich-judischen Gespriichs; Festschrift fiir Gunther Harder zum 75. Geburtstag, 2nd ed.
(Berlin: lnstitut Kirche und Judentum, 1979), p. 174; 1st ed. 1977. (Quotation translated by
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religious community. I know of no other person of whom this was so
true. . .. He seemed equally at home with Protestants and Catholics." 2 We have all heard the tributes paid him by the Christian
theologians at this symposium. Jewish scholars also bear witness to
Heschel's impact on Christians. Samuel Dresner wrote of Heschel's
" fraternity with the Christian community." 3 And in a paper given at
the Jewish Theological Seminary, Ra~bi Marc Tanenbaum said that
"Americans of all religions and races discovered in Heschel a rare
religious genius of penetrating insight and compassion. " 4
How do we explain this extraordinary phenomenon: a Jewish
religious thinker, utterly and profoundly Jewish, who touched and
affected not just the lives, but the thought of Christian theologians? I
hope to throw some light on this question by examining the role that
Heschel played in bringing Jews and Christians closer to each other. I
shall approach my subject in three parts:
First, I shall examine those writings of Heschel in which he speaks
explicitly of the relationship between Judaism and Christianity. To
this group belong not only passages that reveal Heschel' s remarkable
understanding of and sympathy for Christianity, but also his
trenchant and honest-at times painfully honest-articulation of
Christian failure, Christian sin vis-a-vis Judaism in the course of
history, such as the attempts at forced conversion, the "Teaching of
Contempt," and Christianity's role in the Holocaust.
The second section will deal with Heschel' s influence on the Second
Vatican Council. ·it is closely related to the first, but I examine it
separately because of the historical importance of Vatican II for the

religious history of the twentieth century in general, and for
Christianity's relationship to Judaism in particular.
In the third and last part I shall briefly look at Heschel's work more
broadly, to see how Aoraham Joshua Heschel the Jew, Heschel the
Hasid, has influenced Christianity today. While the theme of this
paper-Jewish-Christian reconciliation-will be implicit rather than
explicit here, this area may well prove to be Heschel's most enduring
and profound impact on Christianity. It can perhaps be seen as the
source and wellspring of the first two parts of my paper.
One common thread runs through all three sections: the
great-heartedness, the generous, deeply caring figure of Abraham
Heschel. His personal impact on Christians- whether on renowned
theologians, popes and cardinals, or on large lay audiences, such as
the gathering at the 1969 Milwaukee Liturgical Conference-was as
immediate and profound as was the impact of his writings. Or to put it
65
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in a Jewish way: word and deed were always at one in the life of this
holy man.
THE RELATIONSHIP OF JEWS AND
CHRISTIANS TODAY AND IN HISTORY

Heschel was profoundly optimistic about Jewish-Christian relations. In a 1966 article he spoke of the new atmosphere of mutual
esteem that had come about, and rejoiced in the fact that he now had
Protestant and Catholic srudents in his classes. 5 It was an important
time for him: he had recently become visiting professor at Union
Theological Seminary, and his hard work during Vatican Il had borne
fruit. He saw the ecumenical movement as a new horizon of hitherto
unimagined possibilities. But his optimism was not a facile one. Just as
during Vatican Il it had taken much faith and perseverance for him to
continue to believe that an ancient and often sordid history could be
turned around, so too there remained moments of discouragement.
Jacob Teshima, a student of his at Jewish Theological Seminary, recalls
going for a walk with Heschel right after the Munich massacre.
Heschel spoke with anguish: " Oh, how I pray for the peace of
Jerusalem. But look at the cool indifference of the world's Christians!
6
• • •"
He knew times of discouragement, probably many more than
we are aware of. But he did not allow them to overcome his hope or to
paralyze his efforts to bring Jews and Christians closer to each other.
Heschel's theological impact on Christians is all the more striking
because he believed that certain limits must be respected in the
dialogue. Thus he held that Jews and Christians should not discuss
the figure of Christ. 7 Christology was out of bounds because Heschel
believed that each religion is entitled to the privacy of its holy of
holies; Judaism too "must always be mindful of the mystery of
aloneness and uniqueness of its own being."' What then was the
ground for Heschel on which Jews and Christians could meet face to
face and engage each other in meaningful conversation?
Jews and Christians have much in common but are also separated.
The differences must be explored, along with the vast heritage which
they share. Common ground and separation are both necessary and
should be affirmed. For each community must retain its identity,
while respecting and understanding the other. This means that we
must understand what we have in common, as well as what divides
us. To slight either would make our conversation meaningless. The
66
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question for Heschel was always: How ca·n we talk with each other out
of our specific and partly different commitment of Jews and
Christians? Out of commitment, not without commitment.

The question for Heschel was always: How can we talk
with each other out of our specific and partly different
commitment of Jews and Christians? Out of commitment,
not without commitment.
In every God-human reJ.ationship--and this relationship was at the
heart of all that Heschel wrote and did-there are four dimensions:
creed or teaching; faith or the assent of the heart; law or deed, which
concretizes the first two; and the context in which faith is lived in
history, the community.'
.
We are united in the dimension of the deed by our common concern
for safeguarding and enhancing the divine image in.our fellow human
beings, by building a world where justice and freedom can prevail.
There is commonality also in the realm of faith (which for Heschel is
always distinct from creed): our awareness of "the tragic insufficiency
of human faith," ~ven at its best, our anguish and pain in falling so far
short of the divine command, in being callous and hardhearted in
response to God's invitation. All this unites us.
And what divides us? Creed, dogma: "There is a deep chasm
between Christians and Jews concerning . . . the divinity and the
Messiahship of Jesus. " 10 Yet the chasm need not be a source of
hostility.. For, "to tum a disagreement about the identity of this
'Anointed' into an act of apostasy from God Himself seems to me
neither logical nor charitable."11 The chasm remains, but we can
extend our hands to each other across it provided we are willing to
recognize that doctrine, all doctrine, can only point the way: it can
never hold fast the mystery of God. The goal of our journey is not
doctrine but faith; along the way doctrines can serve as signposts, but
" the righteous lives by ... faith, not by . . . creed. And faith ...
involves profound awareness of the inadequacy of words, concepts,
deeds. Unless we realize that dogmas are tentative rather than final
... we are guilty of intellectual idolatry." 12
·
The challenge for Heschel was not how to relate to a religious
institution different from his own, but rather, to human beings who
worship God in another way, "who worship God as followers of
67
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Jesus." Can Jews accept this different way as valid? Can they not just
tolerate it, but revere it as holy?
Heschel's answer is an unequivocal yes (we shall see later that he
asks no less of Christians). This yes is based on two convictions-both, I believe, revolutionary not only fifteen years ago but still today.
The first, strongly held and repeatedly affirmed, is Heschel's belief in
religious pluralism; not as an evil necessity of which we must
grudgingly make the best, but as desire, even delight, of God. "God's
voice speaks in many languages, communicating itself in a diversity of
intuitions."H Why should it not be God's will in this earthly eon that
there be a diversity of religions, a variety of paths to God? Heschel finds
no evidence in history that a single religion for the citizens even of one
country is a blessing. Rather, the task of preparing the kingdom of God
seems to him to require a diversity of talents, a variety of rituals,
"soul-searching as well as ... loyal opposition."15 In his December 10,
1972, interview with Carl Stem, which was to be his last gift to us, he
asked Stem if he would really want all the paintings in the Metropolitan
to be alike; or, would the world be a more fascinating place if all human
faces were the same? In this eon, at least, diversity of religion seems to
him to be the will of God, with the prospect of all peoples embracing one
form of worship reserved for the world to come. 16 It is not diversity of
belief.that is responsible for today's crisis; we stand on the edge of the
abyss "not because we intensely disagree, but because we feebly agree.
Faith, not indifference, is the condition for interfaith. " 1 '
A second conviction underlies Heschel's belief that respect of each
other's differences is both necessary and good: his insistence that
religion and God are not identical. Religion is only a means, not the
end. It becomes idolatrous when regarded as an end in itself. The
majesty of God transcends the dignity of religion. There is only one
absolute loyalty in which all our loyalties have their root, and to which
they are subservient, loyalty to God, "the loyalty of all my loyalties." 18
God alone is absolute. Everything else, when it becomes its own end,
runs the risk of being idolatrous. Therefore religion stands under
constant judgment and in need of repentance and self-examination. 19
These words, written by Heschel with reference to Vatican II and the
church's need always again to reform itself, had a wider application
for him to all religions, including his own.
The relationship between Jews and Christians which is forged out
of our common ground and differences is today threatened by a
common crisis. We live in a time when all that we hold most dear is in
danger of being lost: moral sensitivity, justice, peace, our whole
13
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biblical heritage, the very survival of God's presence in the world.
Because the crisis is universal, Jews and Christians must work
together to save the world from destruction, to preserve those values
that make life human and worth living. We can hope to succeed only
through a joint effort; we need each other, because the task is too
overwhelming for each of us alone. Aie we ready to face the
challenge? This is how Heschel describes our common task: "The
supreme issue is today not the halakah for the Jew or the Church for the
Christian . . .; the supreme issue is whether we are alive or dead to the
challenge and the expectation of the living God. The crisis engulis all
of us. The misery and fear of alienation from God make Jew and
Christian cry together." 20 We really have no choice. Either we work
together to keep God alive in the world, or we will both be engulied by
nihilism, which Heschel sees as a worldwide counterforce to the
ecumenical movement. Because we confront the same dangers and
terrors, and stand together on the brink, " parochialism has become
untenable ... no religion is an island. We are all involved with one
another. .. . Today religious isolationism is a myth."
The current need for Jews and Ouistians to work together is,
however, more than a strategic necessity for Heschel; it is rooted in
history. We are linked historically, and the destiny of one impinges on
the destiny of the other. It has always been so. Even in the Middle Ages,
Jews lived in only relative isolation and acknowledged that Christianity's spiritual impact on the world was important also to them. "If the
non-Jews of a certain town are moral, the Jews born there will be moral
as well." Heschel quotes Rabbi Joseph Yaabez, one of the victims of the
Inquisition, who blessed God for the faith of Christians, without which
"we might ourselves become infirm in our faith."
And yet, despite such moments of insight and recognition, our
history is full of prejudice and bigotry. ''This is the agony of history:
bigotry, the failure to respect each other's commitment, each other's
faith." 21 How can we be cured of our bigotry? How can we learn to
rejoice in one another's triumphs rather than each other's defeats? The
answer for Heschel lies in the awareness of our common humanity,
which for him is never mere humanity. Meeting another human being
offers me an opportunity to encounter the divine presence here on
earth. In the other's presence I stand on holy ground. Why should this
holiness disappear if the other holds religio\ls beliefs that differ from
mine? "Does God cease to stand before me? Does the difference in
commitment destroy the kinship of being human?"22
Heschel again looks to his own tradition for an answer. "The pious
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of all nations have a share in the world to come and are promised
eternal life."23 Jews must therefore respect the faith of Christians.
They must do more. Following the tradition of Maimonides, Jehuda
Halevi, and Jacob Emden, they must acknowledge Christianity's
positive role in the divine plan of redemption. 2' Because of Israel's
mysterious election ("in you shall all the tribes of the earth be blessed"
[Gen. 12:3] ), Judaism has a vital stake in the spiritual life of other
peoples, particularly Christians, through whom the message of the
living God has spread to the ends of the earth. Unlike some Jewish
thinkers who, while acknowledging Christianity's debt to Judaism,
see the relationship as a one-way street, Heschel believes that the
mother cannot ignore her children.
Heschel demands no less of Christians, however, than he demands
of himself and his fellow Jews: genuine acceptance of and respect for
Judaism. This implies several "precepts," which Heschel spells out
quite clearly. I believe he felt the freedom to do so because they
concern the history of Christianity, rather than its central affirmation
of faith in Christ.

All attempts to convert Jews must be abandoned, for they
are a call to Jews to abandon their people's tradition.
The first "precept" is no more mission to the Jews. All attempts to
convert Jews must be abandoned, for they are a call to Jews to betray
their people's tradition, and proof of the failure to accept Judaism as a
way of truth, a way to God, valid in its own right.
Renouncing mission to the Jews requires a major change in the
church's attitude. "For nineteen hundred years the Church defined
her relation to the Jews in one word: Mission. What we witness now is
the beginning of a change in that relation, a transition from mission to
dialogue. . . . We must insist that giving up the idea of mission to the
Jews be accepted as a precondition for entering dialogue." The
problem, however, is that many Christians are still not sufficiently
sensitive to this issue, and do not understand that " we are Jews as we
are men." 25
Heschel recalls his conversation with Gustav Weigel the night
before Weigel' s death. They talked in Heschel's study at Jewish
Theological Seminary.
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We opened our hearts to one another in prayer and contrition and
spoke of our own deficiencies, failures, hopes. At one moment I
posed the question: Is it really the will of God that there be no more
Judaism in the world? Would it really be the triumph of God if the
scrolls of the Torah would no more be taken out of the Ark and the
Torah no more be read in the Synagogue, our ancient Hebrew
prayers in which Jesus himself worshipped no more recited, the
Passover Seder no more celebrated in our lives, the Law of Moses no
more observed in our homes? Would it really be ad majorem Dei
gloriam to have a world without Jews?26
As I reflected on this passage some time ago I began to wonder what
Weigel had said in reply. Heschel does not tell us. I thought that
perhaps Mrs. Heschel would know, so I went to see her. She
remembered Heschel coming home late that night very moved by his
conversation with Weigel, but did not recall his speaking of the
Jesuit's response. So the two of us sat there wondering and talking,
and soon we were joined by Susannah Heschel and a friend, who
were visiting that Sunday. We read the whole passage aloud, slowly.
And suddenly the answer emerged, quite dearly. ''We opened our
hearts to one another in prayer and contrition and spoke of our own
deficiencies, failures, hopes." That was how their discussion began:
in prayer and contrition. How could Fr. Weigel's response to what
followed have been anything but a profound affirmation ofJudaism as
Judaism? The four of us, as we sat in the Heschels' living room that
sunny Sunday afternoon, felt in agreement, reassured, and at peace.
"Would it really be to the greater glory of God to have a world
without Jews?" When presented in such terms, it is difficult to
imagine even the most fundamentalist of Christians answering, yes!
But alas, we do not have enough Heschels in the world-men, and
women, whose love of their God and people and tradition is so
radiant that it is quite obviously sacred, so that it becomes
inconceivable to wish it away. Convert Heschel to Christianity? A
monstrous idea. It is unlikely that the effort was ever made. Why,
then, the profound indignation that resounds in his famous-and to
many of us so shocking-statement, made at the time of Vatican 11 and
repeated still in the 1972 Stem interview: '1'd rather go to Auschwitz
than be the object of conversion"? His indignation was no doubt
rooted in his identification with his people's repeated suffering in the
course of history and ~he fear that, unless Vatican Il explicitly
renounced mission to the Jews, the indignity and suffering would
continue.
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Fortunately, Heschel saw signs of hope in our time, among both
Catholics and Protestants. I shall deal with Vatican II below, but let me
quote here a few words in this context: "I must say that I found
understanding for our sensitivity and position on this issue on the
part of distinguished leaders of the Roman Catholic Church. " 27 Some
Protestant theologians also had begun publicly to reject missionary
activity to the Jews-among them Reinhold Niebuhr and Paul Tillich.
At a joint meeting of the faculties of Jewish Theological Seminary and
Union Theological Seminary, Niebuhr repudiated Christian missionary activity in part because " 'Practicaily nothing can purify the
. symbol of Christ as the image of God in the imagination of the Jew
from the taint with which ages of Christian oppression in the name of
Christ have tainted it.' " 28 This is a reference to what has come to be
called the "Teaching of Contempt."2' Renouncing all such teaching is
the second "precept" incumbent today upon Christians who are
sincere in their desire to take Judaism seriously.
It is no easy task. The problem is almost as old as Christianity.
Christianity was born of Judaism, but "the children did not arise to
call the mother blessed; instead, they called her blind. " 30 The original
affirmation became repudiation, Jewish faith came to be seen as
superseded and obsolete, the new covenant as abolishing and
replacing the first. "Contrast and contradiction rather than acknowledgment of roots, relatedness and indebtedness, became the
perspective. " 31
As we today know so well, this perspective was to have tragic
consequences, once Christianity emerged from its initial status of a
persecuted minority religion and became linked with the power of the
Roman Empire. Heschel is painfully aware of the heavy burden of
guilt which Christianity has incurred vis-a-vis Judaism over the
centuries, including a share in the Holocaust. In his talk On Prayer at
the 1969 Liturgical Conference in Milwaukee he said: "It is with shame
and anguish that I recall that it was possible for a Roman Catholic
church adjoining the extermination camp in Auschwitz to offer
communion to the officers of the camp, to people who day after day
drove thousands of people to be killed in the gas chambers."32
The first four words of this sentence strike me as truly
extraordinary. Heschel speaks here of the failure-the gigantic
failure--of a major religious community not his own; yet he uses the
word "shame." Are we ever ashamed of the sins of others? We may be
shocked and scandalized, we may accuse and blame. But we are
ashamed only if in some way we feel related to, identified with, these
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others--if, in other words, they are not totally " other" to us. How are
we to explain Heschel' s use of the word in this context? It seems to me
that, for him, the failure of the church is not simply failure of the
church, but threatens faith everywhere; it is a warning to all who
would call themselves religious, a sign that we all have lost our ability
to be shocked at the monstrous evil all about us. It was this that made
Auschwitz possible; we· must regain our moral sensitivity. And so he
continues, in the very next sentence; "Let there be an end to the
separation of church and God . . ., of religion and justice, of prayer
and compassion."
The Holocaust raises the issue of the complicity and silence of the
churches as no other event in Western history does. This has become a
scandal for Jews and, I am glad to say, for many Christians as well. For
some Jews, the scandal is so great that they refuse all dialogue-I can
understand them. Others are willing to enter into conversation with
Christians, but wonder whether Christianity has lost its credibility since
Auschwitz. I can understand them also-some Christians have raised
the same question. Heschel's reaction, however, appears different to
me. Here he is, at the Liturgical Conference, speaking in very strong
terms of the failure of the Roman Catholic Church. Yet his words are not
so much an accusation directed at Catholics as a warning to religious
people, to religious institutions, everywhere. What could so easily and
understandably have become yet another wall between us becomes
instead a source of angmsh at human frailty, a frailty from which none
of us--not Jews, not Christians---are exempt. "We have no triumph to
report except the slow, painstaking effort to redeem single moments in
the lives of single men, in the lives of small communities. We do not
come on the clouds of heaven but grope through the mists of history."
Notice the "we," again a matter of terminology, seemingly small
perhaps, yet so significant. Heschel's concern with the plight of being
human, with the tragedy of the human condition, cuts across all
religious creeds. We are all sinners, Jews and Christians alike.
Perhaps it is this awareness, this deep sense of "we-ness," that
enables him to refrain from condemning Christians. I at least do not
feel condemned as I read him, nor do I feel that my church is
condemned by this man-not even when he points to our sins during
the Holocaust. Indeed, I have heard some Christians speak much
more harshly of Christianity's failure at that time; I have spoken of it
much more harshly myself. Is there not some deep font of compassion
in Heschel for all human creatures, everywhere, without exception, a
compassion which is somehow lacking-or at least diminished-in
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me, in many of us? I am not sure. But I do know that his refusal to
condeIIUl is profoundly healing. I believe it is one of his greatest gifts to
us as we strive for reconciliation. He was not blind-far from it: he saw
more clearly than many. "His was not the simplicity of innocence."33
Yet he does not judge or condemn. It is as if he suffers with us who have
failed. And this, after all, is the literal meaning of compassion.
"As long as there is a shred of hatred in the human heart, as long as
there is a vacuum without compassion anywhere in the world, there is
an emergency." And why is there so much hatred and rage? "Because
we do not know how to repent. " 36 But if all are in the same
predicament, there is also hope for all. "History is not a blind alley,
and guilt is not an abyss. There is always a way that leads out of guilt:
repentance or turning to God.""
It is typical of Heschel that the overcoming of hostility, the healing
of ancient wounds, is a task for both communities. He calls upon Jews
to ponder seriously the responsibility in Jewish history for having _
given birth to two world religions. The children did not arise to call the
mother blessed but, he asks-it is his question, I would not dare
ask-" does not the failure of children reflect upon their mother? Do
not the sharp deviations from Jewish tradition on the part of the early
Christians who were Jews indicate some failure of communication
within the spiritual climate of first-century Palestine?"36 Heschel asks
this question after centuries of Christian defamation and persecution
of Jews; after the Holocaust. . ..
Again in typical fashion, he moves from the problem, the difficulty,
the tragedy, to the opportunity, the new possibility, the hope.
Christianity's turning away from the ancient and pernicious teaching
is only the first stage in a new era of friendship between Christians
and Jews. Heschel believes that we live in a uniquely privileged
moment of time, when Christians look to Jews with wonder and hope,
a fact which confronts Jews in turn with a new challenge: ''We Jews
are being put to a new test. Christians, in many parts of the world,
have suddenly begun to look at the Jews with astonishment. In
particular, the attitude_of the Christian community in America is
undergoing a change. Instead of hostility, there is expectation....
Many Christians believe that we Jews carry the Tablets in our arms,
hugging them lovingly. They believe that we continue to relish and
nurture the wisdom that God has entrusted to us, that we are loaded
with spiritual treasures. " 37
Permit me here to quote a brief excerpt from the 1973 French
Bishops' Guidelines for Christians in their Relationship with fews, which is
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proof, I believe, that Heschel's hope was not overly sanguine:
The permanence of this people through the ages, its survival over
civilizations, its presence as a rigorous and exacting partner ms il ~
Christianity are a fact of major importance which we can treat
neither with ignorance nor with contempt. The Church which
claims to speak in the name of Jesus Christ and which through Him
finds itself bound, since its origin and f~rever, to the Jewish people,
perceives in the centurie~long and uninterrupted existence of this
people a sign the full truth of which it would like to understand.,.

This new Christian expectation is a challenge to the Jewish
community, a kairos. "Here is a unique responsibility. Such occasions
come rarely twice. Axe we prepared for the test?" 3'
He at least did what he could to meet it. Fritz Rothschild has written
that, when asked later why he had let himself become involved with
Vatican ll, Heschel replied: "The issues at stake were profoundly
theological. To refuse contact with Christian theologians is, to my
mind, barbarous. There is a great expectation among Christians today
that Judaism has something unique to offer.".o
And so he allowed himself to become involved with Vatican
ll-" involved" is too weak a word. He gave of himself tirelessly
during the council, to the point of exhaustion at times, on one
occasion traveling to Rome for a special audience with Pope Paul VI
literally on the eve of Yom I<ippur. Let me at this point move into the
second part of my paper and consider Heschel's role at Vatican II.
HESCHEL AND nlE SECOND VATICAN COUNCILu

It is generally known that Heschel played an important role at
Vatican II, although a detailed study on his contribution has yet to
appear. 42 During the preparatory stage Heschel acted as consultant to
the American Jewish Committee and other Jewish agencies, which
had been asked by Cardinal Bea's Secretariat for Promoting Christian
Unity to prepare background documentation for the council. With
Heschel' s help three memoranda were submitted to Cardinal Bea. The
first two dealt with various problem areas in Catholic teaching and
liturgy. In a third, submitted in May, 1962, Heschel proposed that a
new beginning be made with a Vatican Council declaration that would
recognize the "permanent preciousness" of Jews as Jews, rather than
seeing them as potential converts, and that would expressly repudiate
anti-Semitism and the deicide charge.'3
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In February, 1962, the year in which the council was to open, three of
Heschel's books were sent to Cardinal Bea, who warmly acknowledged
them "as a strong common spiritual bond between us." The books were
God in Search of M.an, Man Is Not Alone, and The Sabbath.
Discussion of the Declaration on the Jews was postponed to the
second session, scheduled to open in September, 1963. In the spring
of t~t year Cardinal Bea visited the United States, speaking at
Harvard and in New York City. Heschel chaired a private meeting
between Bea and a group of Jewish leaders and was the speaker at an
interfaith banquet held in the cardinal's honor, which was attended
by U.N. officials and political and religious leaders. On this occasion
Heschel addressed the common threat faced by all human beings
today, the threat of evil, of the darkness all about us, a darkness of our
own making. He also spoke of the great spiritual renewal inspired by
Pope John XXIIl.
.
Pope John died on June 4, 1963, and the second session opened in
September under his successor, Paul VI, who supported the
secretariat's position with regard to the Jewish people. The promising
beginning that had been made was, however, destined to undergo
much turbulence and controversy. Despite the support of Paul VI,
opposition to the proposed declaration grew and pressures on the
secretariat began to mount. In November, 1963, Heschel wrote to
Cardinal Bea, expressing his deep concern that the theme of
conversion of the Jews had been introduced into a new text.
A new version of this draft appeared in a newspaper story shortly
before the third session was to open. The original text had been
watered down, and the hope was expressed for the Jews' eventual
conversion. In a statement of September 3, 1964, .Heschel strongly
condemned the new version. His harshest words were reserved for
the theme of conversion, and show that he could, if necessary, be
sarcastic-a tone which was generally quite alien to him:

it must be stated that spiritual fratricide is hardly a means of
"reciprocal understanding." ... Jews throughout the world will be
dismayed by a call from the Vatican to abandon their faith in a
generation which witnessed the massacre of six million Jews ... on
a continent where the dominant religion was not Islam, Buddhism,
or Shintoism.
The situation was so critical that the AJC arranged an audience for
Heschel with Pope Paul VI for September 14, 1964, literally the eve of
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Yom Kippur. Despite the great personal inconvenience to him,
Heschel felt he must go. The audience lasted thirty-five minutes, and
Heschel later described the pope as having been friendly and cordial.
Maneuvering in both camps continued into the fourth session.
Eventually enough support for the earlier text was marshalled so that
the document that was officially approved on October 28, 1965, and
which we know as Nostra Aetate, did not make any reference to
proselytizing. It was greeted with a mixture of relief and regret; as
admittedly a compromise, but also, as making possible a new
beginning. There is no doubt that the latter view has indeed been
vindicated by developments that have taken place since the~evel
opments which are greatly indebted to Abraham Heschel.
Let me speak briefly about what I call the aftermath of Heschel's
involvement in Vatican II, both from his point of view and from that of
the highest authority in the Catholic Church.
There are several references to Pope John XXIII in Heschel's
writings. In the 1966 Jubilee article already referred to, Heschel wrote
that "Pope John was a great miracle, who captured the hearts of
Christians and non-Christians alike through his sheer love of
humanity. With John and the Council hearts were opened-not only
windows ... but hearts.""
Reflecting on the controversy and on his successful attempts to
delete any reference to the conversion of Jews from the council
document, Heschel said in 1967: "The Schema on the Jews is the first
statement of the Church in history- the first Christian discourse
dealing with Judaism-which is devoid of any expression of hope for
conversion."'5
What about the pope who had received Heschel in a special
audience two days before the third session? Apparently, Heschel's
influence on Paul VI had gone far beyond that meeting. In a general
audience in Rome on January 31, 1973, shortly after Heschel's death,
the pope reminded the pilgnms that "even before we have moved in
search of God, God has come in search of us." The editors of America
magazine, in quoting the Pope's words, commented that the most
remarkable aspect about this statement was the fact that the
subsequently published text of the papal talk cited the writings of
Abraham Joshua Heschel as its source. In the memory of veteran
observers of the Roman scene, this citation was an unprecedented
public reference by a pope to a writer who was not a Christian."
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HESCHEL'S INFLUENCE ON CHRISTIAN THOUGHT

I believe that Heschel's impact on Christianity goes beyond his
involvement in the ecumenical movement and his work at Vatican Il. I
shall summarize it in three brief points.
First: We have already seen that Heschel's books were read by
Cardinal Bea and Pope Paul VI. Long before, however, as early as
1951, Reinhold Niebuhr hailed Heschel as a "commanding and
authoritative voice ... in the religious life of America."•7 As the.body
of Heschel's work grew, so did his influence on Christian theologians.
J. A. Sanders has proposed the intriguing thesis that Karl Barth's
Humanity of God, published in 1956, was influenced by God in Search of
Man, published the year before." Whether through personal
friendship or his writings--and frequently through both-Heschel
affected the very fabric of Christian thought.
Second: Because God was a shattering reality for Heschel, because
the world of the Hebrew prophets was uniquely his own, Sanders
wrote, "many Christian thinkers learned that God already was, and
had been for a long time, what traditional Christian dogma taught was

Precisely because he was steeped in his own tradition,
because he was Jewish in every fiber of his being, Heschel
was able to mediate to Christians the riches of what is also
their biblical heritage.
revealed only in Christ."" Precisely because he was steeped in his
own tradition, because he was Jewish in every fiber of his being,
Heschel was able to mediate to Christians the riches of what is also
their biblical heritage. He saw more clearly than some Christian
theologians that the battle with Marcion has not yet been won, that all
tqo often the Hebrew Bible still takes second place to the New
Testament. He gave a vivid illustration of this from Vatican Il, where
each morning after Mass an ancient copy of the Gospel was solemnly
carried down to the nave of St. Peter's and deposited on the altar. '1t
was the Gospel only, and no other book."'° A simple pious practice,
or the expression of a still deep-rooted theological view that the
Hebrew Scriptures are not fully equal to the Christian Scriptures?
The latter, it would seem, in light of a text Heschel quotes from
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Karl Rahner, that" 'ultimately God effected the production of the Old
Testament books to the extent that they were to have a certain
function and authority in regard to the New Testament.' " 51 Against
such a view Heschel insisted, again and again, that the Hebrew Bible
is primary for Christians as much as Jews, because Jesus' understanding of God was the Jewish understanding of God, Jesus'
preaching was about Torah and the Prophets, and the Ouistian
liturgy is permeated with the Psalms. Heschel's conviction is being
validated today by the best Christian biblical scholars. 52 We might ask,
however, is it really validation of Heschel, or instead, Heschel's
influence on these scholars?
My last point is closely related to the second. More perhaps than
anyone else Heschel has opened up to Ouistians the splendors of
Jewish tradition-of the Bible, the sabbath, Hassidism, the rich life of
East European Jews prior to the destruction, the mystical meaning of
Israel. "To encounter him was to 'feel' the force and spirit of Judaism,
the depth and grandeur of it. He led one, even thrust one, into the
mysterious greatness of the Jewish tradition. " 53 Allow me to quote
here some words from the guiding spirit of this symposium, Dr. John
Merkle. In a letter to me, Dr. Merkle wrote, "Simply by living and
teaching as he did, Heschel may have done more to inspire an
enhanced appreciation of Judaism among non-Jews than any other
Jew in post-biblical times ....""
These words resonated in me at the time, I had a hunch they were
true; but I was then only just beginning my work on this paper. My
research over the past months has confirmed that hunch. If Dr. Merkle
is indeed correct, then this is, I believe, Abraham Heschel's greatest
contribution to the reconciliation of our two communities. For I have
long been convinced that the greatest hope for achieving this
reconciliation, the surest antidote against Christian anti-Judaism, is for
Christians to discover the splendor of a Jewish tradition alive today; so
profoundly alive that it can give birth to an Abraham Heschel.
Let me close with words which Heschel wrote about another man, a
dear friend, Reinhold Niebuhr, at the end of a penetrating critique of
Niebuhr's writings on the mystery of evil. The words seem to me to
apply also to the man who wrote them:

His spirituality combines heaven and earth, as it were. It does not
separate soul from body, or mind from the unity of man's physical
and spiritual life. His way is an exam]ple of one who does justly,
loves mercy, and walks humbly with his God, an example of the
unity of worship and living.""
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HOMILETICAL RESOURCES
FROM THE HEBREW BIBLE
FOR LENT .

\

MICHAEL CHERNICK

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE JEWISH HOMILY

"Our people is only a people by virtue of the Torah." This
sentiment, enunciated in the tenth century by Saadyah Gaon, a
Jewish leader, legalist, and philosopher, has been at the core of Jewish
homiletics even prior to its actual formulation. At first, Torah was the
Pentateuch, but soon the term covered the Prophets and Writings as
well. Interpretations which served as the basis for all of Jewish life
became the laws of Torah which structured Jewish communal and
cultural life. Though these laws guided a sector we would now call
secular, Jews recognized them as religious regulations because they
grew out of God's revelation to Israel. Similarly, the lore, theology,
philosophy, and "salvation history" of Judaism had their roots in this
revelation called Torah~ Finally, the term "Torah" came ·to signify all
texts, traditions, and sentiments which Jews recognized as holy and
enduring. Thus, Torah grows, and the outgrowths themselves
becon:ie Torah for other generations, an~ so the process goes. "The
words of the Torah are fruitful and multiply'' (Babylonian Talmud
Hagigah 3b; see bibliography).
.
The special method by which this growth took place is called
midrash in Hebrew. Some scholars feel that this process began in the
biblical period itself, but its most significant developments occurred in
the postbiblical era. The word comes from a Hebrew root meaning to
inquire, seek, or requfre. All these translational shades of meaning are
important because they all contribute to an accurate understanding of
the task of midrash. The Jewish community's rootedness in the sacred
texts and oral traditions of its past created a dialectic with its will to live
Michael Chernick is an Orthodox rabbi who is associate p~ofessor of rabbinic literature at
Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion (Refonn) in New York. He was
ordained at Yeshiva University and among his writings i$ "Some Talmudic Responses to
Christianity, Third and Fourth Centu~es," Journal of Ecumenical Studies, Summer, 1980.
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ABRAHAM JOSHUA HESCHEL

AND INTERRELIGIOUS DIALOGUE
Harold Kasimow

PRECIS
Authentic interfaith dialogue requires that participants be committed to their respec·
tive faiths and that they grant validity to the other religious traditions. This paper examines
historical and contemporary attitudes of major Jewish scholars towud other religious tradi·
tions and the extent to which a position of opeMess can be supported by primary Jewish
sources.
Historically Judaism has largely been interpreted by its thinkers as the only true relig·
ion. Evidence from the Hebrew Bible and the Talmud have been offered as support for this
view. This attitude is reexamined in light of the work of the contempoiary theologian, A. J .
Heschel, who continues a trend discemable over the past two centuries to grant validity to
other religious traditions. Heschel views diversity of religion as the will of God and seeks
biblical support for his position.
An examination i$ made of the consistency of Heschel's view within the context of his
own theological structure. He views each religion as unique and acknowledges the contrast·
ing goals of Judaism and eastern religions. However, the fact that he finds paradox accept·
able-indeed inevitable- in mattcn pertaining to the spiritual life is a theme reiterated in
several different contexts in his writin~.

An examination of Jewish attitudes toward other faiths is essential to
detennine if the possibility for dialogue exists b'etween Judaism and these other
traditions. This study will emphasize how the thought of Abraham J. Heschel
encourages genuine dialogue between Judaism and other religious traditions.
M.any contemporary scholars, in considering the question of dialogue, have
suggested criteria necessary to the success of interfaith dialogue. S. J . Samartha
has made an important statement defining the situation in which dialogue
becomes possible: "The basis of inter-religious dialogue is the commitment of all
partners to their respective faiths and their openness to·· the insights of the

Harold Kasimow (Jewish) is Associate Professor in the Department of Religious Studies at
Grinnell (IA) College, where he has taught since 1972, especially in the azeas of Judaism,
Islam, and Asian religions. He holds a B.H. L. from the Jewish Theological Seminary, and an
M.A. and Ph.D. (1975) from Temple University's Department of Religion. He has done
further study at the American Institute of Buddhist Studies at the Univ~ity of Massachu·
setts, and at Tassajara, Zen Mountain Center, and has participated in an N.E. H. Summer
Seminar for College Teachers at the Department of Comparative Literature at the University
of Iowa. He authored Di11ine·Human Encounter: A Study of Abraham JoshUJI Heschel
(University Press of America, 1979), and will organize the December, 1981, AAR section on
/
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others. The integrity of particular religions must be recognized."1 The great
Christian theologiaJ1 Paul Tillich also claimed that:
A dialogue between representatives of different religions has several
presuppositions. It first presupposes that both acknowledge the
value o f the other's religious conviction (as based ultimately on a
revelatory experience) so that they consider the dialogue worthwhile.2
These statements imply that the necessary conditions for authentic interfaith
dialogue are twofold: commitment to one's own faith, while at the same time
granting validity to other religious traditions. In my view one of the most.important and challenging tasks confronting the leaders of the world religions is to
examine their respective traditions in order to discern if these may be interpreted in a way which would pennit authentic interfaith dialogue.
Indeed, a few thinkers of the major faiths have already confronted this issue
and have responded affinnatively. William Johnston, S.J., an Irish Jesuit who has
lived ~uch of his life in Japan writes:
[W) e have Christ, who I believe spoke of God as no man ever spoke;
but I do not think we can claim to understand the revelation of
Christ in all its fullness. Perhaps we are still at the beginning. Moreover I also believe that in sundry times and in diverse ways God
sp9ke to our fathers through the prophets, and these include prophets whose voices echo beautifully in the Gita, the Lotus Sutra, and
the Tao Teh Ching. 3
Bede Griffiths, a Benedictine monk living in India as a sannyasi, emphasizes the
diverse teachings of the Buddha, Krishna, and Christ. Yet at the same time he
acknowledges all as true revelations from God. "The Buddha, Krishna, Christeach is a unique revelation of God, of the divine mystery."4 He further advises us
that, "We have to leam to recognize the voice of the Spirit in every scripture and
discover the hidden Source from which all scriptures come."5 With the statement, "Every orthodox religion is the choice of heaven ... ,"6 the great Muslim
scholar, Seyyed Hossein Nasr. also opens the door to genuine dialogue.
The question to be considered in assessing what impact such statements can
have wi~ their own traditions is to what extent such a position of openness
can be supported by the primary sources of each respective faith. For the Jew
this means that an authentic Jewish position toward other faiths must find c
'S. J. Samutha, "The Progress and Promise of Inter-Religious Dialogues," Journal of
Ecumenical Studies 9 (Summer, 1972): 473.
2Paul Tillich, Christianity and the Encounter of the World Religions (New York:
Columbia University PresS, 1964), p. 62.
"William Johnston, Christian Zen (New York: Huper and Row, 1971), pp. 10-11.
•Bede Griffiths, Return to the Center (Springfield, IL: Templegate, 1977), pp. 86-87.
' Ibid., p. 106.
•seyyed Hossein Nasr, Ideals and Realities of Islam (Boston: Beacon Press, 1972), p. 16.
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support in the classical sources of Judaism, especially in the Hebrew Bible. Rabbi
Zalman Schachter has pointed out, 'The dialoguer who goes too far afield is
discredited and with this the effectiveness of dialogue as a changer of consciousness is undermined."' Therefore, the most critical question for the 'Jewish
participant in interfaith dialogue is: Can we grant validity to other religions
while remaining faithful to the classical Jewish sources?
In my opinion, the most widely-held view among Jews throughout the ages
is that Judaism is the only true religion. On the basis of Samartha's criteria, then,
Jews cannot meet the basic requirements for authentic dialogue. A reexamination of the classical Jewish sources will provide a basis to challenge this prevalent
view. Foremost among those who have sought such a new interpretation of
Jewish sources fostering dialogue is Abraham Heschel, one of the mqst influential Jewish theologians in twentieth-century America.
A background against which to compare Heschel's views is the position of
Immanuel J akobovit.z, the present Chief R~bbi of Great Britain, whose interpretations exemplify the traditional attitude:
As a professing Jew, I obviously consider Judaism the only true religion, ... Judaism, to be true to itself, is bound to reject, for instance,
the divinity of Jesus or the prophecy of Mohammed as false claims;
otherwise its own claims, such as the supremacy of Moses's prophecy
and the finality of the Mosaic law ... could not be true.... Two
mutually exclusive and conflicting statements of fact can never both
be true. 8
Rabbi Jakobovitz can find support among most medieval Jewish thinkers.
The position of Moses Maimonides, the most influential Jewish thinker of the
Middle Ages, has been made sufficiently clear by S. D. Goitein:
Maimonides . .. was an uncompromisingly· orthodox Jew who regarded Judaism alone as a real religion ... To him Israel's religion
was to be compared to a human being; all other religions are only
images of a human being, beautiful images perhaps, but imitations
nevertheless. 9
Support for this traditional interpretation can also be found in the Talmud.
Rabbi Louis Jacobs, a prominent British theologian, has written:
The Rabbis continued unabated the struggle against pagan idolatryavodah zarah, "strange worship," as they called it. A whole tractate

'Zalman M. Schachter, "Basis and Boundaries of Jewish, Christian, and Moslem Dialogue," Journal of Ecumenical Studies 14 (Summer, 1977): 408.
' Immanuel Jakobovitz, in The Condition of Jewish Belief: A Symposium Compiled by
the Editors of Commentary Magazine (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1966), pp.
112-113.
•s. D. Goitein, Nws and Arabs: Their Contacts through the Ages (New York: Schocken
Books, 1967), p. 145.
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of the Talmud bearing this name is devoted to the laws concertiing
total rejection of anything which smacks of idolatrous worship. The
Rabbis had in mind here chiefly the Greek and Roman pantheon,
but there are to be found frequent polemics, too, against Zorostrianism [sic}, Christianity and Gnostic dualism, all of which are generally lumped together as the heresy of affirming "two powers," i.e.,
that there is more than one God. 10

Even today some of the leading Orthodox thinkers do not accept Christiani·
ty as pure monotheism. According to Eliezer Berkovits:
[T] he God of monotheism who tolerates no mediator between Himself and man, is not the deity that by its very nature necessitates a
mediator ... the man of monotheism can only confront God without a mediator; in Christianity, man cannot confront God except by
way of the mediator. 11

In fact, jews are counseled by a leading spokesperson of Orthodo~ Judaism,
Rabbi Joseph Soloveitchik, not to become involved in: " ... any public debate,
dialogue, or symposium concerning the doctrinal, dogmatic or ritual aspects of
our faith vis·a-vis similar aspects of another faith community."12
In a recent work Jakobovitz explains his averson to theological interfaith
dialogue:
We regard our relationship with God, and the manner in which we
define and collectively express it, as being so intimate and personal
that we could no more convey it to outsiders than we would share
with others our husband-wife relationship.. We feel it i.s improper to
express one's innermost beliefs and mode of worship to the judgement or comparative scrutiny of those who do not share the same
religious comrnitment. 13

In the last two centuries this traditional Jewish attitude toward other religions has been challenged by many Jews committed to their own faith. With
regard to Christianity, the views of Jacob Emden (1698-1776) were a radical
break from the majority medieval Jewish perception of Christianity in idol

'°Louis Jacobs, A Jewish Theology (New York: Behrman House, 197:3), p. 285. Jacobs
explains that, although during the Middle Ages Jews attacked the doctrine of the Trinity,
during the Rabbinic period, "Christianity was attacked for i~s dualism, i.e., for its doctrine
of the Incarnation which Jews saw as dualistic in content, a belief of God the Father and
Jesus the Son as 'two powers'" (p. 25).
"Eliezer Berkovitz, in The Condition of Jewish Beli.e[, p. 27.
"Joseph B. Solovei~chik, "Confrontation," in Norman Lamm and Walter S. Wurzburger,
eds., A Treasury of "Tradition" (New York: Hebrew Publishlng Co., 1967), p. 79.
"Immanuel Jakobivitz, The Timely and the Timeless: Jews, Judaism and Society in a
Storm-tossed Decade (London: Vallentine Mitchell, 1977), p. 120.
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worship. 14 According to Emden, Christianity is "a holy community of God." 15
More widely known than Emden, Franz Rosenzweig has been more influential among Jews and Christians engage.d in interfaith dialogue. A number of
eminent Jewish scholars including Hans Joachim Schoeps and Will Herberg have
been attracted to Rosenzweig's "double covenant theory," which views both
Judaism and Christianity as true religions. Rabbi Seymour Siegel, an important
voice in the Conservative movement of Judaism today, writes, "I find most
cogent and meaningful the double covenant theory of Franz Rosenzweig which
sees Christianity as the 'Judaism of the Gentiles': through it they establish their
relationshlp to the divine." 16
A significant weakness of Rosenzweig's position is that it closes the door to
serious dialogue with religions other than Christianity. 17 However, even with
regard to Christianity the theory is problematic because it is not grounded in
Jewish primary sources. Jacob Taubes, a Jewish historian of religion, says specifically that Judaism cannot make " ... Rosenzweig's highly doubtful reading of a
Christian text the basis for the doctrine of the synagogue." 18 Taubes further
argues that, ·even from the Christian side, Rosenzweig's " ... arguments do
violence to the spirit of the Gospel according to St. John and that Jesus of the
Fourth Gospel offers the weakest possible basis for the view he advances." 19
'"The Jewish attitude toward Christianity during the medieval period was not unani·
mous. Some authorities did not consider Christianity to be idolatry. See especially the views
of R. Menahem Ha-Meiri in Jacob Katz, Exclusiveness and Tolerance: Studies in Jewish
Gentile Relations in Medieval and Modem Times (London: Oxford University Press, 1961).
"For Emden's positive attitude toward Christianity, see Blu Greenberg, "Rabbi Jacob
Emden: The Views of an Enlightened Traditionalist on Christianity," Judaism (Summer,
1978), pp. 351-363.
16
Seymour Siegel in 71ze Condition of Jewish Belief, p. 226. The influence of Rosenzweig's ideas on the thought of A. Roy Eckardt is most interesting. Eckardt writes, in his
book, Elder and Younger Brothen: The Encounter of Jews and Christians (New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1967), p. 160: "A Christian theology of the Jewish-Christian
relationship is called to proclaim from the Christian side what Franz Rosenzweig has
expressed from the Jewish side: Judaism is the 'star of redemption,' Christianity the rays of
that star. The church is 'successor' of Israel in only one respect and no other: by virtue
of the Christian gospel, the dividing wall between Jew and gentile is destroyed once and for
all. The abiding covenant with Israel is decisively and definitely opened to the world in a
way that Jewish faith does not provide.... All Jews will not by any stretch of imagination
ever assent to Rosenzweig's affirmation that the gentile world is able to come to God only
th.rough Jesus Christ. But the Christian church may testify that Rosenzweig is right although
of course it will do this only from the standpoint of its own christological persuasion."
''With respect to dialogue with other more distant religious traditions, the position of
Moses Mendelssohn seems to be more promising. In contrast to Rosenzweig, who accepts
only Judaism and Christianity as true faiths, Mendelssohn writes, in Je1Usalem and Other
Jewish Writings, ed. Alfred Jospe (New York: Schocken Books, 1969), pp. 124-125: "Inasmnch as all men must have been designed by their Creator to attain salvation no particular
religion can be exclusively true.... A revelation that claims to be the one and only road to
salvation C3Ilnot be true, for it is not in harmony with the intent of the all-merciful Creator."
"Jacob Taubes, "The Issue between Judaism and Christianity," in Arthur A. Cohen, ed.,

Arguments and Doctrines: A Reader of Jewish Thinking in the Aftermath of the Holocaust
(Philadelphia: Jewish Publication Society of America, 1970), p. 409.
IPAccording to Taubes, ibid., "Rosenzweig's dichotomy between nations that are on the
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There are Jewish scholars who go beyond Rosenzweig and also include Islam

as a true religion. Rabbi Neusner claims that:
All religions which teach that one God made the world , cares for
what happens in it, and directs human affairs toward His providential goals are true religions. These are Islam, Christianity, and Judaisrn. 20

Although Neusner makes no attempt to support his views with primary Jewish
sources, the fact that he is himself a leading scholar of Judaica gives weight to his
views.
A number of contemporary rabbis and scholars involved in interfaith ctialogue have centered their attention on the Talmudic doctrine of the seven
Noacrutic laws which states that, ''The righteous of all nations have a share in
the world-to-come." This doctrine is considered a valid basis for granting religious truth not only to Christianity and Islam but 340 to other religious traditions. The following statement by Rabbi Ezra Spicehandler, a professor at
Hebrew Union College, is typical of this view: "Judaism is certainly not the one
true religion. Even ~ccording to the T;Wnud, all who observe the Noahlde laws
have a share in the world to come."21 Ben Zion Bokser, conservative rabbi and
frequent participant in interfaith dialogue, also supports the above position. He
argues, " ... the classic Jewish position that the righteous of all nations and all
faiths have a share in tl:ie world to come implies the legitimacy of diver~ paths
to God." 22
.
There is an inconsistency in using the Noahide laws as scriptural support for
dialogue. The argument is that the righteous attain salvation because of their
righteousness, not because of their adherence to a particular religious tradition.
The implication of the Noahide laws must be examined more fully before they
can serve as a basis for serious dialogue between Jews a~d the other world faiths.
In my judgment, a most promising contemporary attitude toward other·
religions comes from the powerful voice of Abraham J. Heschel'. Although Heschel's major works are well known to Jewish and also Christian scholars, his
numerous articles that touch on other religious traditions have never been
explored.23
In his ln~ugural Address deliv~red at Union Theological Seminary in 1965,
'way' through Jesus the Christ and ' come' into the divine covenant, and a Jewish people that
'are' already in the divine covenant, contradicts the whole Johannine scheme 'of salvation.
John denies the.Jewish people any knowledge of God, insisting that only through the Son
could the Jews have known the Father (8: 19)."
·
a0Jacob Neusner in The Condition of Jewish .fJelief, p. 155.
21Ezra Spicehandler in. ibid., pp. 232-233.
aiaen Zion Bokser, "The Bible, Rabbinic Tradition and Modern Judaism," The Bulletin,
vol. 48, no. 2 (Spring, 1968), p. 16.
nFor a brief examination of Heschel's attitude toward other religious traditions, see my
work Divine-Hutn4n Encounter: A Study of Abraham Joshua Hesche/ (Washington DC:
University Press of America, 1979).
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Heschel presented a radical view of the religions of the world: "Perhaps it is the
will of God that in this aeon there should be diversity in our forms of devotion
and commitment to Him. In this aeon diversity of religions is the Will of God."14
Here Heschel seems to leave little doubt that Jews, Christians, and Muslims, in
their various ways, are truly worshipping God. But would this statement apply
to other world religions whose concept of God is. totally different from that of
the Jewish tradition?· Heschel qu0tes a passage from the prophet Malachi and
follows it with an interpretation which indicates that eastern traditions are also
valid to him:
For from the rising of the sun to it~ setting My name is great among
the nations, and in every place incense is offered to My name, and a
pure offering; for My name is great among the nations, says the Lord
of Hosts (Malachi I : 11 ).
This statement refers undoubtedly to the contemporaries of the
prophet. But who were these worshippers of One God? At the time
of Malachi there was hardly a large number of proselytes. Yet the
statement declares: All those who woI'Ship their gods do not know
it, but they are really worshipping Me.
It seems that the prophet proclaims that men all over the world,
though they confess different conceptions of God, are really worshipping One God, the Father of all men, though they may not be
aware of it. 25
Hes-chel's interpretation of the Hebrew Bible in such a way as to bring it
into harmony with his idea that "Religious pluralism is the wiU of God"' is an
extraordinary event for the history of Jewish relations with other traditions.
What is also signifi~ant is that Heschel's interpretation of the Bibie is being
supported by some younger scholars. Rabbi Norbert Samuelson, Professor of
Judaica. at Temple University, claims that support can be found in the Bible that
"God establishes multiple covenants with multiple peoples." He writes:
[ C] !early the scriptures claim that Israel has only one God, but
whether or not Israel's God has other peoples is not discussed and is
not the concern of the histC:rical narratives. The Lord's relation to
other peoples in general is not affirmed, but neither is it denied. In
fact sufficient material is presented to infer that from the point of
view of the authors of the biblical historical narratives Israel is only
one of several nations related to the Lord through a .covenant.26

Support for the validity of other religions may also be found in Talmudic
literature. In his major work on prophecy Heschel writes: "It is a well-established
"'Abraham J. Heschel, "No Religion Is an Island," Union Seminary Quarterly, January,
1966, p.126.
"Ibid., p.127.
uNorbert Samuelson, "Response," NICM Journal, vol. l, no. 2 (Spring, 1976), p. 72.
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tradition in Jewish literature that the Lord sent prophets to the nations, and
even addressed Himself directly to them." 27 This biblical idea which is stressed in
the Talmud and Midrash could prove promising for future interfaith dialogue.
Thus, Heschel appeals . to the primary Jewish sources as support for granting
validity to other religions. The question of critical importance which must be
raised is whether his position is consistent within his own theological structure.
In other words, how does Heschel deal with conflicting truth-claims?
A study of the sources which Heschel used for his book, The ProphetsespeCially for his chapter, "Prophets throughout the World"-reveals that
Heschel was quite familiar with some of the primary sources of Hinduism,
Buddhism, Confucianism, and Taoism. His interpretation of these traditions
clearly shows that he is opposed to the doctrine that all religions are essentially
one. Heschel stresses the unique aspects of each religion, its distinctiveness and
particularity. He draws sharp distinctions not only between Judaism and the
eastern religions but also with the Islamic tradition.
In spite of Heschel's emphasis on the profound differences among some of
the most basic assumptions of Judaism and eastern thought, he argues that
Judaism would be enriched if dialogue would occur "between the river Jordan
and the river Ganges. " 28 He believed that it was "vitally important . . . for
Judaism to reach out into non-Jewish culture in order to absorb elements which
it may use for the enriclunent of its life and thought." 29
Heschel's willingness to encounter and to be enriched by eastern thought is
all the more amazing when we realize the radical distinction between Heschel's
interpretation of Judaism and the ultimate goal of eastern thought, which has
consistently stressed a goal of salvation, described by Professor D. S. Sarma:
The Hindu Scriptures ... teach that the ultimate end of human life
is liberation (moksha) from that fmite human consciousness of ours
which makes us see all things as separate from one another and not
as part of a whole. When a higher consdousness dawns upon us, we
see the individual parts of the universe as deriving their true significance from the central unity of spirit. .. . When this goal is reached,
man is lifted above his mortal plane and becomes one with that
ocean of pure being, consciousness, and bliss, called Brahman in
Hindu scriptures.30
Buddhists have re.peatedly stressed that without Nirvana or enlightenment, with·
out liberation or salvation, there is no Buddhism. lsshu Miura, the Japanese Zen
master, begins his book on Zen wit)l the statement, "The living heart of all
Abraham J. Heschel, The Prophets (New York: Burning Bush Press, 1962), p. 451.
uAbraham J. Heschel, God in Search of Man: A Philosophy of Judaism (New York:
Farrar, Straus and Cudahy, 1955), p. 15.
"Ibid.
'"D.S. Sarma, "The Nature and History of Hinduism," in Kenneth W. Morgan, ed., The
Religion of the Hindus (New York: Ronald Press Co., 195-3), p. 4.
21
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Buddhism is enlightenment or satori." 31 With respect to enlightenment, Buddhism did not break away from Hinduism.
·
Heschel, however, insists that the central aim of pious Jews is t o encounter
God, knowing that they are known by God. Salvation is never for oneself; i,t is
for the entire world. "Indeed, even the most personal concern, the search for
meaning," Heschel tells us, " is utterly meaningless as a pursuit of personal salvation." 32 Heschel speaks harshly of those individuals who seek personal salvation:
"Self-fulfillment is a myth which a noble mind must fu:id degrading. All that is
creative in man stems from a seed of endless discontent."33
In contrast to Heschel's understanding of the pious Jew who is in a state of
endless tension, the Ceylonese Buddhist monk, Walpola Rahula, tells us, "He
who has realized the Truth, Nirvana, is the happiest being in the world.... He is
joyful, exultant, enjoying the pure life, his faculties pleased, free from anxiety,
serene and·peacefuL"34
Heschel's path to God offers no final union of bliss in which all of life's
problems are solved. Rather, there is a constant wrestling for "flashes of insight
' that come and go, penetrate and retreat, come forth and withdraw." 35 For
Heschel, the "philosopher of wonder," the path to God "is a continuous being
on the way to the reality and the presence of God." 36 In contrast to the Buddhist claim that one who attains Nirvana is totally self-fulfilled and satisfied,
Judaism teaches one "to be content with what [one] has, but never with what
[one] is." 37 The pious Jew can never totally and permanently attain the stage
described for the devout Buddhist, because the Jew can never fully penetrate the
secret of life ; the Jew can never attain a state comparable to Nirvana. This
disagreement delineates a major difference between Heschel's thought and the
Hindu-Buddhist approach to reJigion.
Heschel is well aware that his belief that religions "disagree profoundly"
raises the problem of conflicting truth claims. Heschel poses this very question:
"Howeve~, does not every religion maintain the claim to be true, and is not truth
exclusive?"38 And his response?
The ultimate truth is not capable of being fully and adequately
expressed in concepts and words. ... The voice of God reaches the

31 lsshu Miura and Ruth Fuller Sasaki, The Zen Koan: Its History and Use in Rinzai Zen
(New York: Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc., 1965), p. 3.
"Abraham Hesche~ Who Is Man? (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1968). p. 45.
" Ibid., p. 86.
,.Wa!pola Rahula, What the Buddha Taught (New York: Grove Press, 1962), p. 43.
"Heschel, God in Search, p. 132.
"Abraham J. Heschel, "The God of Judaism and the Christian Renewal," The Catholic
Hour, January 21, 1968, n.p.
"Abrallam J. Heschel, Man ls Not Alone: A Philosophy of Religion (New York: Farrar,
Straus, and Young, 1951), p. 257.
"Heschel, "No Religion ls an Island," p. 127.
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spirit of man in a variety of ways, in a multiplicity of languages. One
truth comes to expression in many ways of understanding. 39

In order to develop Heschel's arguments more fully and to see the special
problems which the conflicting conceptions of the religions of the world raise
for Heschel's thought, one must examine essential premises found in his writings.
Throughou~ his works Heschel repeats again and again that, paradoxical though
it is, nevertheless, it is true that human beings are not alone and that God is
concerned about human beings and in search of them. For Heschel, this is the
most fundamental idea of biblical thought, the idea that he believes has been
stressed throughout the JewiSh tradition. He writes, "Paradoxical as the Bible is,
we must accept its essential premise: that God is concerned about man."40
"[T} he renewal of man" can occur if only one would come to grips with the
biblical view of the world and accept its essential paradoxical premise: "that
God is concerned about man." 41 Pleading for understanding of his own conviction, Heschel writes, "All I would like to see is that the world should open its
mind and heart to the words of the prophets."42
Will Herberg essentially agrees with Heschel's view that humankind would
be moved from its present agony to "significant being" by accepting the biblical
view of the world:
Only from what is beyond life, only from the transcendent source of
life, can come the power to deliver us from our desperate plight. In
more traditional language, only the God whom we know to be the
Creator of heaven and earth, the Lord of life and history, can help
us.43
Like Heschel, Herberg realized that the worldview of eastern thought differs
profoundly from the "hebraic world-outlook," but Herberg is consistent in his
position, and from that perspective he levels a strong attack on the "GraecoOrie~tal" religious position.44
Heschel's position is far more problematic. Although his essential premise is
that biblical religion is the answer for the world, not only does he not attack
"Ibid.
••Abraham J. Hesche1, "The Jewish Notion of God and Christian Renewal," in L. K.
Shook, ed., Renewal of Christian Thought (New York: Herder and Herder, 1968), pp. llS116.
41 Ibid.
42
Abraham J. Heschel in John H. Miller, ed., Vatican JI: An Interfaith Appraisal (South
Bend, IN: University of Notre Dame Press, 1966), p. 374.
43Will Herberg, Judaism and Modem Man (New York: Harper and Row, 19Sl), p. 34.
..Ibi<L pp. 47-S7. In his final analysis of Buddhism, e.g., Herberg attempts to show that
the Buddha's preaching to the world is a "repudiation of Buddhism." He argues: "After
explaining that, in the Greco-Oriental view, 'sal.,,ation is an achievement of the individual for
himself and by himself,' Moore adds, 'Buddha discovered the way and taught it to men.' But
why? Why, having discovered it, did he teach it to others? lltis question would Seem to
constitute an insurmountable stumbling block to Buddhism and to lead it to what in effect
is a repudiation of itself" (p. SS).
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eastern religions, but he even asserts their validity. It would seem Vtat there is an
inner contradiction here. Marvin Fox writes:
Judaism is not possible without belief in the existence of God, in His
absolute unity, in His revelation.... These I hold to.be true beliefs,
even though not demon_strable. Any beliefs contradictory of these or
of other fundamentals of Jewish faith I must, therefore, hold to be
false. Simple logic forces me to this conclusion. 45
Applying Fox's "simple logic" to Heschel's position-which espouses a biblical worldview as a solution to human problems, while at the same time granting
validity to other religious traditions whose worldviews differ profoundly-does
seem to pinpoint a logical inconsistency in Heschel. Yet, based on a careful
study of Heschel's thought, it would also appear that his position is consistent
within his own theo~ogical structure. He persistently argues that in spiritual life
we must admit that paradox exists. We have already noted tha~ Heschel considers his "essential premise: That God is concerned about man" to be paradoxical. In The Prophets Heschel states, "It is a paradox beyond compare that the
eternal God is concerned with what is happening in time."46!lrl Who Is Man?
Heschel calls God's concern for man the "Great Puzzle."47 And it is a puzzle
which Heschel, consistent with his own insights, does not attempt to put together. fost as his essential biblical premise is for him a "paradox beyond
compare," so also the idea that all religions are valid is a paradox beyonq human
logic.
The position of the Kotzker rebbe whose influence on Heschel was pro·
found also embraced paradox as essential to religion. Heschel (in what must be
a free translation) quotes the Kotzker: " A God whom any Tom, Dick, and
Harry could comprehend, I would not believe in."48 Heschel then explains,
This conception does not exclude any understanding by man of
God's ways. It merely states that while some of those ways seem
absurd. from man's perspective, they are nonetheless meaningful in
the eyes of God. In other words, the ultimate meaning of God's
ways is not invalidated because of man's incapacity to comprehend
it; nor is our anguish silenced because of the certainty that somewhere in the recesses of God an answer abides.49
I have focused on Heschel's attitude toward other religious traditions be·
cause hls position can make a genuine contribution to dialogue- not only because

• 5Marvin

Fox in The Condition of Jewish Belief, p. 65.

••tteschel, The Prophets, p. 209.
•7lf.eschel, Who Is Man?, p. 74.
••Abraham J. Heschel, A Passion for Truth (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux,
1973), p. 293.
49lbid.
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of what he says, but also because of who he was, a respected figure in the Jewish
community, even among some orthodox rabbis. Equally important in considering interfaith dialogue is the fact that Heschel was held in very high esteem by
many Christian theologians.

--· -

Jan. 16, 1973

From GEORGE M. SHAPIRO

To

Rabbi Marc Tannenbaum
Dear Marc,
. This is a preliminary draft.
It has not been circulated.
you think that a spec·ific
portion of the Fund should be ear-marked
for the Seminary?
Do

I would appreciate any
suggestions or comments which you may
have.

G.M. S.
Hand Delivery

Rabbi Marc Tannenbaum
American Jewish Committee
165 E. 56th St.
New York, N. Y• .10022

Preliminary Draft B

The Honorable Simon H. Rifkind
Chairman, Board of Trustees
The Jewish Theological Seminary of America
3080 Broadway
New York, New York 10027
Dear Judge Rifkind:

Dr•

The family of the late

inquiries from many f'riends who have

Abraham J. Heschel has had
e~ressed

t:he desire to

contribute to a fund which wi ll honor his memory .
Mrs . Heschel, who is the Executrix of the Estate, and
her daughter, Hannah Susanna, have expressed a preference for the
designation of The Jewish 'llleological

Semin~ry;

the institution

with which Dr. Heschel was most closely associated during pis lifetime.
If the suggestion meets with the approval of the Board of Trustees,
.

we would propose the creation

of"a

.

! .

special ·f\.u1d to be held in the
, ._

custody of The Jewish Theological Seminary arid to be known as
J.

"The Abraham J.
makin~

Hesc~el

Memorial · Fund

11

•

Persons interesteq in

a contribution in memory of Dr. Heschel will be advised t o

make the contribution to The Jewish Theological Seminary of America
for The Abraham J. Hesch el Memorial Fund.
Tne Fund-and any securities or other. assets held by it
will be malntained b'y
· t~e. ' Seminacy as a separate account and . ·.·
'

·. .'. 1. . . •• •

.

.

. ..·
.- .

\

., ' ,

.

:c\;.;

The Honorable Simon H. Rifkind·'\
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disbursements made from it upon the joint approva-1 . of the Chancellor
of the Seminary or such person .as may be designated by him from time
to time and by the Executrix 'of the Estate of Dr. Heschel or such
person as may be designated by her from time to time.

The parties

shali have the power to provide for . the filling of vacancies and
succession.

i

. !i

It is Mrs . · Hesch el 1 s W'ish that the objectives of the Fund
shall include:·
1.

'lhe provision of financial

sup~ort

for the continued

publication and dissemination of the writings of Dr • .ijeschel (including
their translation into foreign languages and editing) or writings
about him or his works.
2.

To

suitably house anq .preserve any import?-rit or rare

historicai and religious books, writings or manuscripts which may
be contributed to the FUnd and to make available such books and
writings for study ~nd reference work to writers, students and
educational institutions.

3•

The provision of scholarships; fellowships, teaching

programs. or grants for· religious studies at " the Jewish 'rheological
Seminary,. or at other instituti9ns of hi~er education in conjilnction

---·-------------.,...~-...,....---..,,..----....,-------,,-------,--.,..-----------,---

The Honorable Simon H. Rifkind
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with a program approved by the Seminary.

4.

To support such other religious, educational or

literary works which may be suitable and appropriate for the
Seminary and the Fund.
The part.ies may from time to time transfer from the
Fund such sums as they deem appropriate for the general support
of the Seminary or for designated projects at the Seminary as
they deem appropriate.

Any assets in the Fund which remain

unexpended as at December 31, 1977 shall be transferred to the
general funds of the Seminary for such religious, literary or
educational uses as the Seminary may deem appropriate.

The Jewish Theological Seminary of America is sponsoring
this memorial meeting in cooperation with:
Alumni Association of the Teachers Iostirute
American Academy for Jewish Research
American Jewish Committee
American Jewish Congress
Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith
B'nai B'rith
Clergy and Laymen Concerned for Vietnam
Council of Jewish Federations and Welfare Funds, Inc.
Educators Assembly
Hadassah
Hadoar
Hebrew Union College - Jewish Institute of Religion
Histadruth Ivrith
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People
National Conference on Soviet Jewry
National Council for Jewish Women
National Federation of Jewish Men's Clubs
National Federation of Temple Sisterhoods
National Women's League
New York Board of Rabbis
Rabbinical Assembly
Ramah Camps
Religious Education Association
Southern Christian Leadership Conference
Synagogue Council of America
Union of American Hebrew Congregations
Union Theological Seminary
United Synagogue of America

Woodstock College
World Zionist Organization
World Council of Synagogues
Yivo Institute for Jewish Research

Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel
January 21, 1973
18 Shevat, 5733

Park Avenue Synagogue
New York City
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JUDAH NADICH
Rabbi, Park AvenueSynagogtte

GERSON D. COHEN
Chancellor, Jewish Theological Seminary
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WILLIAM D. DAVIES
Professor of Christian Origins
Duke University

The roots of ultimate insights are found not on the level of discursive
thinking, but o~ the level of wonder and radical amazement, in the depth of
awe, in our sensitivity· to the mystery, in our awareness of the ineffable. It is
the level on which the great things happen to the soul, where the unique insights of arr, religion, and philosophy come into being.
It is not from experience but from our inability to experience what is
given to our mind that certainty of che realness of God is derived. It is not the
order of being but the transcendent in the contingency of all order, the allusions
to transcendence in all ans and all things that challenge our deepest
imderstanding.

Faith is the respome to the mystery, shot through with meaning; the response to a challenge which no one can forever ignore. "The heaven.. is a
challenge. When you "life up your eyes on high," you are faced with the
question. Faith is an act of man who tramcending himself responds to Him
who transcends the tlJOrld.
- Abraham Joshua Heschel
God In Search of Man

FRITZ A. ROTHSCHILD
Associate Professor of Philosophy of Religion
Jewish Theological Seminary

CORETTA SCOTT KING
The Martin Luther King, Jr. Foundation

A Message from
H. E. ZALMAN SHAZAR
President, State of Israel

~·

THE EDUCAT.iONAL PHILOSOPHY. OF . ABRAHAM· J • .HESCHEL
Morton

c.

Fierman

I

Abraham Joshua Heschel, profess.or of· Ethics and
Theological Seminary of American in

N~w

in the United States in March, 1940.

Myst~cism

at the Jewish

York City was ·born in Warsaw, and arrived

Before Joining the Jewish Theologi cal

Seminary in 1945, he was associate professor of Philosophy and Rabbinics at
Hebrew Union College in Cincinnati, for five years.
He is known as a scholar, author, philosopher and theologian.

His major

work in two volumes, Man Is Not Alone, and God In Search of Man, has been
widely acclaimed

fo~

.· .
'

its profound and creative approach to religious philosophy.

He is the product of two different worlds, of Eastern European Jewry on the
one hand, and the philosophy arid scholarship of Western civilization on the other.
He is a descendant of outstanding· leaders of Chassidism.

He grew up in the

clos,ed God-centered world of ·J ewish piecy. · During the fonnative years of his
childhood and youth·, .he obtained ·two things that are manifest on every page
of his published work:. a knowledge and an understanding -

knowledge of his

Jewish religious heritage, and an understanding for. the realness of .the spirit
and for the holy ·dimension of all existence, as Fritz A. Rothschild writes it
.

.

in the Introduction to Heechei's w~rk, Between God .and Man. 1 .
It is of interest that in 1937 Martin Buber chose Heschel as his successor
at the Central Organization for Jewish Adult Educafion in Germany and the
Freies JDdisches Lehrhaus.

The latter had been

found~d

by Franz Rosenzweig

in Frankfurt on the Main, August 1, 1920.
II

The educational philosophy of Heschel cannot be separated from his general
philosophy and theology ~
reverence for lif e.

It is ' all of a piece.

He is ·at all times devoted to

This reverence carries with it the spiritual feeling that

life is sacred in all its · dimensions. Furthermore, he states that ''the task
of-religion is to be a challenge .to the stabUization of values,1! 2 and it must
be relevant, otherwise its message becomes meaningless. 3
Heschel's approach to life and all of its manifestations is affected by
his .rootedness in prophetic Judai~m and his love for the spirituality of
Chassidism.

And yet, h~ possesses !'the yearning for free inquiry and
'
4
truth of the modern Western Scholar~" .

obje~tive

For Heschei, !'the task of the teacher is to be a midwife to the student •••
At the hands of a clumsy

p~~~titioner ,''

he advises, '!ideas will be stillborn,

the outcome may be a monster. At the hands of a master, a new life will be
born."

s And yet, he states that "education is a

~tter

which rests primarily

with the parent, with the . father ,~ 1 6 . not with the teacher. Though at this moment
he is discussing religious education, and notes

~hat

"the

te~ch.er

is but a

representative of the father, according to Jewish ..tr_ad~tio~;· 7 nevertheless, he
is suggesting that all education to be effective education
''The secret of effective teaching," for Heschel,

"lie~

mu~t

begin at home.

.in t_naking a pupil

a contemporarY of the living moment of teaching. The outcome is not only the
retention of the content of teaching but

~so Q~

is not enough for the pupil to appropriate

~he

the moment of teaching.

It

subject matter, the pupil and

the teacher must go through significant moments, sharing insight and appreciation."
Heschel knows of _the
sens.es its many

vicissi~del[S

difficuJ..ti~s

a.a

~ll·

in teaching as well as its glory. He

as its horizons. F_o r him,_ "the .f irst

moment in each
· class is ·1ike
in
the Jews stood at the
Red. Sea.
.
.
..the . hour
.
. . which
..
.
But when the reward comes;~· he proc.l.aims, .nit is a song. 119
~eschel

is not only a

~edica~d

teacher bimself, but he sets up

teaching profession on a high pedestal.
way of thought. ·. It is a ·dedicated

t~e

It is a sanctified calling, in his

pr~fession

as he

conside~s

it.

In his

purview, ·•the teacher is more than a techr:tician. He is the representative
as well as the interpreter of mankin~.'s most .s acred possessions. !,lo

8

- .3 5-

And when writing of· Judaism, Heschel affirm9 that

~he

teacher

i~

the

central pillar of Jewish ,living; past, present, and future. 1111 Heschel further
explains that ''the teacher is not an automatic
beverages ·may Qe obtained·• .· He is

e~ther

founta~n

a witness

o~

from which intellectual

a stranger.

pupi1 into the pro~ised lan4; he must have been there ~imself.

To guide a

Wh~n

asking

himselfs Do I stand for what I teach? Do I bel.i~ve what I say? he must be
able to answer in the affirmative. What we need more tha.n anything else,''
he proclai~, "is not textbooks but text-people.
of the teacher which is

the . text . t~~

It is the ·personality

the pupils read; the text they will never

forget. '.112
III

As Heschel considers the teaching profession in glowing terms, _so he
considers learning • .

"Le~rn~ng':

form of purification as

welf

as he describes it, "is hoiy, _an indispensable
13

as .ennoblement. "

"genuine reverence for· the sanctify of
· the awareness that study is not an

~tudy

o~deal

but

.. Furthermore, he

p~ints out that

is bound to invoke in 'the pupils
a~

act of e4ification; .that the

1114
school is a sanctuary, not a factory; that study ~s a form
of worsltip.
.
'

''True learning, ,. he avers', ''is ·a way of

rel~ting

oneself to

~omething whic~

is

·both eternal and universal~ The. experience of learning counteracts tribalism
and self-centeredness. The work of our .hands is private property; the fruits
of the intellect belong to all men.

~e

ultimate meaning of knowledge is not

power, hut the realization of a unity that surpasses all interests and all
ages.

Wisdom is .like the

~ky, belongin~

to no man,

an~

true

learnin~

is the

. •t • ,.15
ast ronomy o f the sp1r1

-Thoughts and language of this kind can only be rooted in sorrething beyond
a philosophy of education.

Indeed they are. They are a part of the larger

tradition of Heschel's faith, which is Judaism, and a segment too of his very
personal weltanschauung.

Certainly to some extent it can be traced to the

-3~

statement in Pirk~-Avoth {The Sayings of the ·F athers):

.!'The world rests upon

16

three pillars, upon learning, upon worship, and upon charity."

As Heschel

himself writes it, ··1earning meant having a share in divine wisdom. •!17
Heschel feels that :"learning, worship, charity are ends, not means."18
He

conceive~

that ,.it 'is wrong to define education as preparation for 'life.

Learning is life, .. he underscores, "a supreme experience of living, a climax of
19

existence . "

'•

.

"Learning, .s tudy," also, ''is more thcfo preparation of young people

for good citizenship.

Study is a form of worship, an act of inner purification. •120

"Learning, too, is a religious conmandment. ·•21 Heschel does not mean the
possession of iearning, erudition, but the very act of study, "of being over22
whelmed by the marvel and mystery of God's creation. ··
In his paper, Essay on Youth, presented t~ the White House Conference
on Children and Youth in

~960,

Professor Heschel crystallizes· the differences

between the Greek conception of learning, the
modern man's idea of learning.
comprehend.

Hebr~w 's

''The Greeks,'· he explains, ''learned in.· order to

The Hebrews learned in order to revere.

order to use, accepting the mexim which declares:
how people are urged to

study~

to justify a~y value excep~

goal of learning, and·

The modern man

learn~

'Knowledge is power.'

in

This is

knowledge means success. · We no lopger know how

in terms of ex.peqiency.

Man is willing to define

himself as a 'seeker after the maxinrum degree ·of comfort for the minimum
expenditure of energy.' He equates value
acts, and . thinks as if the soie .PUrPOSe
\.That is true learning

~o

w~th

of

that .which avails.

He feels,
123

the universe were to satisfy his needs. !

Heschel?

''True learning is a way of relating
24
oneself to something which is botp )loly and universal. ··
Do we have some
thoughts here, which suggest parallels to Martin Buber's ''I-Thou'· philosophy?

-37Perhaps~

In Hes-c hel 's conception

of reverence

for life, the way that one

relates to life in hoiiness, and his grasp of the .idea of freedom - he is
similar to Buber.
We are tempted at this juncture to· categorize Heschel's philosophy of
education.

Indeed, he is an experimentalist we say, but we will find .that he

is not write that. Then he is an idealist. Hasn't he· written that

~perhaps

the most amazing· aspect about man is what is latent in him. One thing that
•
sets man apart from animals is a boundless unpredictable capacity for the
development of an inner universe. There is more potentia;Lity in his soul
than .in any other being known to us •••• indeed, the essence. of human being is
25
not what he is, but in what he is able to be. " Let us make a further
investigation and find out where Heschel stands.
IV

What are some of the goals, which Heschel has suggested for education?
.

.

What are the mounta'in tops, as it were, that he is seeking-horizons which he
desires? · To an extent, we shotild .understand that he doesn't separate education

from life, that he sees them not apart, but together, fused . Thus, he states
that "all men

a~

endowed with a sense of wonder, with a sense of inystery.

But our system of education fails to develop it and the anti-i$llectual
climate of our civilization does much to suppress it. Mankind will not perish
for

la~k

.

of information; it may collapse for want of

in these words that Heschel wants
and appreciate the

magnifican~e

man to be

apprec~ation."

26

We see

able to comprehend, be sensitive,

and mystery of the world. Furthermore, this

goal, education for reverence is the foundation stone for. the preservation of
freedom, according to his philosophy. Freedom, or rather its preservation, is

-38also a gqal. within his framework for +ife,
skaffolding ~

man.

'Tree~om,."

a~d consequen~y,.

in his educational

Heschel says, " is a .burden that God .has thrust upon
If we succeed, we will

Freedom is something. we are responsible for.

27
help in the redemptio~ of the world;, if we fail,
we may be crushed by its abuse. "
.
~

''Loyalty to freedom
has indicated.

~~

He~chel

loyalty to the substance of freedom,"

''A major root of freedom lies in the belief that man, every
'

..

th~ dynamics ·of our

inan, is too good to be the slave of anothe+ _man. However,

society, the cheapening and trivialization of existence, contim,ie to corrode
that belief. The
.

.

uni~eness

and .-acred preciousness of man

i~

being refuted

with an almost cruel coris~stency. ''. 28 Thus, Heschel firmly believes in the ·.
concept
~

of

t~at

:•the glory

~f

right to be free, and

a free society i1es not only in the consciousness
~

capacity to 'be free , but also in the

of~ fellow man's right to be free, .and!!:!!. capacity to
Still another gocil
with
,
.

whi~~
I

be free.

Heschel is, ._ conce111ed
is
. .

re~ization

1129

what .h~

.cal1s

"ultimate s_ignif~cance and ultimate preciousness Qf. one_'s own exis~en~e. 11 30 .
t~a~ ~o

Without this, we have a
ata~dar~ization
•

•

-

.

.

.

•

freedQm.

Routin~

has

se~

iz:1to human life,

has
taken
tbe
meaning out·
of it.,..
.''We teach ·our students how
•
•
r
•
•
••
-

to recognize labels," Hesch.e l :admonishes, "not
how to. develop.. taste •." 31
.
'

Heschel qespises the

~

trivi~ization
~

of existence,

mec~anization

of the person,

I

-

I

the de-sanctificat.i on of time, ~nd the de-pers.~naliza~io~ of pumani~-~

ffe

wants the human being to strive for nobUity of: soul.. The way to do .-so is.
~

t~ough

:'mo"."al dedications, acts of worship, intellectual. pursuits •••.~~rsonal

concern for
I

just~ce

in the market place, for integrity in

p~blic

-i n ·publ.i c relatiops is a prerequiai~ fo~ 9ur. ri~ht to pray,"

32

affairs and

he advocates.

We must reach man by education to teach him these underlying cherished thoughts
upon which civilization is established.

Because education is being involved

in wisdom, the beginning of wisdom is to recognize this.
Another goal of education as Heschel senses it is·: the manner in which young
people can be brought up with a proper sense of responsipility in an affluent
Hesch~l

society.

has been aware· of modern man's standard and preoccupation:

!'What will I get out of life? Suppressed is the question: What will life, what
wi;I.l society get out of ·me? •••• There is no sense of responsibility without reverence

for the sublime in human existence, without a sense of dignity, without loyalty
·to a heritage, without an awareness of the transcendence of that living.

respect is the fruit
'

of discip+ine, the sense

to say No ~o oneself."

33

Self

of dignify grows with the ability

Fundamental. foT Heschel in man's existence is a

: sense of indebtedness to both society and God. He cannot fathom existence
without it. He considers that "What is emerging in pur age is a strange
' 34

inversion~';

.

and he is· apparently quite concerned about it, for he asks a

"How can we expect the young to be_noble if

most embarrassing question:

we

ourselves continue to tolerate the ·ignoble? This is the advice given by a
director .of a large plant to his
'"D
· o

man~gers:

. t e with unsuccess ful
.
not associa
0

he mentions by way of illustration,
peop1e. ··· 35

Heschel, an in.d ividua1ist himself is
to the ·needs of the individual. child.
individu~, !"

he has

sai~,

·rwe

ha~

des~rous

that the teacher be dedicated

"We 'teachers face the pupil as·an

to take into consideration hfs rights and his

tasks. To respect these rigJits and to . think of these tasks is the great duty
of

educators~

for to educate means to meet the inner. needs, to ·respond to the

inner goals of the chi.id.

We dare not connnit human sacrifice by inunolating the
-

individual -child upori the alter of the group.,:

36

Heschel doesn't want the

individual to be eclips.ed by the social aspect of life.
~hat

he mentions

.i n the literature of Judaism :- it is as

ThrQughout his writings
indivi~u.µ$,

not a_s

members of a ma'ss-mind that we .a re asked to observe mitzvo~h~· 37 -divine dema~ds.
Certainly in these sentences, .Heschel

illus~rates

his strong interest in the

preservation of that precious entity, called individualism.
A unique goal
religion,

wh~ch

f~r

education, although certainly

Abraham Heschel seeks for
He

self-att~chment.

d~s

ed~cation,

eviden~

in the area of

is what he describes as

t)Ot believe that .,our supreme goal is to express the

self.

What is the self that we should idolize it?.. he asks.

in the

se~f

..What is there

that is· worthy of being expressed and conveyed to others? The

self gains when it loses itself in the

con~emplation

contemplation of the world. for example.
to what is greater than the

se~f

of the nonself, in the

Our supreme goal is $elf-attachment

.r ather than

38

self-expression~'! .·

Heschel does

not desire to minimize the great importance of

self-express~on

but rather feels that in orqer to help

to attain self-expression we

must first belp him to attain
•

value experience.

~ p~pil

self-attachme~,

in education,

attachment to sources of

39

While Heschel was addressing a
first spoke the following words,

conf~rence

nevertheles~,

of Jewish educators when he
they are important for all

educators to consider as elemental for their own philosophies and
goal in education.

is led in

~pr.

major

"What we glorify,•! Heschel says, "is not knowledge,

erud-i tion, but .study and the dedication to ..learning.
~an

~~ ~

judgment, he is asked ••• did you fix

According to .Rabba 'when
~ime

for learning?'

{Shabbat 3la} ••• Man is not asked how much he knows, but how muc'h he learns.
The unique attitude of the Jew is not the love of
studying.

kn~~ledge

A learned rabbi in Poland, the story goes,

w~s

but the love of

dismissed by his

•

. . • . . . .N

0

'

• •

.1·..,:

•'

•' ·••• ·•

.•

community because no light was seen in his house after
he was not studying
counts."

40

enough~

midnight~

sign that

It is not the book, it is the dedication that

Certainly contemporary education, both secular and religious,

would not go far afield if it pursued .this goal.
Still another goal of education in which Heschel is interested is the
necessity to teach our young people the knowledge of the
··They see," he says, ,. a picture of ease, play and fun .

d~rk

side of life.

That life includes

hardships, illness, grief, even agony; that many hearts are sick with bitterness, resentfulness,. envy

~

are facts of which young

~ople

have hardly an

awareness. They do not feel morally challenged, they do not feel called upon •••
The young person of today is pampered.
guilt to others.
Weakened by

In moments of crisis he transfers his

Society, the age, or his mother is blamed for his failure.

~elf-indulgence,

he breaks down easily under hardship ••• What is there

about our life that accounts for the plethora of morbidity and gloom in the works
I

of the contemporary artists? There are joos, opportun:f.ti.e s for success, comfort,
securit)i, but there is not

~~al.tation,

no sense for that which is worthy of

no

sacrifice, no lasting insight, no experience of adoration,
relatedness to the '
'
ultimately precious. 1' 41 Heschel is asking µs to be. realistic and recognize that
I

'

''the burning i~sue is no1; things to come, b~t the things that happen here and
now. rr42 On the other hand }\e is reflecting. an idealistic manner, ~hen he
asks us to strive to expose young people to the dark side of

llfe~to

the

"realitiesn of existence, hopefully suggesting that if this .is done, life in its
totality would be better.

He w~d thus also wish that oµr young would become

aware that ''the source of danger today is not the brutality of the beast but
the power of man,"

43

as he phrases i t . - thus again dealing ''idealistically11 with

a fundamental "reality11 of life experience.

No matter how much .we know of anyone's philosophy of education, we must,
if not first of all, at least at some time, seek out his conception of man.
For one's

conceptio~

of man tops off, as it were, one's philosophy • .One might

even state that in many ways it is the apex of a philosophy of education; it
.

th~

is

.

va~idity

very essence of such a philosophy and gives meaning and

Abr~ham

Heschel has said that, the obsession with power which

mode~

to it.

man

possesses has not only stunted his concern for beauty and grandeur, but that
we are distorting our sight of the world;
from that of a person to a thing.

..

himself becomes an instrument.

w~

are reducing the status of man

In reducing the world to an instrument, man

Man is the tool, and the machine is the consumer.

The instrumentalization of the world leads to the disintegration of man. 44 '
These thoughts are reminiscent of Hartin Buber in his book, I and Thou, as well
as his essays:

'"Education·· , ,,.he

Educatio~

of Character,'! and ''What Is Man?''

in his work, Between Man and Man.
Heschel speaks of the ''metaphysical di.gnity of man, the divine preciousness of
human life .·• "'Man,'' he contends, "is not valued in physical terms; his value is
infinite. To our common sense, one human being is less than t"wo human beings.
Jewish tradition tries to teach us that for him who has caused a single soul
to perish, i t is as though he had caused a whole world to. perish; and that for
him who has saved a single soul, it is as though he had saved a whole world. 1145
Heschel

s~arches

and researches, as it were, to comprehend man.

important to him for many things.
l

• •

•

Not alone because "1 ife is a partnership

•

of God and M~n·· 46 to Heschel.
as a consequence.

Han is

But human life is holy, and therefore, sacred,

'The idea of man having been created in the· image of God
.

.

.

was interpreted, not as an analogy of being but as an analogy of doing.
called upon to

ac~

in the likeness of God.

Man is

'As he is merciful, be thou merciful.'

The future of the human species depends upon our

degr~e

of reverence for the

. -43-

individual man.

And the strength and validity of that reverence depends upon

our faith in God's concern for man."
Hesch~l

47

contrasts the Greek concept of man and that of the Hebrew.

the Greek. the idea was ''a being in search of meaning.
~as

For

The Biblical contention

'unless the Lord builds the house, those who build it labor in vain.

The

pursuit of meaning is meaningless unless there is meaning in pursuit of man.
To the biblical mind, man is not only a creature who is constantly in search
of himself but also a creature· God is constantly in search of.
creature in search of meaning because there

.is

Man is a

a meaning in search of him,

because there is God's beseeching q~estion, 'Where art thou'? 1 ·•48
As we come to an understanding of Heschel's philosophy of education by
reading his works we see much emphasis on man.

To be sure there is also much

emphasis on God too - so that in effect one might call his philosophy a religious
humanism.

Hesche1 had emphasized many qualities that man possesses, charac-

teristics that are a challenge to the educator.
uniqueness, opportunity,

He writes· of preciousness,

nonfinali~,

man living in process of in an order of
49
events, solitude and solidarity, reciprocity and sanctity.
Central to his
concept of man is derived from Psalm 116:12 which queries, "How shall I ever
repay to 'the Lord all the bounty he has. given me!'' Heschel
in the statement:
rec_iprocity._''

so

'~he

epi.t~mizes

dignity of human existence is in the

powe~

this

of

""l become a person," Heschel says, ..by knowing the meaning of

receiving and giving.

I become a person when I begin to reciprocate.

degree to which one is sensitive to other people's
humanity, is the index of one's oW?l humanity." 51

suffer~ng,

The

to other men's

-44-

"Who is man?" inq'l,lires Heschel.

And he answers in the statement:

"A ·

being in travail with God's dreams and designs, with God's dream of a world
redeemed, of reconciliation of heaven and earth, of a mankind which is truly
52
His image, reflecting His wisdom, justice and compassion. ·•
Thus, knowing somewhat the thought of Heschel regarding man, his consideration of man's role, we can then perhaps understand more fully the statement
from his paper, .. Idols in the Temples'', which provides in his own words his
philosophy of education·.

It is a statement firmed out of his general philosophy

and t heology, stenuning out of his love of. the Hebrew Prophets, his intensive
high regard for mankind, and his hopes for man's rising to his horizons,
li~ed

up on wings of hope, spirituality and the demands of life itself, which

give it jts purpose. and its holiness.

VI
'llfhe philosophy of educating man,': Heschel writes, ··is ·d etermined by the
philosophy of the nature of man.
operates upon

th~

The prevailing philosophy

of education

assumption that man and "his destiny must be conceived in

terms of 'interests' and 'needs ' .

I maintain that if we continue to entertain

such a view, education will be doomed to fai.lure ••• Such a view is part of a
way of thinking which tends to flatten things.

We deal with human beings as

if they had no depth, as if the world had ortiy two dimensions ••_. Intellectually,
we know the universe is not here for our sake ••• practically, however, we act
as if the purpose of the universe were to satisfy our interests and needs .
However, a 1 i fe without 'demands 1 on the mind, heart, body, and soul, a 1 ife
without constant intellectual effort, spells the ~~om of culture.

An

adequate phi losophy of education must seek to understand its goals in terms
of ends as well as in terms of needs, in terms of values as well as in terms

-45-

of interests and desires.
nor villify it.

fa~

Our tradition insists we must neither defy desire

from qefying legitimate needs, it regards authentic needs,

as spiritual oppo~tunities.
but also to surpass them.

It tries to teach us not only to satisfy needs,
rhe error or idolatry is to idolize needs, to convert

needs into ends ••• the goals is to convert ends into needs.

To develop a need

f9r tpat which we may not f.eel the need of, to desire what is commanded.
Satisfying a need is part of the continuance of
a mitzvah, is· n breakthrough.

p~yche,

serving an end, doing

However, the goal remains to integrate the

end into the .psychological
.
. . structure of needs, for action to generate motivation.
Ultimate ends, as

s~en

by our .tradition, are not timeless values, metaphysical
53
entities, frozen absolute~.. Ultimate ends ar~ 'mitzvoth' , 'deman~s'.
We begin to catch a glimpse of Heschel's philosophy of education in words
such as the preceding, and we commence to realize that he doesn't fit into
our contemporary
continue.

edu~ational

philosophies very easily.

Let us, however,

We may come to a better understapding in a moment.

Heschel criti.cizes contemporary ed1,1cational philosophy.

He advises that

"the c.a rdinal sin _of our E!ducational philosophy is that we have asked too
little.

Its modest

~tandards

are unfair to the potentialities of man.

Is

it true. that man is capable of profundity, Qf sacrifice, of love, or self-

denial?

P~rh~ps

this is the central issue:

the instrumentalization of values.

Are we truly committed to the notion that ideals

~nd

values vary and alter in

accordance with changing condition? ShoUld we not question such a relativistic
dogma?

Is it not the degree of our sensitivity. to the validity of the ultimate

ideals and values that fluctuates rather than the ultimate ideals and values.

1154

-46Is Heschel s aying something to us in these
not an experimentalist, and instrumentalist?

sentences~saying

that .he is

Isn.'t he disclosing that he

possesses a hierarchy of· values, and that he wishes mankind to possess it too.
Doesn't he believe in ultimates, and certainly in an ultimate .of divine
characteristics?

of the philosophy

lsn 1•t he -demonstrating at thi.s point aspects

of idaJ.ism, if not all classic elements of it, certai"nl.y important segments of
i t ? Furthermore, isn't this idealis·m, religious. idealism, predicated ·too upon
the concept that "to exist as a human is to assist the . divine ; ~ 55 as Heschel
phrases it? Thus, can't we say that Heschel fs a religious idealist?

And

isn't his religious humanism the foundation o.f his · religious idealism; or
put another way, doesn't his religious humanism issue forth f rom his religious
'·

idealism?
VII

We have attempted to pinpoint in · sm~l measure the rich thought of
Abraham J. Heschel, contemporary philosoph~r ·and .·theologian.

We would

hope that we might motivate others to read his works; -each page

of which is

profound, each sentence of each page of which· is ·fuli of significance· ~ an.d

·- in form.
symbolism and most · o~en poetic in imagery if not
of great influence upon alJ. teachers
admonitions.

if

Heschel can ·be

they would but read and listen to his

His words are as old as the Holy Scriptures, his ideas ·are '

as new as tomorrow's lesson .pians.

He writ~s in .the manner of an ancient

scribe, with the contemporaneity of modern media.
for the problem of today.

His is . a lesson of yesterday,

His is the· problem of yesterday, for the lesson of today.
"•

SOME THOUGln'S AND EPIGRAMS
by
Abraham J. Heschel
'!Indeed , -the enigma of human being is not in what he is but in what he is
able to be." Who is Man?, p. 39.
"The dignity of human existence is in the .power of reciprocity.

!I

Who is Man?,

l' . 46.

'Tor eve;-y new insight we
a balance qf power and

llRlS~

me~y,

r;ot a private property. To
for what one receives.

b~

I

We must strive
.· to maintain

.of truth and generosity.

Knowledge is a debt,

a person is to reciprocate, to offer in return

Reciprocity

all take in and give off.
and giving.

pay a new deed.

b~come.

invol~s

appreciation.

Biologically, we

a person by knawing the meaning of receiving

I become a person when I begin to reciprocate. '' Who is Man?, p. 46.

"The issue we· face is not the dichotomy of being and misbeing, but that of
righteous and unrighteous being.· The

te~sion

is _not

betw~en. existence

and

essence but between existence and performance." Who is Man?, P• 47.
''Philosophy is what man dares to do with his ultimate surmise of · the meaning
of existence. ·· Who is

..

Man?,

p •. 55 •

'!The only \.1~y to. !..Y.Oid d~~l!~Jz: ~~ ..~Q...be_.. ~ -~~e~~C!_ther_ .!~~- ~~-=~d .

Happiness,

in fact, is a divine cunning in history which seems to prove that the wages
of absolute expediency is disaster. 11 Who is Man?, p. 86.

L
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"All that is creative in man stems from a seed of endless discontent.

New

insight begins when satisfaction comes to an end, when all that has been
seen, said, or done looks like a distortion. '' Who is Man? , p . 86.
"Character education will remain ineffective if it is limited to the teaching
of nonns and princi ples.

The concern must be not to instill timeless ideas

but to cultivate the concrete person." · Who is Man? ," p. 99.
"The authentic individual is neither an end nor a beginning but a 1.ink between
ages, both memory and expectation.
continuum of history.

Every .moment is a new·-beginning within a

It is ·fallacious to segregate a moment and not to ·

sense its involvement in· both past arid fUture.
future, but it refuses to be

discarded~

Humbly the' past defers to the

Only he who is an heir is ·qualified

to be a 'pioneer. " Who is Man? , p. 99.
"The teaching of our society is that more knowledge means more power, more
civilization - more :comfort.
prophetic vision that more

We should ·have··insis·t ed in the spirit of the

knowledge·~ shotild

als·o mean ·more reverence, that

more civilization. should · also· mean ·1 ess vfolence. · The failure of our c'u lture
•
is in demanding t~~ little of the individ~al~ in not realizing the correlation
of rights and obli gations, in not realizing that there are inalienable
obligations as well as inalienable rights.

Our civilization offers comfort

in abundance and asks ·for very .little in return. ·- ours -is essential.ly a
Yes education, there is little training in the art of saying "no'·'' to oneself. "
Who is Man?, p. 100.
~--" In receivi~g

a pleasure, we must return a prayer, in attaining a success we

rrrust radiate compassion. " Who is Man?, P• ll8.

..
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Billy Graham has always been known as a
close 'friend of American Presidents. For
some religious observers, he has ~n uncomfortably close. Perhaps dealing with
the powerful at such close range has overdeveloped Mr. Graham's diplomatic sensibilities. Could the habits developed in such
relationships be a panial answer for the unfonunate, and even baffling,. statements
Mr. Graham made about religious freedom
in the Soviet Union at the close of his recent
visit to Moscow?
The Russian Onhodox Church was, Mr.
Graham announced, more independent of
'its Government than the Church of En.gland, and r~ous practice in the several
churches in Moscow that he visited compared favorably, in his view, with that in
Charlotte, North Carolina. The famous
evangelist could not have been surprised
that such remarks set off howls of protest
around the ~orld. Why did he make them,
then? Some newspaper repons cited Mr.
Graham's desire to be in.vited back to the
Soviet Union to preach a crusade as an explanation for what could most charitably
be described as an exercise of excessive tactfulness in the Soviet Union.
Religious freedom is, of course, a relative tenn, aS Billy Graham pointed out, and
he did make it clear that he was reporting
only the impressions gained from the few
.churches he was able to visit. In the summer of 1979, I had the opportunity of·visiting the same Baptist church in Moscow
where Billy Graham preached on May 9.
The Sunday -service was surely not stagem anaged for any visiting dignitaries
abroad. In fact, the church was so crowded
that the visitors from New York Oty had to
some subway rush hour tactics to shoulder our way to a place where we could see
and hear. No one could doubt the power of
the religious feeling in that church.

, use

But this congregation W8:5 one that had
registered with the Government. and had
accepted the conditions imposed by the
Government that defined their reli8ious activities. Other evangelical Christians who
refused to accept such Government control
and have attempted to pass their Gospel
message on to others, particularly the
young, have been closely watched by the
police and ·frequently arrested when their
influence has become significant.
The decision either to resist all. government control in order to defend the freedom of the Gospel or to accept cenain restrictions in order to maintain at least a
limited arena for Christian life and worship
is not a simple one for the Christians of the
Soviet Union, Eastern Europe and the People's Republic of China, to cite only three
areas where atheism is an official government ideology. Men and women of conscience can come to different conclusions,
and the line to be drawn arourid the integrity of religious faith is sometimes a fine one.
~
The pri~cipal danger, ofcourse, is that
the Soviets and other Marxist-Leninist regimes have found that religion can be useful. When governments of East or West begin to find religion usefUI, religious leaders
should examine th~ir consciences. Repre·sentatives from the Soviet bloc have faithfully advanced Soviet foreign policy objectives at international religious meetings for
years. Should Western religious leaders
there.fore boycott such meetings? , , ·
Not necessarily. I myself would have
been suspicious or'anythi~g with a title like
The World Conference of R~ligious Workers for Saving the Sacred Gift of Life from
Nuclear Catastrophe, which is what the
Moscow meeting lo which Mr. Graham
was invited was called. But Mr. Graham's
mistake was not his attendance out his exit
lines.
J.O'H.
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Remembering

Abrah~ni

Heschel ··

'The years si.nce his pas.sing, far·from dimming'his pers,on, cast in even brighter
relief the u~ique role he p~ayed on the contemporary scene'1
et us begin at the end. Several years
ingswlthme?Whenllfelsal\answer,death
before Abraham Heschel's death In
is a homecoming. And the deepest wisdom
1972, he suffered a near fatal hean
man c:an aualn ls to know that his destiny is
attac:k from which he never fully r«overed.
~o sel'Ve...• This ls the meanins of death:
I traveled to his ~partment In New York to the ultimate self-dedication to the divine.
see him. He had sotten out of bed for the Death so understood will noa be desecrated
first time lo greet me and was sitting In the
by craving for lmmonallty, for the act of
living room when I arrived, looking weak
gMns away Is reciprocity on man's pan·fo.r
and pale. He spoke slowly and with some Ood's gift of life. For the pious man It ls a
effort, almost ·In a whisper. I strained to
privilege to diC."
hear.his words.
And I found myself recalling a Hasidlc
''Sam,'' he said, "when I resained con·
teaching he often quoted: "There are three
sciousness, my first feeling was not of de- .ascending levels of how one mourns: With
spair or anger. I felt only gratitude to Ood
lears-that Is the lowest: With silence-that
for. my life, for every moment I had lived. I
is higher. And with a song-thit. is the
was ready to depan. 'Take me, 0 Lord,' I
highest," I understood then what it waS I
thought, 'I have seen so many miracles in
had experienced: the lesson that how a man
my lifetime.'" Exhausted by the effon, ht!
meets death isasisn of how tie has met life.
paused, then added: "That is what I meant
Intimations of melody countered my sad·
. when I wrote (in the prefac:e to his book of . · ness. At tliat moment the power of the hu·
Yiddish poems): '") did not ask for SUC·
man spi~t·, mortal and frail though it is,
cess; l asked for wonder. And You gave it
never seemed so strong.
to me."'
· ·1
Ten days before his death Heschel had
Leaving Heschel's home, l walked
taped a television interyiew for NBC and
alone, in silence,. aimlessly, oblivious of
was asked by the interviewer at the clo~e of
others, depressed by the knowledge that
the program if he had a special message for
the man who meant so much to so many
y~ung people. He nodded and seemed to
was mortally ill.
tum to the future he would never see.
I pondered his words. What had he
"Remember," he said, "that there is mean·
meant by· them? Was it ·possible to acc:ept • . ing beyond a.bsurdity. Know that every deed
death so easily? .Death, that faceless
coums·, that every word is . power.•. ·.
~nemy, that fearsome monster who
. Above all, remember t~ you must build
devours our days, ·who confounds · the
your life as if it were a work of art."
· philosopher, silences the poet and reduces
The day before his death, Heschel in·
the mighty to offering all their gold, in
sisted upon traveling to Connecticut ·to
vain, for yet another hour. Was he telling
stand outside a Federal prison in the freez.
me not io sorrow too much, thinking of my
ing snow, waiting for t~e release of a
feelings whe11 h'e was moving toward the
friend, a priest, who had been jailed for
end of all feeling? Could he have been con·
civil protest.
soling me? ·
He died on the Sabbath eve, in his sleep,
Suddenly there rang in my mind the
peacefully, with a "kiss," as the ancient
striking passage with which he had conrabbis describe the death of those who.die
eluded his first major work, Man Is Not
on that day. At his bedside were t~o
Alone: "Our greatest problem is not how
books: one a Hasidic classic, the other a
to continue but how to return. How cari I
work on the1 war in Vietnam. The
combina•
repay unto the Lord all His bountiful dealtion was sym~lic. The two books ~epre-
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sented two different worlds: etemd spirit
and mundane present, mysticism and di·
plomacy, heaven and eanh. Most choose
· one or the other. Hesc:hel refused to Ignore
either, preferlng to live in the tension of
that polarity.
Arter the close of the Sabbath and b.e- .
.fore the funeral a strange ptherlng of
friends collected In his home to comfon the
family: There were several former students,
a Hasldlc rabbi, an esteemed writer on the
Holoc:aust,· a well-known C&tholic 'priest.
and his iasi disciple, the son of the founder
of a Japanese Christian sect. How to
mourn? With tears, with. silence, with a
song?
Who was Rabbi Abraham Joshua
Heschel?

~oland,

Born in Warsaw,
in 1909, a
deseendent of an illustrious line of Hasidic
rabbis, even from early childhood Heschel
was viewed with great expectations. At the
age of 4 or Sscholars would place him on a
table and interrogate him for the surprising
and amusing answers he would give. When
his father died during his 10th year, there
were those who wanted the young boy to
succeed him almost at once. He had al- ·
ready mastered many of the classical religious texts; he had begun to write; and the
words he spoke were a strange combination
of maturity and youth. The sheer joy he
fel~
a child, so uncontainable at times
that he would burst out in laughter when he
met a gOod friend in the street, was later
tamed into an easy sense of humor that
added to his special personal charm. But
there was also astounding knowledge, keen
··understan'ding and profound feeling: an
awareness that man dwells on the tangent
of the infinite, within the holy dimension;
that the life of man is pan of the Life Qf
~· Some Hasidic leaders felt that in him

as
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called traditionalists insufficiently ~xtreme for his taste and
left them to joi.-i an even more radical group. At Fatima on
May 13 he · iUustrated what history has already ;unply
demonstrated: Religious f~ticism easily turns into mindless fury.
Pope John Paul II, however, seems to regard dangerous
encounters as occupational haµrds. He is said to have remarked to a Polish friend making the trip to Portugal with
him that the Fatima· incident was not the first o( its kind,
·nor would it be the last. Millions of people around the .
world devoutly hope that on this po.i nt John Paul II will
' prove as poor a prophet as he is a brave and indomitable
voice of the Gospel. For despite the risks, these people do
.not want the Pope to discontinqe his journeys even though
he has already traveled to so many places. After all, there
are co\intries with long-established Catholic communities
that are still awaiting hiS first visit-Spain, for instance,
and Canada-and those that have already received him,
.
. want him to return.
This is not surprising. To begin with, the papal journeys
have regularly inspired outbursts of religious enthusiasm.
Like all human emotions, these fade. But while they last,
they are e~hilarating; for a moment ~hey interrupt the rhythm of the ~lar to introduce a reminder of the sacred.·
Besides there is more to these occasions than fervor. John
·Paul II ~es these visits to reaffirm Christian social ~rine
as he did on May 15 in the µtdustrial city of Oporto. .
"Without capital there is no 'VOrk," he said.. "But on the
other hand, huinan work cannot bC considered.a function
of capital, It transeends it absolutely. Man is not made for
the machine, bu.t the machine for man." The effects of
words like these from the world's preeminent Christian
·leader cannot be mea'sured; they certainly cannot be
dismissed. ·
Along with physical ~angers, papal jour_ney~ ~ften . run
the more subtle risk of ·appearing to make poliucal statements. No doubt, that is why John Paul II, just before
leaving for Portugal, plltjnlY. indic~ted that he would. ~~t
pone the trip he has been planning to make to ~reat ~ntam
(May 28-June 2), if what is politely called the conflict between Argentina ~d Britain were not soon resolved. At the
moment of this writing, that solution is still in doubt, but
the Pope's detennination is not. His decision is as inev.itable as it is painful. The hostilities in the South Atlantic,
Westminster, would make a
. said Cardinal Basil Hume
· pastoral visit ~ifficult. Indeed, they would make i~ ~mpossi
ble. Nevertheless, the canceUation of the papal vts1t would
be one of the most unfortunate results of this.unwanted
and undeclarCd war.
.
Not that everyone would regret this outcome.' An English group called the National Secular Society has anticipated· the visit by setting up an ad hoc committee called
People Opposing Papal Adclicts, and a Scottish Protestant
pastor has announced that God, is using "the Falkland
Islands crisis to keep the Pope out of Britain." But many

.
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An8JiC311S and Roman Catholics have dared to hope ~at
God might, in fact, be using John Paul's vi~it to bring
Rome and Canterbury closer together and thereby to promote the eventual union of all the Christian churches. If
· John Paul II does have to postpone his British visit, one
hopes he will remind both belligerent nations that ~heir preoccupation with national hqnor and war. is impeding h1:1maniiy's pursuit of brotherhood and peace.

A Creation Canticle .
· Before the story ofyour Jove is told,
, ·
We, your sons and daughters (every hair,
Every hair of our heads numbered) shall hold,
Possess in all its essence, fondly.praise
Each quick perfection, each particular
Lavished by Love's largess on eye or earEach aurora, skylark. diatom and star,
Th~ interjoldid wings of each white rcse,
Each bliuard crysial•s BYVZntine d~ign,
Each cricket•s litany, each sparrow•s fall,
The rainbow sheen, the shine, the finery
Of every fin and mineral and wing,
The lights, the moods of skylines, mountains, oceans, ,
And marvels the lightning mind alone il/uminesPhilosophies, numliers, normS, inventions, notions,
Each coda, each conundrum, each conceit, . .
Every right and every wrong,
The Jilt, the beat, the brio, ~he sweet choice
Of syllable and sound in every song
Shaped by every bell-curved lip
.
In. all the dulcet dialects of earth,
'.
And mysteries the heart alone ca~ p/umbThe "eden. wonder of each kiss, each birth, ·
The relentless drumroll coming of each death, ·
Each laugh, each cry. each clinging ~ast goodbye,
Every betrayal, every loss, every individual cross
We shall own and know and feel and know w,hy
Even as you who know
The.curvature, biography, and mass
Of each bubble in the surf, each blink of dew
Diamonding woven web or morning grass, ·
Who have the measure of each mite of sand
In all Arabia•s deserts and mold f!t!chface
And fondly trace iis changing lineaments ·
. Out of the depth and height and breadth of Grace
That must create, embrace, and sing,
Perfect and love

Every
Thing.
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a renewal of their movement, which had
grown dormant in the 20th century, might
come about. Others too were aware of the
new light that was glowing in their midst.
It can be said with certainty that the
years in Warsaw provided that nourishment of spirit and intellect, that inner dignity and awar~ness of :who he wa5, that
gave permanent direction to Heschel's being. It could not, however, prevent him
from peering beyond and in the end setting
out from his home to explore the world of
Western civilization which thundered and
glittered about him: Departing from Warsaw in his.teens, he traveled fi~t to Vilna,
where he pursued his secular education and
joined a promisiilg group of young Yiddish
poets; then on to Berli·n , the metropolis of
science and philosophy in the I920's, where
he immersed himself in the culture of the
West and began to publish his first books
and establish his career. For a sh9rt time he
succeeded Martin Buber fa Frankfurt but
was soon forced to flee the encroaching
Nazi horde, by way of Poland and
England. Most of his years in the United
States were spent at the Jewish Theological
Seminary in New York City, where from
his small, crowded study a .series.of ma)or
works emanated to a growing number of
read~rs in· America and beyond.
In Eastern Europe Heschel acquired his
ancestral Jewish learning and piety; in Berlin, philosophy, method and European cui.ture; in the United States, within_._the blessings of the ~ree society which he treasured,
the full extent _o f his powers was reached.
But regardless of where he traveled, Heschel's steps were ever pointed toward the
Holy Land, and whatever the city .in which
he lived, his home was always JerusaJem.
Our age is one jn which we know more
and more about less and less. Heschel's
genius embraced a number of fields. He
wrote seminal works on the Bible, the
Talmud, medieval thought, philosophy,
theology, Hasidism and contemporary
moral problems: He was a theologian, a
poet, a mystic, a social reformer and a
historian. Indeed, the best of the w~ole
tradition of Israel, its way of thought and
life, found a unique synthesis in him.
Rooted in the most authentic SOl!rces of
Israel's faith, Heschel's-·audience reached
beyond creedal boundaries. He was easily
the most respected Jewish ·Voice for Protestants and Catholics. His friendship with
Reinhold Niebuhr was legendary, and his
cruci'al role at Vatican II has yet to be
described. A token of the esteem in which
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Catholics held Heschel, among the many
tributes accorded him after his death in
1972; was
entire issue of AMERICA
(3/ 10/73) devoted to his memory, unusual
in any case and duplicated for no other
Jew. The years since his. passing, far from
dimming his person, cast. in even brighter
relief the unique role he played on the contemporary scene, a role no Jew, or Gentile
for that mauer, has since filled.
A ma,ster of English prose, though he
knew liule of language when he arrived in
America in 1939, Heschel, like his Hasidic
forebears, had the gift of combirting profundity with simplicity. He found just the
right word to express not only what· he
though~ but to evoke what he felt, startling
the mind and delighting the hean as well as
addressing and challengi_ng the whole person. There are passages in his writings
which, once encountered, will be taken up
again and again, until they are absorbed into one's inner life.

taught, is always possible because man is
not alone; God is ever in search of him.
"Emblazoned over the gates of the
world in which we live is the escutcheon of
the demons. The mark of Cain in the face
of man has come to foreshadow the likeness of God." So Hesch el wrote while still
living in Hhler's Germany. The 19th century saw the shaking of the foundations of
faith·in God. We who dwell in the 20th century are experiencing the collapse of faith in
the rival who was to replace Him: man.
Poets applaud ·the absurd, novelists explore
ihe decadent, and men prostrate themselves before the deities of lust and power.
Our obsession is with human flesh. The
.ghoul who devours it is the latest film craze,
the science· of feedi'ng it, finning it up and
'
preparing
it for fornication, the most
popular theme in literature. Daily we are
bombarded by lurid repons on the m~
killer, the rapist and the corrupt bl!reaucrat. The fantasies of even liule children are
- now peopled with perverts and the radiated
dead. Who will speak or those who do justice, love mercy and walk humbly? At such
~ding Heschel is to peer into ·the
a time we need nothing so much as to be reminded of the divine image in which we are
heart of that rarest of human phenomena,
the holy man. For he was one of those who
framed, of man's· purpose on earth. I am ·
experienced the presence and the power of
aware of.no writer who has done this more
ihe living God, before Whom he wal~ed
powerfully, more eloquently and more
both in the cloistered seclusion of prayer
convincingly than Rabbi Abraham Jqshua
and study and in the very maelstrom of our
Heschel.
society. To Heschel the question of religion
He knew he was the descendant ofa peopie who ever since Sinai was destined to
is· not "what man does with his solitude,"
but "what man does with the presence of . .'•dwell apan'.' and whose vocation was to
God": how to think, feel, act; how to live
be a witness to the living God amidst all the
idolatries of history. Because he was spared
in a way that is compaiib~e with one's being
a likeness of God; how to be what one is;
from the flames that devoured his family,
how to so conduct oneself tha~ one's lif~ , his community a,nd that whole irreplacecan be an answer to God's question.
able world of learning and piety in Eastern
Europe which alone could have produced
Driven from the schol!lf'S study by the very
words of the prophets he pondered, · him, he felt a special "burden" had been
Heschel suddenly found himself amidst the
placed upon his shoulders. It was to remind
.burning social issues of the time. Vietnam, / -men with a testimony all 1he more convinccivil rights, racism, poverty, Russian
ing since it.came from one who had experienced the fullness of evil, that despite the
Jewry, Israel-all were agonizing objects
of his concern at the sacrifice of his own
absurd and the apathy, the world is fiUed
research. He became· a "commanding
with mys1ery, meaning and mercy, with
voice" on behalf of the "plundered poor."
wonder, joy and fulfillment; that 'men have
As with Amos and !eremiah, "God was
the power to do God's will and that the diraging in his words." Indeed. after an envine image in which we. are made, though
distorted, cannot be obliterated. In the
counter with him, it was not unusual for
people to come away. with the feeling that
end, 1he likeness o f God will triumph over
one of the prophets of Isra~I had suddenly
the mark of Cain.
risen up before them. He wrote what he
«Rabbi Samuel H. Dresner ofthe Moriah
thought and lived what he wrQte. To HesCongregation in Deerfield, ///., has prechel, wonder leads to piety and piety to hopared this essay as an introduction to a
iy deeds; for without the deed, wonder and volume of Abraham Heschel to be pubpiety are incor:nplete. And the deed, he
/ished·by Cr~road Press this fall. »
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DAYID O'CONNELL

The Catholic Revival in France
,

.

v
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Since the end· of World War II a whole generation of writers has continued
the tradition of the committed Catholic writer in France
he Socialists might be in power in
France, but the most important represen tative of the 1 Center-Right
opposition, Jacques Chirac, is by no means
sitting idly by. As mayor of Paris, he enjoys
an ideal forum from which to show people
what he Can do, and he has been doing just
that not only for the past few.years, but especially since the Socialist -election . victory
~t May. In addition to seeing t~ it that
Parisian senior citizens recently had telephones installed in their apartments free of
charge and in addition to continuing to redirect traffic flow and refurbish public squares
for the benefits of pedestrians and to the detriment of automobiles, he has also engaged
in more civilized pursuiis lilce one in which I ;
played a small role this past November.
M. Chirac, like all French mayors, has a
"cultural" budget that he can draw upon
at his own discretion. He made wise use of·
a considerable amount of this money when
the City of Paris, in cooperation ~th the
Sorbonne, offered substantial financial ·
suppo"rt for a colloquium held to stimulate ·
interest in the work of the Catholic poet
Patrice de la Tour du Pin'( 191 1-1975). The
scene was the.Salle Louis-Liard, the "salle
des theses" at the Sorbonne where for hundreds of rears French· academicians have
been defending their 1,000. to 2,000-page
doctoral dissertations, often with their
grandchildren in attendance. Panicipating
in the t"".o-day colloquium were professors
from a half-dozen countries, and,.the sessions were presided over by rather wellknown people, like Jean Guitton of the
Academic Fran~. who spent three years
in a prisoner-of-war camp in Germany with
_La T our du Pin. (1939-42), and Pierre Emmanuel, also of the Academic Fran~se.
who is the other major Catholic poet of La
Tour du Pin's generation.
A front-page article in the daily Le
Monde by M. Guitton on theeveofth~c0l
loquium brought out many of La Tour du
Pin's readers, from former sdldiers and old
school friends io worker priests and subur-
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ban nuns. It was a warm and filling tribute
to a poet who still has not been fully recognized even in France ·where he, as much as
anyone else, was a victim of the fact that
Paul Claude( just seems to have lived too
long. A case.cin be made that French intellectuals cannot stand to have more than
one Catholic poet at a time.
La Tour'du Pin's first volume of poetry,
Quete de Joie (193~). was published by
the prestigious Nouvelle Revue Fran~se
when he was only 22. Later, in October
1939, this intimate, elegiac_poet who had
been discovered by Saint-John Perse, was
thought dead when Parisian papers, probably with Peguy in mind, announced dramatically on their front pages .that ye1
a_nother young poet had died on the field of
honor. But La Tour du Pin. an infantry
lieutenant, had in fact not been killed in the
Sarre but only wounded and carried off to
Germany as a prisoner o f war where he
would remain until 1942.
When he returned home to his ·ancestral
propeny in the Loiret, some 200 miles
sotith of Paris, ·h e would remain 1here almost exclusively for the resl of his life listening to the inner voice of his own inspiration and shunning Parisian literary !=ircles.
His real poetic career was launched in 1946
with the publication of Somme de poesie, a
volume of600 pages of free verse and prose
in which he also announced 1he architectural plan of the later works that would become pan of the Summa and to which he
intended to devote his life. The poetic
achievement of La Tour ~u Pin is monumental for he auempted (and largely succeeded) in treating the human condition
from a variety of points of view: man taken
by himself, in relationship to others and finally to God. Later volumes all fit into the
original structural plan and the only imponant deviation that La Tour du Pin allowed himself from his life's. work was to
heed the call of Pope Paul VI, an ardent
admirer: to become a merri~r of 1he team
.that was entrusted .with the task of trans-

lating the whole of ihe· Catholic liturgy
from Latin to modem French in accordance
with the spirit and directives of the Second
Vatican Council. La Tour du Pin,. in pan
because of the content of his difficult
· poems and in part because of his insistence
on living as a self-styled "recluse in
poetry," ' is to my mind the most underrated Frerich poet of the postwar era.
It is important to note, however, tha~ La
Tour du Pin is by no means the only Catholic writer of his generation. Since the end
of World War II a whole generation ofwri~ers has come to the fore and continued the
tradition of "the committed Catholic writer
in France. As migh.t be ex~ted, the manner of writing and the th~m~ that they .
adopt in their work are different from
those employed by their predecessors, but
that does not mean that important work
has not been undertaken or that they are
not important in France. With no publishing house in this country seemingly interested in their work (largely.I suspect simply because no one has told potential publishers that they ev'!n exist), we have not
had the number of translations and commentaries that one would need 10 have in
order to· talk about their work.

A

useful way to thi.nk of these writers is as members of what I call the "Generation of 1915." Since they were all born
around that date, they share as a group the
experience of coming to adultho6d during
the lilterwar Years. Also, the Second World
War marked each of them to varying degrees.
This generation is quite d ifferent from the
one that preceded it, and that I would characterize as one tha.t was largely interested in
more scientific concerns like criticism, history, philosophy and theology. The Generation of 1900 looked backward,.in that it ·
d~"'.oted a large part of its energy to explicating the work of previous Catholic
writers. In this sense it consolidated the
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Edward K. Kaplan
15 Fountain St.
W. Newton , Ma 02165
18 December 1989
Rabbi Marc Tannenbaum
45 East 89th Street, #18F
New York, NY
Dear Marc:
It was a joy to meet you and to talk with you.
I was especially
impressed with your ability (arid willingness) to share aspects of
your personal struggles as a young man. Because of your
tremendously important roles in international Jewish
institutional life, I was not surprised that you could express
yourself beautiful l y~
But the substance you shared with me
went far beyond historical facts and I am grateful for your
expression of feelings as well as judgments. Your collaboration
with my efforts will be quite valuable .
••

• .•

• ___ 1.1 •

I am enclosipg some reprints of articles I have written on
H·eschel which- I hope you will find "interesting.
Thanks again- for-:-----your willingness to see me and I look forward to continuing our
conversation.
My very best wishes.

Sincerely yours,

Edward K. K Ian
Fellow, Tauber I
titute for
the Study of
ropean Jewry
Professor of Fr nch
and Comparat ve Literature

-
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CONSERVATIVE JUDAISM ·
Vol. XX.Viii, No. l, Fall Issue, 197S

TOE SPIRITUAL ~ICALISM OF
. ·ABRAHAM .iOSBlJA. BESCllEL

Edward K. Kaplan

AN A~

a sense of real enco~ter betw~n man
and God was Abraham Joshua Heschel's
commitment to modern .
religious life'. His independent _relationship with religion as a social institu•
tion som~times disturbed those of static and complacent imagination.
Prophetic radicalism always throbbed within his poet's.heart and his vast
philosophical mind. Heschel deeply loved the esta_blished Jewish community and functioned within it. His · effort to prev·e nt its stagnation by .
imitating the prophets~ uncompromisirig defense of truth based on direct
response to God's word constitutes his spiritual radicalism. For Heschel,
fulfillment of God's active and constant concern-for humanity was the root
of religious morality. .
Religious authenticity is measured in the individual soul. To demand
respect for the inner life, the experien~e of religious situations invol.ving the .
total person, Heschel developed the notion of "Depth Theology."1 He dis- .
tinguislies a theology ~f exp~rience from ordinary conceptual theology
which deals with tho~ght systems and formulations of creed. Heschel's ~k ,
as a teacher is to lead us beyond outward forms, mere institutions, in order
to diSclose the living·foundation, the origin and _life of faith:
Religipn has often suDered from the .tendency to. become an end in itself, to
TO COMMUNICATE

mam

seclude the holy, to become ·parochia~ selfindulgent, self-seeking; as if the task
were not to ennoble human nature, but to enhance t_he power and beauty of its
irutitutions or to enlarge the body of doctrines. It has o~en done more to canon•ze
prejUdices than to wrestle for truth; to petrify the saered than to sanctify the
secular. Yet the task of religion is to be a challenge to the stabilization of values.2

.Radical here is Heschel's apparent attack on the validity of official
religion, . the very institutions which are perhaps _responsible for the perl

First of. a series of lectures delivered at the University of Minnesota in 1960 and ·pub-

. lished in The Insectirity of Freedom: Essays in H1.11?1an Existence (New York: Farrar,
Straus & C:iroux, 1967); abbreviated in-my text as Insecurity.
2 Ibid., p. 115•.

Edward K. Kaplan is Assistant Professor of French and teaches a course £n religion at
Amhem College in Amherst, Ma.ssachusetts.
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severance of religion in our modem culture. But notice that a positive value .
emerges as the main theme of this contrast: religion as a ~halle~ge, as
a dynamic tluust toward truth and holiness. His radicalism is spiritual, for
it confronts the complacency of religion itself.
Heschel is not rejecting religious institutions, but trying to purify.their
sacred potential. Starting with the problem of the individual .person, he
strives to revitalize "pre-theological situations," an exist~ntial conditi~n
preceding intellectual understanding, or formulations which require detachment of awareness from the primary experience_:
·
Theology is like sculpture, depth theology like music. Theology is in the books.
depth theology is in the hearts. The former is doctrine, the latter an ev'e nt.
Theologies divide us; depth theokJgy unites us. Depth theology seeks to meet the
person in moments in which the whole person is involved, in moments which are
affected by all a person thinks, feels, and acts. It draws upon that which happens
to men in ~ts of confrontation with ultimate reality. It is in such moments
that decisive insights an born.'

Although these distinctions between theology and depth ·experience
suggest the superiority of the latter, it is obvious that Heschel does not
exclude theology and learning from his concern. His polemic underlines
the principle that religious thinking should be bathed in the light of the
ultimate. Dogma and inwardness should coexist in a sort of polarity, _each
enriching the other, Intimate.experience, a quest for personal confirmation
of religious truth, must nourish the objective structure
.religious life
represented by Halakhah (law), theology or the .organization. Heschel's aim
is to put us into situations in which we must exercise spiritUal ·irisight. His
theology is a challenge to surpass theology; it demands a special type of
·
consciousness: awareness of a divine dimension in daily life. . .

of

prophetic aen.aiti"ity
NOWHERE IS ABRAHAM HESCHE1:s FULFD..LMENT of the religious ideal more
apparent than in his social action. He achieved national pro_minepce in the
days of the great civil rights movement-unfortunately, a~ memory to
many filmsy liberals and disillusioned Blacks-marching with ~artin Lut,her
King, Jr. in Selma, Alabama. One of the founders of Glergy and Laymen
Concerned About Vietnam, he spent conntless hours in committee meetings, personal consultations, court testimony and participation in many
· public events. His early outspoken pleas to save Soviet Jewry surprised many
of his less astute colleagiles. Heschel's mostly anon)'mous but fruitful efforts
at_the Vatican Council to efface the Catholic view of Jews as Christ-killers

3 Ibid., p. 119.
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sought.to change the fabric of the Christian soul. }~wish-Christian dialogue
in general became for Heschel an opportunity to further spiritual values
in all traditions, to en.lumce the fatherhood of God, as well as to alleviate
unjust social misapprehensions.
· He had remarkable political acumen, complementing a conswnmate
mastery of traditional Jewish sources. His sensitivity to contemporary events
reflected this polarity of the eternal and the temporal. Rather than being
a diversion from or a sacrifice of his writing, social action was for him an.
essential personal necessity, .flowing naturally from his religious vision.
Abraham Heschel felt Within himself the world's pain, which most of us
can conceive only in the mind.
· Heschel's scholarly writing also presents his ideal of religious life. It
iS significant that the defense of his University of Berlin doctoral disserta. tion on prophecy was the same year ( 1933) as the publication of his book
of Yiddish poems expressing a young man's love of God and deep human
. compassion.' During those days of self-exploration, Heschel evidently chose
to submit his considerable poetic gift to prophetic and philosophical action.
In The Prophets (page 3, ) we perceive some explanation of Heschel's own
values through his. description of prophetic consciousness:
What manner of man is the prophet?. A student of philosophy who turns from
the di.scourses of the great metaphysicians to the orations of the prophets ~y
feel as if he weT"e going from the realm of the sublime to an area of trivialities.
· · Instead of deallng with the timeless issues of being and becoming, of matter and
form, of definitions and demonstrations, he is thrown into orations about widows
and orphans, · about the cOff'Uption of fudges and affairs of the market place.
Instead of s1wwing ~ a way through the elegant mansions of the mind, the
prophets take as to the slums. . . . They make much ado about paltry things,
lavishing excessive language upon trifling 8ub;ects.

This study is a rare combination of solid research, acute theological
and moral interpretation and implicit autobiographical disclosure. Heschel
was both a metaphysician and a prophetic voice, constructing a vast interpretation of Judaism as a philosophy of religion and, at the same time,
responding to social ills. He built "elegant mansions of the mind" while
bringing us to ~e slums. Heschel's ironic emphasis on the apparent disproportion between the hyperbolic way in which the prophets express them- .
. selves and our habitual reactions to wickedness suggests to us our moral
frailty.
4 The Yiddish poems were published in Warsaw by Farlag lndsel, and Die Prophetie.
written in German, appeared in Cracow in 1936, the Polish Academy of Sciences. I quote
here from Heschel's English translation and expansion, The Prophets (Nev.' Yprk and
Evanston: Ha:rper and Row, 1962), p. 3.
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Inward sensitivity is essential in Hescl1el's account of prophetic conciousness, and poetic style is his particular method of expressing this closeness of divine demand and personal reaction.5 For poetic language-a suggestive and imaginative use of languag&-should simultaneously point to
the familiar objective world while evoking its transformation and interpretation by the subjectivity of the po~t. P9etic reading itself ~hould involve
a special experience of words and the world. Such an-experience is also the
source of prophetic poetry:
The p1'ophet is a man who feels fiercely. God has thrust ·a burden upon his
soal, and he is bowed and stunned at man's fierce greed. FrightfUl ls the agony
of man; no human voice can convey its full terror. Prophecy is the ooice that
God has lent to the silent agony, a oolce to the plundered poor. to the profound
riches <If the world. It is a form of llving, a crossing point of God and man. God
is raging in the prophet's words.•

. The power of thi$ moral poetry is the incandesce~t image of an encounter,
of a total commitment: "God is ra~g in the prophet's words." If "'.'e
are sensitive to the literary aspect of Heschers writings, the beauty of the
words and the powerful juxtaposition of sounds and emotions (e.g., "feels
fiercely;" "bowed and stunned at man's fierce greed;" "plundered poor"}
we sense deeply the passionate conviction which rings through this sometimes academic study of prophecy. These rhetorical devices can actually put _
us into a pre-theological situation, the holy event in which God makes an
overwhelming demand on man. .
.
.
To read· Heschel with correct insight, it is important to not~ that he
characterizes prophetic language, and religious discourse in general, as
· understatement. That is, no matter how powerful, or even ,excessive, religious language becomes, it is never adequate to signify the reality of God.
On the moral level, too, what may seem hyperbolic to the calm student
of prophetic verses is an understatement compared with the ·prophet's Godinduced outrage at the monstrosity of human aflliction. The jolts w~ may .
receive when reading Heschel's own poetic prose should also be considered
in that perspective, as a mere hjnt of an ineffable experiene&-af God, or
of a suffering conscience. Poetry is a signpost, a signal that what is literally
true in spiritual encounter lies beyond words. Poetry is_one pathway to an
insight which religious tradition can provoke within our souls if we are
able to identify with the expressed emotions of the writer.
5 I have ·attempted to introduce this method of reading Heschel in "Form and Content
in A. J. Hesch.el's Poetic Style," C~al Conference of American Rabbis Journal ( April 1971),
pp. 28-39; and in a more technical study, "Language and Reality in A. J: Hescbel's Philosophy
of Religion," Joumal of the Amercan Academy of Religion, Vol. 41, No. l ( March 1973)
pp. 94-113.
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Poetic language used by the prophets, therefore, translates directly
their special experiende of the world:
The prophet's use of emotional and imaginative language, concrete in diction, rhythmical in mooement, artistic in form, marks his style as poetic. Yet it
is not the sort of poetry that takes its origin, ta use Wordsworth's phrase, 'from
emotion recollected in tranquility.' Far from reflecting a state of inner harmony
or poise, its style is charged with agitation, anguish, with history, and history
is devoid of poise.1

THE KEY TO UNDEF.STANDING ABRAHAM HESCHEL's spiritual radicalism lies
in an analysis of prophetic poetry, for such language is charged with an act
of holy encounter. The passage just cited continues by evoking the ontological coalescence of the poet's heart and his verbal expression:
Authentic utterance derives from a moment of identification of a person and
a word; its significance depends upon the urgency and magnitude of its theme.
The prophet's theme is, first of all, the very life of a w1wle people, and his
identification lasts more than a moment. . .. This is the secret of the ·prophet's
style: his life and soul are at stake in what he s~ys ~ in what is going to happen
ta what he says. It is an involvement that echoes on. What is more, both theme
and Identification are seen in three dimensions. Not only the prophet and the
people, but God himself is involved in what the words convey.s

Three-dimensionality best describes the structure of full response to
human existence. The prophets and Heschel extend divine involvement in
history by combining a concern for self and for others with consciousness
of God's eternal presence.11 This concrete sense of God's reality, and of the
metaphysical gravity of human agony, combine in a moral perception in
which man and God pulse with the same pathos. The very roots of Heschel's
commitment to social action are ultimately watered by divine love, and
that is the three-dimensional fullness which his poetry· seeks to convey:
"What is the essence of being a prophet? A prophet is a person who holds
God and man in one thought at one time, at all times.'~10
An analysis of Heschel's intimate understanding of the plight of Black
pe<;>ple in America will illustrate the three-dimensionality of his concern.
In his opening address at the Natio~ Conference on Religion and Race in
7 Ibid., p. 6.
8 Ice. cit.
9 ·'The self, the fellow-man and the dimension of the holy are the three dimensions of
mature human concern" (Man Is Not Alone, New York: Harper Torchbook, 1966, p. 139).
I have explored this judgment in a personal way, in relation to the thought of Hescbel and
Martin Buber, in "Three Dimensions of Human Fullness: Poetry, Love and Prayer," Judaism
(Summer 1973), pp. 309-321.
10 Insecurity, p. 93.
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1963, Heschel expressed his identification with the situation-and the
consciousneSSr-9f the disinherited:
My hearl is sick when I think of the anguish and the sighs, of the quiet tears
shed in the nights in the overcrowded dwellings in the slums "( our great cities,
"( the pangs "( despair, of the cup of humil~n that is running over.
The crime "( murder is tangible and punishable by law. The sin of insult
is imp0nderable, invisible. When blood is shed, human eyes .see red; when
a heart is crushed, it is only God who shares· the pain.
In the Hebrew language one word denotes both crimes. 'Bloodshed,' in Hebrew, is the word that denotes both murde.r and humiliation. The law demands:
one should rather commit suicide than offend a person publicly. .It is better: the
Talmud insists, to throw oneself 'alive into a buming furnace than to humiliat~
a human being publidy.11

These three paragraphs progress from an empathic, emotional experience to a more broadly theological interpretation of the living conditions
of the poor, particularly of the Black poor. The foundation of his ·response
is a concrete act of imagination, expressed by a poetic evocation of mute
suffering. Notice the use of literary· language-e.g., "dwellings," "cup of
humiliation" (a renewed· Biblical image )-and the rhythm of this single
· a Biblical
long sentence, protracted as if in. agony. This first paragraphverse, really-emphasizes the inward anguish which results from social and
economic oppression. In the second paragraph, Heschel's empathy with
·mankind merges with a sense of God's pain, as he says later: "Seen from the
· perspective of prophetic faith, the predicament of justice is the ·predi~ent
of God."12 This leads to a theological generalization. Textual authority (and
radical it isl ) in the third paragraph is the support, not necessarily the only
source, of sensitive moral judgment. Heschel displaces the focus from
physical to spiritual suffering. Why? Because man is created in the image
of GOd.18 'Heschel emphasizes hwnanity's spiritual dimension, his C.."Onciousness and self-respect, that which differentiates him from beasts. The
poet's emotions, the theologian's insight and the clear ethical eye harmonize
in. this example of modem prophetic consciousness.
prayer '" a tearing grourul

we perceive most directly the state of our souls
in prayer: "While it is true that being human is verified in relations between
ACX::ORDINC TO HESCHEL,

11 Ibid., p: 88.
12 Ibid., p. 93.
.
13 See "Sacred Image of Man," Insecurity, pp. 150-167. This theo~ogical concept is not only ·
the basis for an objective ethics but it also contributes to an inwardly felt sense of human
dignity.
.
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man and man, depth and authenticity of existence are disclosed in moments
of worship."a Something immanent and intrinsic to man is disclosed and
actualized, not produced, in prayer. Our receptivity to the holy--our third
dimension-should nurture within us a capacity to respect all people and to
realize God's dream for mankind.
.The theological presupposition implied in Heschel's theory of prayer
is God's active involvement in history, a thesis demonstrated fully in The
Prophets and God In Search of Man. On a day-to-day level, prayer can put
us in touch with our inner life and with that which is inherent but hidden
within us, our obscure divine foundation. Rather than functioning as
a withdrawal from outside commitment, the inwardness of true prayer is
a means of plUIIllileting and intensifying our awareness of the world of
social roncem:
·
Prayer is a perspectioe from which to behold, from which to respond to, the
challenges we face. Man in prayer does not seek to impose his will upon God; he
seeks to impose God:s will and mercy upon himself.. .. To pray is to open a door,
where both God and the soul may enter.111

The soul is that which is fundamentally sensitive in man. The presence
of God, as Heschel describes it, may mean that we gain an insight into how
God might judge the world, so that in a per:sonal way, we can react from
that perspective. This approach to prayer rejoins the vision of the prophets,
whose words echo a divine-human encounter and whose passions are
provoked by human frailty and malice.
For Heschel, prayer means a deepening and development, an education of the most finely human in us-that which is free and sensitive, truthful and bold. It is not surprising that prayer, if acted upon, can also have
social and political consequences:
Religion as an establishment must remain separated from the government. Yet
prayer as a voice of mercy, as a CT1J for justice, as a plea fOT gentleness, must
not be kept apart. Let the spirit of prayer. dominate the world. Let the spirit of
prayer interfere in the affairs of man. Prayer is private, a service of the heart;
but let concern and compassion, born out of prayer, dominate public life. . . .
Prayer is meaningless unless it is subversive, unless it seeks to overthrow and
ruin pyramids of calloustiess, hatred, opportunism, falsehoods. The liturgical
14 A. J. Heschel. "On. Prayer," Conservative Judaism, XXV, l (Fall 1970), pp. 7-8; hereafter, "On Prayer.'' This numinous talk, which summarizes many of Heschel's: basic views
on prayer, was delivered at an inter-religious convocation held under the auspices of the
U.S. Liturgical Conference in Milwaukee, WiSconsin, on August 28, 1969. See also Man's
Quest for God: Studies in Prayer and Symbolism (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1954),
and "Vocation of the Cantor," and "Prayer asa Discipline," Insecurity, pp. 242-61.
15 "On Prayer," p. 3.
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mooement must become a revolutionary movement, seeking to overthrow the
forces that continue to ckstroy the promise, the hope, the tnsion.1 ' '

Prayer is an experience in which we can first participate emotionally
with those who have attained true spiritual insight, the psalmists and other
masters. Thus we transform our own $ion of reality. Worship, for Heschel,
is a politics of the spirit, of the inward self, leading to a refinement of
our relation to others. It is a ~eans of evaluating our private receptivity to
the holy, so that our responsibility to the outer world will not remain a closed
secret. Prayer is a testing ground of all that is fundamental to religious life.
Prayer is subversive because it demands an absolute commitment to
truth and to active alteration of society according to God's values. Meditating on Ezekiel 34: 25-31, Heschel spoke at a 1007 worship meeting .
for peace in Vietnam held in Washington, D.C. He aflinned unequivocally:
the inseparableness of sacred and moral sensitivity:
T~ encounter of man and God is an encounter within the world. We meet .
within. a situation of shared suffering, of sha1'ed responsibility.

This is implied in believing in One God in whose eyes there is no dichotomy
of here and there, of me and them. They and I are one; here is there, and the1'e
· is hen. What goes 01i over the.re happens even here. Oceans divide us, God's
presence unites us, and God is present wherever man is afflicted, and all of
humanity is embroiled in every agony wherever it may be.
Though I am. not a native of Vietnam, ignorant . of its language and traditions, •
I am involved in the plight of the Vietnamese. 11
· ·

. God's presence gives depth to this ethical stand, in .much the same
way as theology is vitalized by this sense of the holy. Abraham Heschel's
early response to the Vietnam war Wa$ a challenge to the Jewish community.
His £rm plea for amnesty for draft resistors still calls to our conscience.18
He was one of the few of the more traditional Jewish leaders who judged
the crime of Vietnam a.S being of more immediate and far-reaching moral
significance than any supposed wea.keD.ing of government s)impathy toward
Americari Jewish interests. His general freedom from consensus politics
alienated him from those whose moral vigor was stunted by ethnic defensiveness. In point of fact, however, Heschel's political stands are as valuable to Jewish life in America as a Biblical lesson. He showed that one could
16 Ibid., pp. 5, 7.
17 Published in "The Moral Outrage of Vietnam," Vietnam: Crisis of Consclence, with
Robett McAfee Brown and Michael Novak (New York: Association Press, Behrman Hou.re,
Herder and Herder, 1~7), pp. 52, 53.
·
·
18 Heschel delivered a talk entitled, "On the Theological, Biblical. and Ethical Considerations of Am,nesty," at an Inter-religious Conference on Amnesty in Washington, D.c.; March
26-27, 1972, as yet unpublished.
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face nearly impossible moral conflicts with holy faith and love of his people's soul. The sacred image of man-,-{)f all men-was the living foundation
of his universal compassion.
an unfinished odyssey

I SHOULD ATI'EMPT TO DEFINE more clearly my own relation to this divine
call, my own incapacity to share with my Rebbe the certainty that God
cares about human distress. Heschel was a disturbing presence in my life .
as well as a sweet spiritual companion. His confidence lay beyond my still
groping possibilities. Most people of the twentieth century no longer possess
a solid sense of "the meaning beyond the mystery." For us, the mystery
is perceived as God's inscrutable silence, and faith as a mere shudder of
yearning on an often wearisome quest. And yet yearning itself can give
us strength; yearning is a child of hope in bleak discouragement. It was
Heschel's poetry that awakened and nurtured within me a sense of what
it might be like to live in faith. His words can touch within us all a love
for holiness. Heschel's own fervor and moral integrity can illumine our doubt
and help sow the seeds of eternity, which he felt so close to his own spirit.
One man's faith-and its realization in action-forbids me to abandon
the odyssey:
Dark is t~ world to me, for ail its cities and stars . lf not for my faith that God
in His silence still listens to my cry, who could stand such agony_to

Did Heschel truly understand the darkness, the despair of modem
alienation? Did his holy joy close him to the absurd? Sometimes I thought
so; that is, when I did not sufficiently understand the absolute integrity of
his "theological" vi~ion and social sensitivity. Separating sacred and profane,
I did not grasp the dynamic tension of polarities which tore him, and which
lends continuing relevance ·and vitality to his witness. I understand now
how the songs of pious ecstasy blanketed but did' not abolish the silent
stupor of the gas-chambers, as well as his paralyzing dismay at the satanic
devastation of humanity in the name of civilization, which continues· today.
For without this polarity, this coexistence of holy confidence and moral
anguish, his faith might have remained inward, inunobile and passive,
and his anxiety strictly personal. But within his spirit was a creative struggle
of darkness and light, keeping a balance, until the end, between overwhelming despair and essential hope. His generous but tortured discretion spared
us until the last a glimpse of his intimate havoc.
Only in his final two books, centered on the disturbing and enigmatic
19 "On Prayer,'' p. 7.
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. Reh Menachem Mendel of Kotzk,20 does he reveal explicitly his personal
dilemma. In an autobiographical introduction, Heschel describes a polarity
at the foundation of his entire life, a polarity between the Baal Shem's faith
and the wretchedness of the Kotzker: .
·
In a strange way, I found my soul at home with the Baal Shem but driocn
by the Kotzker. Was it good to live with one's heart tom between 'the ;oy of
Mezbizh [the home of the Baal Shem] and the anxiety of Kotz:k!' To live both
in awe and conStemation, in fervor and horror, with my conscience on mercy and
my eyes on Auschwitz, wavering between exalta·tion and dismay? Was tlzis a life
a man would choose to live? I had no choice: my heart was in Mezbizh, my mind
inKotzk.

The Kotzker can represent our sense of helplessness in the face of
moral monstrosity, and perhaps even the abandonment of faith which
characterizes metaphysical absurdity. But wrestling with his pessimism was
the faith kindled in Heschel's Hasidic childhood, the inner light of the Baal
Shem which so few of us can experience intimately. Within our cultural
limits, we can never fully embody the completeness of what Heschel drew
from Jewish tradition. Yet beyond the wall of modem upheavals, of over. whelming poverty and greed,. oppression and moral callou.sness, of simple
selfishness, is a prayer, a yearning dream which religious traditions attempt
to keep alive within us. Living fully the contradictions of the present
moment, Abraham Heschel's spiritual radicalism will never allow us to
forget God's message: that we must become fully human under the eyes
·of the divine.
20 A Passion for Truth (on the Bani Shem, Kierkeg:rnrd and the Kotzker), and KotzkerA Struggle in Integrity (in Yiddish). The following quotation was published in The Jerusalem
Post Weekly, January 1, 1973, p. 14.
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Mysticism and Despair in Abraham J.
Heschel's Religious Thought
Edward K . Kaplan

Abraham Joshua Heschcl's religious vision embraces both mysticism and despair. Heschel defined his approach to religion in one of his first published
articles, "The Mystical Element in Judaism" ( 1949). Quite simply, it presupposes "a yearning aher the unattainable . . . (a need) to grasp with the senses·
what is hidden from the mind . . . to experience as a reality what vaguely
dawns in intuitions"' -in a word, to meet God directly. At the same time
Hcschcl assumes that we mu.st relinquish all human confidence before we can
give space to God. This radical approach to religion-a consequence of his
"Depth Theology•'2 -appears both accessible and remote to the faithful. His
powerful confidence and impassioned language appeal to their most intense
yearnings and memories. Inversely,. Hcschel threatens believers who are unwilling to confront their own skepticism and disbelief and who avoid the
painful suspicion that theology is illusion or fantasy. Hcschel removes our
usual distance from such feelings, while, as a moral critic, he demands concrete, practical .compass.ion for others. He repudiates any safeguard against
excruciating overinvolvement. Those who insulate their emotions from the
daily evidence of armed conflicts, starvation, economic and social oppression-or deny the mediocrity of contemporary religious institutio~will
thus have difficulty facing Hcschel's religious standards.
His picture of today reflects Pascal's condemnation of seventeenth-century
France where people "divened" themselves from honest, lucid recognition of
human frailty or " misery." Both rebuke the psychological resistances, denial
mechanisms, and complacency subversive to spirit\Jal and moral courage.
Hcschel continues Pascal when he demolishes the rationalizations which isolate us from our fellows and from God. Both Hcschel and Pascal seek to.
conquer that double alienation by having us experience it radically.
I ''The Mysti(al Element in Judaism," in TM Jews: T!Lti7 Histmy, Crdlurt, anti RJigitm, ed.
Louis FinkdstciD (New York: Harper & Bros.; Philadelphia: Jewish Public:aUon Society of
America, 1949). p. 602 (hereafter Cited a.s "The Mystical Element in Judaism''). Sec also
Hcschel's TM Et:utli ls tM Llm/'s (Ne"' York: Harper & R.ow, Harper Tordlbooks, 1962; originally published 1950), ehaps. 10, " Kabbalah," and II, "Hasidism," pp. ~
2 Hc:schel published an essay of that title in TM ltuml1il.1 of Frrttltim: EsJa}s in Hum1Z11 ~
..(N~ York.: Fa~, ~traus & Giroux, 1966); see my article, "The Spirinial Radicalism of.Abra'bam J. Heschd,"-.COllSIF17atille Judaism ·~a. no. 1 (Fall 1973): 40-49. .
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Yet anxiety is hardly the characteristic tenor of Heschcl's works; his 'task
was to awaken within readers (believers and unbelievers alike) a desire to
experience God's presence. " For faith is not the clinging to a shrine but an
endless pilgrimage of the heart. l\udaciou:s longing, burning songs, daring
thoughts, an impulse overwhelming the heart, usurping the mind-these are
all a drive toward serving Him who rings our hearts like a bell." 3 He did this
primarily by evoking his love of God in enchantingly poetic prose. As an
apologist, like Pascal, he envisaged a literary corpus which would respond to
secular agnosticism, atheism, or free thinking with the witness of religious
belief and practice. Heschel lived longer than Pascal and explored his tradition more fully ; he dea}.t with more specific issues than the author of the Pmsies. A modern reader, whether Jewish or no·t, can find in Abraham Heschel's
works answers to most problems raised by Jewish doctrines·and history.
Heschel evokes die cultural development of his Hasidic background in Tiu
Earth ls the Lord's (1950). He delineates experiential and philosophical interpretations of Jewish _views of humanity and the world in Man Is Not Alone
( 1951 ), while focusing particularly on Jewish revelation and orthopraxis in
God in Search of Man ( 1955). These two books constitute the foundation of his
apologetics. He explains the activist morality of prophetic consciousness in
The Prophets ( 1962) and illustrates the rich inner experiences of prayer and
ritual in The Sabbath (1951) and Man's Qumfor God (1954). Specific moral and
political problems .arc addressed in Tiu Insecurity of Free<fom ( 1966) and in
Israel· An Echo of Etnnity (1969). The author's extraordinary literary gifts, his
almost uncanny ability to capture the feeling of different modes of religious
experience, nourish all of his writings. These books, and the essays and articles which extend "them, assume an unshaking confidence in God's love for·
humanity ana in mankind's capacity to respond to that concern compassionately and responsibly.
·
Heschel confronts modem conceptions of the absurd ii>. h.is Stanford University lectures, Who ls Man? (1965). This succinct essay challenges atheistic
philosophies of despair and meaninglessness. Reflection on humanity is never
detached; it requires full person.al involvement, painful concern, a response to
mankind's essential perplexity. Authentic philosophical and sacred meaning
must emerge from spiritual anguish. Yet only in his final work- A Passion for .
TruJh (1973)-centered on two abrasive religious dissenters, Seren Kierkegaard and Reb Mendel of Kotzk, did Hcschcl directly express his own anguish at evil and religious decadence. This book-published after the
author's sudden death-expresses a Camus-like biting irony more forcefully
than his earlier works. Heschel's outrage echoes these two spiritual radicals
and confronts the pervasive condition of the twentieth century: a demolished
faith in· mankind and its God.
3 Abraham Heschd, Man Is Nol Alan& A P!Wosoplty of Rtlipn (New Yo.rk:

Harper Torcliboob, 1951 ), p. 175 (hereafter cited u Nol Aionl).
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Mysticism and Despair
A closer look reveals that Heschel's vision of human existence, like that of
Pascal, was always both realistic and faithful. He is fully ·aware of humanity's
loneliness without Gcxi, and he responds to our. radical doubt and despair
with an equally radical challenge: that of mystical experience, direct confirmation of the divine. How does this conform to Heschel's function as philosopher? How does his appeal to readers' intellectual assent encourage traditional religious belief? My view is that Heschel's apologetics has broader
pertinence. Its ~ndarnental intent follows Herbert Fingarette's explanation
of the mystical teacher: "The mystic's words' are like [a psychoanalyst's) therapeutic interventions: they arc designed to be effective in producing specific
change, not to embody universal truths. The ' pattern' underlying the mystic's
words is., in short, pragmatic, not logical.',. Hcschel philosophizes in order to
cleanse our illusions. He first casts us adrift and so prepares a meeting with
God which begins in meaninglessness and dread:

OUT OF THE DARKNESS

Openness to God requires a relative emptying of oneself. The parallel between Heschel and Pascal explains the Jewish thinker's role as philosopher of
religion: to destroy unquestioned preconceptions through intellectual argumentation for the purpose of opening readers to an experience of the holy.
True:--and this issue must be scrutinized in detail-Heschel's argumentations often appear incomplete and, at best, unconvincing by normal philosophical standards.5 Philosophers consider that tfie most obvious weakness of
his endeavor. But is that not the problem of all apologetics? An apologist of
faith is limited. The apologist must prepare human reason. and emotion to
pass beyond themselves so that God may manifest himself. Our appreciation
of Heschel should not diminish if we do not expect God to answer. More
important are Heschcl's belief in God's availability and his sensitivity to those
without faith. Heschel does discover our despair and uses it as an instrument
of redemption.
His religious philosophy, first and foremost, derives its special potency from
the notion of radical amazemmt: "Wonder or radical amazemeQt is the chief
4 Herben F'mgarette, Tu St/fin Trans/11m11Jtitm: Psyclwanalyris, PltilostJ/Jlr.J, and w Life of IN Sfliril
(New York: Harper & Row, Torchboolcs, 1~). p. 305. I have foWid this to be the best study of
the relationship of religious experience to personal growth.· It is n0t at all reductionistic.
5 Sec the recent caa.y of Gershom Scholem, "Jewish Theology Today," Ctnln Maga:itt.t 1, no. ·
2 (March/April 1974): 58-71; Scholem mentions in passing Heschel and Martin Buber as
"existential thcologiam" who have evaded the real isNes of ~lation (p. 63-); see aho Emil
Fac:Unbcim's criticism of Man Is Not Alrme in Judaism I, no. 1 (January 1952): 85-89, and his
review of God mSett.rm of Man in C~. Jud.aimi 15, no. I (Fall 1960): 50-53. Important
suggestions have been made by Fritz A. Rothschild, ''The Religious Thought of Abraham J.
Hescbel," ConsmJalWe Judaism 23, no. I (Fall 1968): 12-24; Edmond LaB. Cherbonn.ier,
"Hescbel's Tune Bomb," Cons~Ju.dtsism 28, no. l (Fall 1973}: 1~18; and a rea::nt article of

Maurice Friedman, "Divine Need and Human Wonder: The Philosophy of Abraham J. Hachel.," Judaism 25, no." l (Winter 1976): ~7a ·
·
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characteristic of the religious man's attitude toward history and nature.''6
The relevance of his mystical approach to God is explained by the dynamics
of radical amazement or wonder, -as Heschel understands it: wonder is the
Janus-face of despair. Amazement is an attitude which takes nothing for
granted: being itself, the very fact of my existence, is unbelievable} In radical amazement we apprehend the world 3:5 an allusion to its deeper, spiritual
meaning. Hcschel believes that this experience frees us from common assumptions about reality and is a pristine intuition of the .sacred mystery of
existence. Mystery leads to the discovery of ultimate meaning, of God's presence beyond the obscure enigma of the world.
Heschel emphasizes the specificity of radical amazement at the beginning
of Ma.n Is Not Alone and God in Starch of Man by comparing it to its opposite,
philosophical doubt. His distinction asrumes two directions of the mind:
doubt is concerned with self, while wonder focuses upon what is greater than ·
the individual: "There is no word in Biblical Hebrew for doubt; there are
many expressions of wonder. Just as in ~ealing with judgments our starting
point is doubt, wonder is the Biblical starting point in facing reality. . . .
Doubt is an act in which the mind inspects its own ideas; wonder is an act in
which the mind confronts the universe. Radical skepocism is the outgrowth of
subtle conceit and self-reliance. Yet there was no conceit in the prophets and
no self-reliance in the Psalmist."8 Heschel's antithesis is perhaps too harshly
drawn. We must understand this frequently used polemic device in its proper
context. He intentionally emphasizes one element at the other's expense in
order to distinguish dearly between secular philosophy and biblical witness.
As an apologist he must demonstrate the limits of the former in answering
questions of ultimate impon. He does not appear to take doubt seriously
because, in this instance, it cannot translate the biblical vision of reality into
modem tenns. His rejection of doubt as a valuable mode of religious under. standing should bring· us out of ourselves; if we transcend the arrogance of
doubt we may become receptive to biblical faith. ·
The true depth of Hcschel's witness ~merges when we switch from the
perspective of the uncertain believer to that of the searching unbeliever. The
radical amazement which we all wish to enjoy indeed ends in appreciation,
but it begins with a radical incapacity to believe confidently what we think
we already know. The dynamics of amazement-as opposed to Hcschel's
polemic presentation of it-takes fully into account the necessity of radical
doubt. This is ~e pragmatic function of his philosophical argumentation
which is more fundamental, in my view, than its own validity._By constantly
and relentlessly criticizing our accepted mental cliches, Heschel confronts us
6 Abraham Hcschcl, God in Smch of Man: A PltiltJsophy ofJudaism (New York: Meridian Press
and the Jewish Publication Society, 1955), p. 45 (h~er cited all /11 Stum\).
7 See Not Alonl, p. 12.
8 /11 &wrJi, p. 98.
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with our finitude. Terror at our nothingness reinforces our capacity to enjoy
creation: "What is extraordinary [usually) appears to us as habit, the dawn a
daily routine of nature. But time and again we awake. In the midst of walking in the never-ending procession of days and nights, we are suddenly filled
with a solemn terror, with a feeling that our wisdom is inferior to dust. We
cannot endure the heartbreaking splendor of sunsets.'79 Habit has frozen our
sense of nature's astounding beauties which, though periodic, demonstrate to
Heschel the workings of divine concern. What appears to the routinized mind
as a predictable physical phenomenon speaks to the religious person of God's
glorious presence. Sometimes our minds are so rigid, claims Heschel, that
only the most violent dislocation will awaken our sense of the holy. B9th
believers and the faithless arc susceptible to anesthesia of the spirit. Heschel's
rational argumentation chips away at our intellectual complacency so that,
some day, we m!ly face the "solemn terror, [the) feeling that our wisdom is
inferior to d~t." His biblical exegesis, poetic evocations, and personal testimony also prepare that awakening, but in such a way that we are inspired by
"the heartbreaking splendor of sunsets." One further consequence-and
the most radical-emerges from Heschel's "philosophical housecleaning"
procedure. At its outer limit stands a condition in which belief and disbelief
are equally paralyzed, when the mind is void of certainty, the self of any
power. Heschel does not deny the horrifying possibility of a deathlike state of
the soul. Readers who follow Heschel's fulleSt implications risk losing the
most elementary of intellectual necessities, that of _language itself: "Only
those who have gone through days in which words were of no avail, on which
the most brilliant theories jarred the ear like mere slang; only those who have
experienced ultimate not-knowing, the voicelessness of a soul stnick by·wonder, total muteness, are able to enter the meaning of God, a meaning greater
than the mind.''10 The alliteration and rhythmic fullness· of this long, powerful sentence convey an authenticity which cannot but probe a sensitive reader
to the depths. Heschel boldly asserts that ultimate meaning appears across
the boundary of meaninglessness and despair. Words and theories arc annulled. Paradoxically, this uncovers the positive side of nothingness. Heschel's
"ultimate not-knowing" and "total muteness" produce a "voiceless wonder,"
a thorough letting go' of the mind in which the presence of God becomes
available. Such terror is indeed solemn: it vibrates with an awesome tran·scendent presence. Heschel's demand is frighteningly clear: "We must first
· peer through the darkness, feel strangled and entombed.in the hopelessness of
living without God, before we are ready to feel the presence of His living
light."11
Both the mystic and the reflective atheist or agnostic may experience this
9 Not Alrml, p. 35.

&anh., p. 140.
Ibid.
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utter darkn~ and despair. 12 Nothing is more reaJ, nor unfortunately more
accessible to most people. When we gain the courage to face the truth of our
lives, we stand at this nadir of the isolated soul, abandoned or misunderstood
by loved ones, oblivious to self-respect, hopeless and alone. The absence of
God became an object ive experience of Jewish history when Hitler's soldiers
and bureaucrats annihilated a civilization embodied in 6 million individua.l.s..
Our daily contact in the mass media with wars; racial, political, and cl~
hatreds; poverty; and natural catastrophes poisons our sense of human dignity and significance. We either fear that our destiny is completely out of
control or that it depends on the mercy of a handful of stupid, power-starved
madmen. To those outside Western religious faith, the death of God has
heralded.the death of his murderer. 13 Depression has become one of today's
most realistic modes of moral sensitivity and despair its common idiom. We
experience the eclipse of humanity as individuals. Yet many people who
allow themselves to perceive their real condition survive desolation through
hopeful action, while most of us, fearing the shadow of insanity, lull this sight
of reality with routine. Hcschel's apologetics embraces this realistic anguish
and leads us to the frontier of mystical faith.
Heschel's critique of the individual is thus two-fold: "We {can] discover
that the self in itself (my italics] is a montrous deceit, (and] that the sell is
something transcendent in disguise." 14 These two perceptions are not incompatible, though they appear at different moments of religious insight. He is
rea~hing beyond our psychoiogical, social, and intellectual identities. As we
surrender our self-sufficient ideas we open to the world's sacred dimension.
H~hel's mysticism explodes the walled-in categories which imprison, overshadow, our dimension as a cryptic image of the divine.
MYspCAL ILLUMINATION-

Heschel rehearses the itinerary from utter darkn~ to mystical illumination
in the chapter of Man Is Not Alone entitled "In the Presence of God." This text
is the pivot point of his apologetics and, one could say without exaggeration,
dramatizes the unity of his entire work: the harmony of inward piety and
prophetic activism. The episode's general structure demonstrates how God's
self-disclosure ~cads to a fundamental commiunent by the mystic to a moral
and holy life.
12The Trappist monk Thomas Menon has defined similar bases of clialogue between believ·
as and people without faith in "The Contemplative and the Atheist," in Con1.tmplalitm in 4 World
of Aazo.. (New York: Doubleday & Co., Image Books, 1973), pp. 180-94; see n.n. 18 and 28 below
for other parallcb.
·
13 This view has been most dramatically expressed by Michel Foucault, Tiu Order of 77tittgs
(New York: Random House, Vintage Books, 1973), esp. chaps. 9 and 10. Compare Martin
Buber, Tiu Edips~ of Gotl (New York: Harper&. Row, Harper Torchboola, 19~7}.
H
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This moment is preceded in the book by an argumentation meant to produce a "profound awareness of the incongruity of all categories with the
nameless unfathomable omnipresence of the mystery." 1 ~ Heschel then zeros
in on the helplessness which reflective people discover at crucial times in life.
He uses an image. worthy of Kafka to express this excruciating state: the
human condition becomes "a vast cage within a maze, high as our mind,
wide as our power or will, long as a life span."16 Human conceptions of
thought, individual volition, and time bound the self. Those who question the
meaning of existence can "either live on the sumptuous, dainty diet within
the cage (or) look for the exit to the maze in order to search for freedom in the
darkness of the undisclosed." Heschel's philosophizing should now bear fruit:.
we must regurgitate the "dainty diet" of unquestioned clicbes.
Heschel has replaced rational discourse with highly condensed imagery
and extended metaphor. We are caught in the vise of poetic logic, concretely
fearlul of the endless labyrinth within. He appeals to our desire for freedom
and encourages us to confront the "darkness of the undisclosed." True, secu·
lar humanism can be an authentic form of courage in face of the sightless
night; Sartre's atheistic existentialism, for example, affirms the power of the
lonely individual actively to create its destiny. Heschel confronts this sa,me
loneliness, but with a further demand: that human commitment be directed
toward and by ultimate reality; his realism is spiritual. With a confidence
given only to those who have seen God, he push~ us beyond any humanly
inspired hope. Those who have not yet discovered the divine·are plummeted
into despair: "They have no power to ·Spend on faith any more, no goal to
strive for, no strength to seek a goal." Human desire is utterly stilled.17
Heschel's representation of mystical illumination (which he often calls revelation) bursts through the numbness of radical self-alienation. It is the crisis
of his apologetics and bridges religious insight and religious living. This passage from Ma.n Is Not Alone (pp. 77-79) evokes a filling of the void just de·
scribed. It is one of Heschel's literary masterpieces and seeks to express an
ineffable meeting with God. His ineandescently poetic prose conveys more
than emotional conviction; it is rigorously organized to translate the tran·
scendent event:
But, then, a moment comes like a thunderbolt, in which a flash of the undisclosed
rends our dark apathy asunder. It is full of ovcrp0wering brilliance, like a point in
which all moments of life are focused or a thought which outweighs cill thoughts ever
u Ibid., p. 44.
16My analysis profited from the sensitive paper written by Janet Allen (Smith '75) for my
course, Mysticism and the Moral Llf~. May 1973. C.Omparc chap. 13 of In Smrtli (pp. 136-44),
which also desl:nl>es a mystical breakthrough.
17 It is worth strasing a self-evident fact: in teaching such material one should appropriately
emphasize the risks of involuntary seU-sunmder. The mystic writer, unlike most of us, /auJws that
thia loss of personality is temporary.
·
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conceived of. There is so much light in our cage, in our world, it is as if it were
suspended amidSt the stan. Apathy tu,rns to splendor unawares. The ineffable has
shuddered itselI into the soul. It has entered our consciousness like a ray of light
pas&ng into a lake. Refraction of that penetrating ray brings abo11t a twning in our
mind: We arc penetrated by His insight. One cannot think any more as if He were
there and we here. He is both there and here. He is not a being, but being in arrd beyond
all btings.

The text's structure conveys its author's interpretation. Close analysis clarifies how Heschel intends to transform his readers' manner of thinking and
capture his or her assent. The comparison of mystical insight with a thunderbolt renders almost visually concrete the penetration of the soul (a dark
cloud) by God. 18 The sky is ripped. apart with a crashing boom in an exquisite, yet painful, spectacle of prodigious strength. The image of "dark apathy"
illustrates human emptiness and a total cessation of will-an abandon which
could lead to passive despair, to death, or to God. Emotionless indifference is
the most drastic contrary of the ego assertion Heschel the philosopher constantly combats. He trusts that apathy will lead to positive surrender.
The '.'undisclosed" then becomes manifest "like a point in which all moments of life are focused." The ineffable enters the soul in a flash, blinding
normal thought but at the same time illuminating a heightened consciousness. One can imagine a simultaneous recall of previous experiences,
past events viewed in an in~tant side by side. (People who picture themselves
falling to their death from cliffs or high buildings often include that in their
fantasy.) Here, an awareness of God accompanies this enhanced self-scrutiny;
the divine presence "·outweighs all thought ever conceived of' and gives life
unheard-of focus: "There is so much light in our cage, in our world, if is as if _
it were suspended amidst the stars."
The world·prison metaphor is abolished as the inner illumination casts its
brilliance outside; in other words, God endows human life with new meaning.
A completely transformed vision of reality arises from depression and from
the death of the old self: "Apathy turns to splendor unawares." This striking.'ly short sentence summarizes the mystical meeting, which Heschel insists has
resulted from a revelation, a self-disclosure on God's part to humanity: "The
ineffable has shuddered itself into our soul." Contrasted to the usual desire of
the human soul to possess God, the initiative, in this case, is clearly from the
ta Compare the wpter of Thoma.J Menon's BrtlJIJ in w Wildmin.s (Collegeville, Mimi.:
Liturgical Pn:ss, 1971) entitled "Dark Lightning" (pp. 101--8), which describes the modalities of
mystical uperiencc in a way which parallels Heschel; compare also Tiu Seum St.orty MounJ.ain
(New York: Doubleday & Co., Image Boob, 1948), pp. 341-45, for a presentation of Menon's
own illumination. I hope that scholar$ will explore in detail the parallels between these two
outstanding contemporary mystics. For a suggesti~ beginning see Hal Bridges. Amm&an Mysti. ei.mr, fmn William jamu t.o Zm (New York: Harper & Row, 1970), chap. 4, "The Varieties of ·

Mysticism" (pp. 51-74), devoted to H,eschd, Menon, and
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Contemplative Inwardness
arid Prophetic Action:
Thomas Merton'~ Dialogue
With Judaism
by
Edward K. Kaplan
Thomas Merton believed that ·contemplative religion nurtures more
openness than does a strictly ~thical or theological approach. The
experience of God's presence or absence, while interpreted variously,
can be shared. Merton wanted contemplatives to become more receptive to "modern thought" (e.g.• atheism, Marxism, psychology) and its
perception of today's realities. In cooperation with other progressive ·
forces, people of prayer could help transform human life in accordance
with spiritual values. As secularized academic I have been fascinated
and challenged by Merton's in'tegration of mystical inwardness and
social commitment. My professional interest in poetic imagination has
allowed me some access to the living flame of Christian devotion~
despite, or perhaps because of the fact that I am a Jew. ·Bu.t I am the
kind of person who feels at once alien ~o and intimate with both
traditions. The fellowship of Merton and the contemporary Jewish
philosopher, Abraham Joshua Heschel ( 1907- 1972), who also revitalized prayer and prophetic ethics. responds to my discomfort.. Merton's
and Heschel's spiritual dissatisfaction echoes mine.
Thomas Merton and Abraham Heschel, both born in Europe. matured and fulfilled their missions in the United States, motivated by a
similar love of their adopted homeland combined with militant spiritual criticism. In contrast to most members of their orthodox communities, they harmonized personal piety and radical moral involvement.
Thomas Merton expressed his pacifism and progressive social views in
numerous articles and speeches (collected mainly in Faith and Violence
[1968) and Thomas Merton on Peace, ed. Gordon Zahn (1971]). Abraha~ Heschel also strongly opposed the Vietnam War and marched
beside Martin Luther King during the Selma-Montgomery protest (sec
The Insecurity of Freedom, 1966). Both started their professional careers
as proponents of mysticism: Merton in The Seven Storey Mountain
(1948), and in The Ascent to Truth (1951); and Heschel in a seminal
article, "The Mystical Element in Judaism" (1949), The Sabbath (1951).
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and Man's Quest for God ( 1954). Both were poets who savored language and the richness of imagination. They speak to ou r opposing
demands of history and tranquility. our anger at or love of God: and
they question the very foundations of religion today.

The Premise of Worldliness
From the very first. Thomas Merton presents his story as inseparable
from that of society: "On the last day of Jan~ary 1915. under the sign
of the Water Bearer, in a year of great war. and down in the shadow of
some French mountains on the borders of Spain, I came into the
world. Free by nature. in the image of God, I was nevertheless t~e
prisoner of my own violence and my own selfishness, in the image of
the world into which I was born." 1 The autobiography, in spite of its
negative view of the world which the mature Merton embarrassedly
deplored, clearly places the personal struggle within a context of social
and moral responsibility. Yet the book also exemplifies an unresolved
conflict not entirely acknowledged or understood, to which the opening
lines of The Ascent 10 Truth give voice:
The only thing that can save the world from complete moral
collapse is a spiritual revolution. Christianity. by its very nature. demands. such a revolution. If Christians would all live up
to what they profess to believe. the revolution would happen.
The desire for unworldliness. detachment. and union with God
is the most fu11damental expression. of this revolutionary spirit.
The one thing that remains is for Christians to affirm their
Christianity by that full and unequivocal rejection of the
world which !heir Baptismal vocation demands of them. This
·will certainly not incapacitate !hem for social action in the
world. since ii is 1he one essenlial condition for a really fruitful
Christian apostolate.i
Mcrlon's repetilion of the word ..revolutio_n.. and his defensive stance
against social indifference betray an ambiguous definition of moral
action. More firm was his lifelong exploration of mysticism as the most
radical solution 10 spiritual corruption. We know that Merton's understanding of"1he world" completely altered. In 1966 he wrote: " I am ...
a man in the modern world. In fact, I am the world just as you are!
Where am I· going to look for the world first of all if not in myself?" 3
Contemplation reoriented his appreciation of the secular.
Abraham Heschel traces a paraliel path from mysticism to proph·
etic activism in Jewish terms. He in1roduced himself to the Union
Thn1lllg.ic;,il S~minary in a way which recalls Merton:
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speak as a ·member of a . congregation whose founder was
Abraham, and the name of my rabbi is Moses.
I speak as a person who was able to leave Warsaw. the City
in which I was born. just six weeks before the disaster began.
My destination was New York. it would have been Auschwi1z
or Treblinka. l am a brand plucked from the fire. in which my
people was burned to death. 1 am a brand plucked from the
fire of an altar of Satan on which millions of human lives were
exterminated to evil's greater glory, and on which so much else
was consumed: the divine image of so many human beings• .
many people's faith in the God of justice and compassion, and
much of the secret and power of attachment to the Bible bred
and cherished in 1he heart of men for nearly two !.housand
years. 4
Heschel shares with Merton this double premise: the ultima1e preciousness of human life and the devastation of fai1h by recent history.
Merton and Heschel repudiate the conspiracy to destroy the ideal that
humanity is an image of God. Heschel's activist and scholarly career
. defies 1he Nazi holocaust; as a theologian he s1rove to save Judaism
and its vision of jus1ice from the furnaces of modem warfare and
callousness. Heschel begins with a prophe1ic task.
Merton's public appreciation of the prophets was no1 extensive. His
early approach to the Hebrew Bible continues the Christian tradition of
typology which absorbs the Old Testament, and Judaism, into the New
(see especia)ly Bread in the Wilderness, Ch. 11). Y~t he did teach
Heschel's book on The Prophets to the novices at Gethsemani and he
wrote personally to the author on January 26, 1963:

It is a privilege to be able to share your own meditations on
the prophets and indeed to find very little in _those pages that I
would not myself want to express in much 1he same way. s·o me
day perhaps J will muster up courage to try the difficult task of
saying what the Prophets must mean to a Christ.ian: difficull
because of the heritage of p·ast interpretations and allegor!es.
The twentieth century makes it impossible seriously to do
this any more, so perhaps we will be humble enough to dig
down to a deeper and more burning truth. In so doing, we may
perhaps get closer to you, whom the Lord has not allowed to
find so many specious arguments in favor of complacent readings.~

Merton shared with Heschel his implicit dialogue with Judaism. Hes"
chel made it explicit when he sent Merton his criticism of a_ draft
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document from the Vatican Council on the Jews. Heschel had been
closely involved with Cardinal Bea's valiant efforts to rectify the
Church's denial of Judaism ; here is Heschei's response: "It must .b e
stated that spiritual fratricide is hardly a means for the attainment of
'fraternal discussion' or 'reciprocal understanding.' ... As I have repeatedly stated to leading personalities at the Vatican. I am ready to go to
Auschwitz any time, if faced with the alternative of conversion or
death.. (mimeographed statement, dated September 3, 1964: see Appendix). Merton associated himself with this prophetic rebuke: " My
latent ambitions to be a true J ew under my Catholic skin will surely be
realized if 1 continue to go through experiences like this, being spiritually slapped in the face by these blind and complacent people of whom
I am nevertheless a 'collaborator.' ... The Psalms have said all that
need be said about this sort of thing, and you and I both pray them. In
them we a re one, in their truth, in their silence" (September 9, 1964).
How then did Father Louis realize his latent identity as Jew?

The Cloister and the Prophet
Thomas Merton reached the prophetic stance within the categories of
monastic tradition. 'He constantly strove to reconcile individual piety
and social responsibility. Merton expressed his mature views in "Openness and Cloister.. ( 1969), and stated clearly that "the radical change in
ihe Church's attitude toward the modern world was one of the significant events that marked Vatican 11. In the light of the Council it is no
longer possible to take a completely negative view o f the world." 6 He
suggests that the Hebrew Bible. a·nchorcd so concretely in historical
problems. would help transform monastic thinking:
Today a new and more Biblical understanding of the contemplative life is called for: we must see it ·as a response to the
dynamic Word of God in history. we must see it in the light of
Biblical eschatology. The contemplative finds God not only in
the embrace ·of "pure love" alone but in the prophetic ardor of
r~sponse to the "Word of the Lord": not in love considered as
.essential good but in love that breaks through into the world of
sinful men in the fire of judgment and of mercy. The contemplative must see love not only as the highest and purest experience of the human heart transformed by grace, but as God's
unfailing fidelity to unfaithful man.
Merton uses the Hebrew Bible to complete the puri1y of contemplation .
with prophetic responsibility: love as essential good is completed by
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love as judgment and mercy in a sinful world; love as an experience of
grace within the heart is completed by identification with God's fidelity
to mankind. Prophetic religion removes the emphasis from personal
development to voluntary imitation. within society. of God's active
involvement with mankind. Merton's prophetic position fulfills his
mystical journey. He meets Heschel at the crossroads of inwardness
and history.
·
Abrahm Heschel's analysis of prophetic consciousness stresses the
inseparability of moral and religious thinking. The foundation _of biblical prophecy is God's covenant with Israel, a reciprocal commitment to
a network of moral imperatives. The prophet demands that God and
the people equally conform to the ideal. God is actively involved in all
human events and loves his chosen people. Heschel defines this emotional involvement as "the divine pathos," God's powerful attachment
to mankind : "Prophetic religion may be defined, not as what man does
with his ultimate concern, but rather what man does with God's concern. " 7 The prophet is overwhelmed by "a fellowship with the feelings
of God, a sympathy with the divine pathos . .. Sympathy is the prophet's
answer to inspiration, the correlative to revelation." The prophet exemplifies what I have called the "displacement of subjectivity from humanity to God."8 Instead of remaining the object of human consciousness, God becomes experienced as the Subject of which the person is
the object. The Bible is God's anthropology, not human theology. The
prophet experiences and judges the world from the divine perspective.
He takes within his inner life God's love and anger and is extraor-.
dinarily moved by social ills. Through the prophet, God is present in
the world:
The prophet is a man w~o feels fiercely. God has thrust a
burden upon his soul, and he is bowed and stunned at man's
fierce greed. Frightful is the agony of man; no human voice
can convey its full terror. Prophecy is the voice that God has
Jent to the silent agony, a voice to the plundered poor, to the
profaned riches of the world. It is a form of living, a crossing
point of God and man. God is raging in the prophet•s words. 9
The prophet lives at the crossroads of God, the individual, and the
human community. The prophetic.mediator is often torn in his loyalties
and loves. He cherishes his people but must carry out God's judgment.
His ultimate task is to transform: " the purpose of prophecy is to
conquer callousness, to change the inner man as well as to revolutionize history." 10 The prophet participates in mankind's inward and outer
lives, seeking to establish a society founded upon justice and true
worship:
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And what does the Lord r.equire of you
But to do justice, and to love kindness,
And to walk humbly with your God?
(Micah 6:6-8)
God's worldly kingdom requires humility and loving kin dness as
well as exterior justice. Personal suffering seems necessary to effect
histori<.:al redemption. The Lord 'must punish H is people repeatedly in
order to eradi<.:ate callousness or hardness of h eart, the root of sin. 11
Heschel talks of God in the concrete human language of biblical
experience. His study of divine chastisement demonstrates how the ·
Lord's anger is an extension of His love, how divine justice is inseparable from compassion: "As great as God's wrath is His anguish," for.
despite the most awful provocations, He remains devoted to the unfaithful. God suffers with the children He must punish. Hes,chel applies
one of his most subtle analyses of the divine pathos to the book of
Jeremiah in which the Lord mourns 'Himself: " With Israel's distress
came the affliction of God," His displacement, His homelessness in the
land .... Should Israel ~ease to be His home, then God, we might say,
would be without a home in_ the world." 12 • Both humanity and God
must suffer to give God a home in the world. The prophet m ediates
this paradox with fear and trembling.
Suffering is more than punishment for bad behavior: "The prophets discovered that suffering does not necessarily bring about purification. nor is punishment effective as a deterrent."D The Bible does not
understand the process of repentance in purely natural terms. Judaism
and Christianity agree that suffering itself is not the solution. Heschel
represents the prophetic perspective: "The extinction of evil is ... but a
part of the eschatological vision . Suffering does not redeem: it only
makes us worthy of redemption.''•• God's vision of human justice is the·
beyond to which human agony points. Thpmas Merton agrees and
warns Christians that '"Suffering is not the cause of holiness but only its
occasion. Love, expressed in sacrifice, is what makes us saints. We are
made saints not by undergoing pain but by overcoming it." 15 How do.
we reach the love beyond agony?
Heschel explicates the prophetic answer. He finds it is God's most
paradoxical punishm.ent. his charge to Isaiah to increase the people's
·
distance from God:
Make .the heart of this people fat.
And their ears heavy,
And shut their eyes;
Lest ~hey see with their eyes.
And hear with their ears,
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. And understand with their hearts.
And tum and be healed.
(Isaiah 6: 10)
How could God trap Isaiah in this "appalling contradiction"? "He is
told to be a prophet in order to thwall:t and ·to defeat the essential
purpose of being a prophet." 16 God simultaneously punishes and. cures
the people's hardness of heart by magnifying it: "It seems that the only
cure for wilful hardness is to make it absolute. Half-callo usness. paired
with obstinate conceit, see.ks no cure. When hardness is complete, it
becomes despair, the end of conceit. Out of despair, out of total inability to believe, prayer bursts forth." 17
God drives his people away in order to augment their spiritual
suffering. Hopelessness may then tum into a positive in tuition of radical helplessness without God: '.'When hardness is intensified from
above, responsbility" is assumed by God. He smites and He restores,
bringing about a revival of sensitivity." Agony seems necessary in order
to shift the human perspective from self-centered freedom to an awareness that freedom is a gift from above. Conceit humiliated, presumption painfully quelled. the fallible ego can now yearn: "Agony is the
final test. When all hopes are dashed and all conceit is shattered. man
begins to miss what he has long spurned . In darkness, God .becomes
near and clear." Seen from the perspective of divine wisdom . .Israel's
suffering opens its people to God's love. The prophet reminds mankind
of God's eternal promise of redemption.
C hristian devotion focuses more systematical.ly on inward redemption. Thomas Merton places suffering at the heart of mystical selftransformation. The contemplative concretely participates in the Psalms
as a j ourney from death to resurrection in Christ. The travails of the
exiled Hebrews prefigure the excruciating confrontation with human
limits which the liturgy exacts of the courageous ce lebrant: "The
experience of this," writes Merton in Bread in the Wilderness ( 1953). " is
an experience of union, first with Christ in s uffering, then with Christ
in glory. For, as St. John of the Cross says, it is the same name that
first attacks our selfishness as its implacable enemy. then when selfishness is gone, rewards our love by flooding it with glory." 18 Like Isaiah's
flock the Christian must be violently removed from self-concern in
order to identify, like the prophet, with the divine pathos: "the rriore
we are united to [Christ] in love the more we are united in love with
one another, because there is only one charity embracing both God
and our brother."
Merton's belief that mysticism was the true cure for our spiritual
anguish places him, paradoxically, both deep within and far from the
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center of modern 1hought. 19 His preference for 1he apophatic mys1ical
tradition-in which God is experienced as a negation of all human
unders1anding-reflec1s Heschel's account of biblical c hastisement. T he
"dark n igh I of 1he soul"is 1he human side of an experience which even
non-religious people share. Religion must respond to this reaf absence.
What is more common today than the self-destructive arrogance and
panic of humanity without God; without acknowledged meaning, and
nations without justice and peace? Heschel maintained that ..we must
fi rst peer through the darkness. feel strangled and entombed in the.
hopelessness of living without God, before we are. ready to feel the
presence of His living light." 20 Merton insisted that the mystic, the
reflective atheist, and the agnostic may share this utter darkness and
despair. The absence of God became an objective experience of Jewish
· history when Hitler's soldiers and bureaucrats annihilated a civilization
embodied in six million individuals. We experience th~ ei:lipse of humanity as individuals. For Merton, mystical prayer can renew the
prophetic vision.
·

Out of the Depths
Mysticism is the fullest ()f insights, for it reveals to us the glory of being
human while probing our bitter depths. Merton's remarkable presentation of " Dark Lightening" in Bread in the Wilderness relives the journey from utter despair to a face to face meeting with C hrist 'i n the
Psalms.21 The anticipated meaning of Christ's Passion does not mitigate
the contemplative's frightful sacrifice. It begins at the person's outet
limits: "under the pressure of a very great love, or in the darkness of a
conflict that exacts a heroic renunciation of our whole self. or· in the
ecstasy of a sudden splendid joy that does not belong to this earth, the
soul will be raised out of itself.'' ·T he self first experiences the ultimate
powerlessness of its yearning, its conflict, or its joy. The ego is
wrenched from its human center.
Merton dwells upon the moment in which the person confronts its
"own appallif!g nonentity." He understands this terrifying plunge into
the abyss. to the border of sanity, as a mystical death. 22 The insight
achieved is richly paradoxical and conveys at once G od's dreadful
distance and His embrace:

It can sometimes happen that we too are brought down by
Christ's love, into the dust of death. Then we know, somewhat
as He knew, what it is to be " poured out like water" [cf. Psalm
21: 13-16). It is a terrible experience of seeing oneself slowly
iurned inside out. It is a frightful taste of humility that is not
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merely a virtue but the very agony of truth. This ghastly
emptying. this inexorable gutting of our own appalling nonl!ntity. takes place under the piercing light of the revealed word.
the light of infinite Truth. But it is something far more terrible
still: we. find ourselves eviscerated by our own ingratitude,
under the eyes of Mercy.
From the dark night of contemplative illumination emerges a fruitful
symbiosis of human nothingness and divine Mercy. One feels both
more and less than human. The. Christian embarks upon a deadly
imitation of Christ who "emptieq Himself of all His power and glory .to
descend into the freezing depths of darkness where we had crawled to
hide ourselves. cowering in blind despair.'' By identifying with the
negative side of the Incarnation. by dwelling in the all too human
darkness of sin, we learn Chrisl's divine humility: "Then we begin to
discover that the night in which we seem to be lost is the protection of
the shadow of God's wings (Ps. 16:8) .... We have entered the Baptism
of darkness in which we are one with His death. But to die with Christ
is to rise with Him."
How does Merton's conclusion that " we are able to discover the
living God in the very.darkness of what seems to be His utter absence"
apply to us? What can we receive from mysti.c al death? Jewish and
Christian tradition both answer: our destiny as divine image.23 Mystical
death illumines our essential finitude with God's undying love for
mankind.
In The New Man (1961), Merton traces the crucifixion and rebirth
of the Promethean mystic who seeks only self-fulfillment. Liberation
from willfulness painfully reconciles the person and God. The individual's· resurrection from mystical dea~h awakens his o.r her divine image:
Man begins to know God as he knows his own self. The night
of faith has brought us into contact with the Object of all faith,
not as an object but as a Person Who is the center and life of
our own being, at once His own transcendent Self and the
immanent source of our own i~entity and life. 24
The Christian mystic undergoes a displacement of subjectivity from hi~
or herself to Christ. He or she no longer experi.ences the divine as an
object of self-fulfillment, but as a Person. a divine Subject of which the
human being is the beloved object. Other people then . appear more
clearly as fellow objects of divine concern.
Merton understood all all)ng that God loved people, but it took
practice and strong doses of solitude for him to incorporate the idea. In
The Sign of Jonas 0953), Father Lou.is recalls his joyful discovery that
the secular society which he had so feared and despised was worthy of
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his love: " I met ·the world and found it no longer wicked after all. ·
Perhaps the things I resented about the world were defects of my own
that I had projected upon it. Now, on the contrary, I found that
everything stirred r:ne with a deep and mute sense of compassion."is He
had sunnounted the traditional conflict of world and cloister. Merton
explains quite dramatically,. in a crucial entry to Conjectures of a Guilty
Bystander {i966), how he definitively rejected contemptus mundi: "The
whole illusion of a separate holy existence is· a dream." 26 His new
human insight rcnects God's view: "Then it was as if I sudden! y saw
the secret beauty of their hearts, the depths of their hearts where
neither sin nor desire nor self-knowledge can reach, the core of their
reality, the person that each one is in God's eyes.'' 27 Humility and
compassion were po longer problems for Merton, for he spontaneousiy
identified with God's subjecti~ity . .When Merton first entered Gethsemani. he defensively feared the world; his awareness of others' sin was
inseparable· from his anxious need to e.s cape t he contamination of i;lis
own. Freed from egotism he understood why God loved mankind :
·
At the center of our being is a point of nothingnes.s which is
untouched by sin and by illusion, a point of pure truth, a point
or spark which belongs entirely to God, which is never at our
disposal, from which God disposes of our lives, which is inaccessible to the fantasies of our mind or the brutalities of our
own will. This little point of nothingness and of absolute poverty is the pure glory of God in us.
No connict remained between the human will and that of God. The ·
contemplative loves people of the world because he or she perceives
their essential purity. their essence as image of the divine. (Yet. frankly.
I am dis turbed by Merton's need to isolate the hidden and non-human
character of that purity. "which belongs entirely to God, which is never
at our disposal.")
Merton i,:alled upon contemplatives to share their inward purification with the sinful world. The mystical journey meets Christ in the
pathos· o.f moral concern:
Do we renounce ourselves and the world in order to find
Christ. or do we renounce our alienated and false selves in
order .to choose our deepest truth in choosing the world and
Christ at the same time? If the deepest ground of my being is
love. th~n in that very love itself and nowhere else will I find
myself, and the world. and my brother and Christ. 28
The actions of contemplatives should guide outsiders: " By their example of a truly Christian understanding of the world, expressed in a
living and active application of the Christian faith to the human prob-
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lems of their own time. Christians manifest the love of Christ for ·men
(John 13:35. 17:21). and by that fact make him visibly present in the
world." 2 ~ The imitation of Christ_ creates a partnership with the Hebrew
prophet.
Abraham Heschel's masterwork, - Man Is Not Alone ( 1951). attempts to initiate that way of thinking and living. Heschel's premise is
clear: "Ther~ is only one way to define Jewish religion. It is the
awareness of God's in1erest in man, t_h e awareness of a col'enan1. of a
responsibility that lies on Him as well as on us. O ur task is to concur
with His interest, to carry out H is vision of our task.''lO Heschel is the
prophet's advocate. Though God has proven dramatically absent to
most people, the J ew must imitate God's concern as represented in the
Bible. Divine concern is transitive for it goes out to others; the person
must first transcend self-concern. Full concern embraces all reality:
''The self, the fellow-man and the dimension of the holy are the three
dimensions of a mature human concern. True love of man is clandestine love of G od." The three-dime nsionality of existence is not just an
~bstract theological principle. The interdependence of God, society.
and the individual establishes our inescapable partnership.

The Three Dimensions of Dialogue
Heschel and Merton, as Jew and C hristian, understood callousness as
alienation from God. Both accompany their readers to the terrifying
depths of their loneliness while nurturing a sense of divine Presence
which all people can share. Pr~yer, for both, plumbs the abyss ofhumanity and places us before God as responsible persons. Prayer is
their touchstone· of truth. Thomas Merton and Abraham Heschel stood
firmly before God and spoke to the world, and to their co-religionisL~.
with a spiritually radical conscience.
They judged society and religious institutions alike by God's standards and so realized the partnership of Judaism a nd Christianity in a
troubled world. To society they voiced the demands of divine justice
and compassion against the forces of warfare, social and econom ic
oppression and indifference. They challenged the self-interested withdrawal fostered by religious institutionalism. Heschel sought to balance=
the traditional Jewish emphasis on external .observance. or halakha.
with the inner life of devotion (agada). He believed ethnicity less
essential to Judaism tha n relationship with the living G od; impassioned
prayer, not ethical culture, should foster a burning prophetic concern.
Merton deplored the unreflective traditionalism of the American Catholic hie rarchy. He sought to liberate the inner person: a mystical realtionship with God would abolish the defensive self-centeredness that
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inhibits moral courage. Contemplatives. who specialized in devotion
and personal authenticity. could become prophetic witnesses.
But we who seek to learn. more from Merton should ask why he
pursued dialogue with Jews less actively (or less publicly) than dialogue
with atheis\.S and religious of the East. Perhaps the concrete reality of
the people Israel seemed an. insurmountable barrier? Christians do tend
to over-spiritualize Judaism and the Jews. But su rely the religion of
Incarnation can appreciate· the historicity and spiritual autonomy of
Judaism. It must if dialogue is to be possible. Merton's dialogue with
Judaism may also have remained latent because of the politics of
Synagogue and Church in North America. Whatever the reasons, Jews
and Christians share a common destiny. Threats against one affect the
other in the spiritual as well as social dimension. The Bible will not let
us forget the inextric'a ble partnership of our faiths. Religious cooperation must underlie action in the secular world.
Can these common undertakings remain three-dimensional and
preserve the integrity-and the contradictions-of God, the individual.
and collective life? Can religious institutions preserve their spiritual
integrity? The Jewish and Catholic contemplatives whom we have com:..
pared. by their identification with God's involvement with humarity.
· answer "Yes." Merton and H eschel. from the center of their specific
commitments to God. extended their love and anger to all people.
Their. militant devotion to the divine image of mankind is a beacon in
the dark night. of an anguished world. Thoql°as Merton and Abraham
Heschel disagreed on creeds and commitments at the heart of their
traditions. But they are united in their anxiety before mankind and
God. Fidelity to their witness is our continuing task.
·
·
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Incomplete correspondence of Abraham Heschel and Thomas Merton
preserved by the Merton Collection at Bellarmine College Louisville,
Kentucky. and reproduced by the kind permission of Mrs. Sylvia Hes- ·
chel and The Thomas· Merton Legacy Trust.
·
·

• • •
The Jewish Theological Seminary of America
Northeast Corner, Broadway and !22nd Street
New York, N ..Y. 10027
October 23, 1960
Dear Father Merton : .
Your kind letter came as a precious affirmation of what I have
known for a long time: of how much there is we share in the ways of
. trying to sense. what is given in the Word in the things created, in the
moments He continues to create; in the effort to counteract the desecration of stil,lness. For many good hours in reading some of your
writi.ngs. I am indebted lo you.
I am a very poor letter writer. and am ashamed of it. It certainly
would he good to meet you. Near what city is Trappist?
I am sending you some books of mine. AL the moment I am trying
to complete a book on the prophets-a humilia1jng undertaking.
I cherish your statement: "How absurd it is ... to attach such overweening importance to our reflections and so little to the revelation
itself." A_nd still reflecting we must, only that all reflection fades when
we get close t.o the light.
I hope very much to remain in touch .with yo_u and with the request
for forgiveness of the brevi_ty and inadequacy of my letter.
Cordially.
Abraham J. Heschel
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January 26, 1963
Dear l> r. Heschel:
It is a great pleasure to have received your fine book on the ·
PROPHETS. I have been anticipating this for a long time. and my
anticipation is not disappointed. It is a fine book. perhaps your very
best. Or at least it is one that says a great deal to me. You take exactly
the kind of reflective approach that seems to me most significant and .
spiritually fruitful, for after all it is not the prophets we study but the
word of God revealed in and through them. They offe r us examples of
fidelity to Him and patterns o(~uffering and faith which we must take
into account if we are to live as religious men in any sense of the word.
The book is in many ways just the kind of reflection germane to
monks, and I hope to bf! able to use it in my conferences with the
novices.
In any case it .is a privilege to be able to share you£ own meditations on the prophets and indeed to find very little in those pages that I
would not myself want to express in much the same way. Some day
perhaps I will muster up courage to try the difficult task of saying what
the Prophets must mean to a Christian: difficult because of the heritage
of past interpretations and allegories. We have had the ba~ habit of
thinking that because we believe the prophecies are fulfilled, we can
consider them to be fulfilled in any way we please, that is to say that
we are too confident of understanding this "fulfilment." Consequently
the medieval facility with which the K ingdom of God was assumed to
be the society inherited from Charlemagn_e. And consequently the even
more portentous facility with which Christians did exactly what they
accused the Jews of having done: finding an earthly fulfillment of
prophecy in political institutions dressed up as theocracy.
The twentieth century makes it impossible seriously to do this any
more, so perhaps we will be humble e nough to dig down to a deeper
and more burning truth. In so doing, we may perhaps get closer to you.
whom the Lord has not allowed to find so many specious arguments i~ .
favor of complacent readings.
With very best wishes,
Most cordially ·you{S..
[Thomas Merton]
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July 27. 1964
Dear Dr. Heschel:
Shortly after your visit, that warm and memorable occasion. which
wao; a real and providential gift, I wrote this letter to Cardina l Bea . . I
have been meaning to send you a copy. and am only just gelling
around to it. Every time I approach any such statement. I am l"l)Ore
deeply convinced of the futility of statements. But statements are easy.
And the fact of not having made one when it was required can be a
terrible and irreparable omission.
Your books and offprints arrived promptly. I am at the moment
most involved in "The Earth is the Lord's" and "The Sabbath." I note
that your preoccupation with the sanctification of time runs parallel to
some ideas of my own in a recent ms I have sent to the publisher on
Liturgy. But I am not at all satisfied with my book.
Fortunately I have received pennissio.n to publish the material on
peace that was still swinging in the balance, I think, when you were
here. That is a relief.
Please think of us when you are in this a rea again. The door is
always open to you, if you let us know when you are coming. Also I
would always be glad to hear any news, especially anything that may
affect the Jewish Chapter in the Council, and other such things.
With best wishes and cordial friendship always,
in the Peace of the Lord,
[Thomas Merton]
(Abraham Heschel's mimeographed statement to the Second Vatican ·
Council)
September 3, 1964
Chapter Four of the Schema on Ecumenism printed and distributed in ·November, 1963, to the Council Fathers, dealing with the
"Attitudes of the Catholics ... toward the Jews," made special head- ·
lines around the world. Except for a few word.s, troublesome to _the
Jewish conscience, it ·represented a momentous declaration and was
hailed as an event of historic importance.
. Subsequently, this Chapter has been rewritten and the version now
distributed . to the Council Fathers as publicly reported is not only .
ineffective. but also profoundly injurious. ·
The omissions. attenuations and additions are so serious that, if
adopted. the new document will be i_n terpreted as a solemn repudiation
l,f the desire which. ·to quote a distinguished American Archbis~op.
intended ··to right the wrongs of a .thousand years."
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The new document proc.:laims tha1 "the Church expects in unshakable faith and with ardent desire . . . the union of the Jewish people with
the Church."
Since this present draft document calls for " reciprocal understanding and appreciation. to be attained by theological study and· fraternal
discussion,'' between Jews and Catholics. it must be stated that spiritual
fratricide is hardly a means for the attainment of "fraternal discussion"
or "reciprocal understanding."
A message that regards the Jew as a candidate for conversion and
proclaims thal the destiny of Judaism is to disappear will be abhorred.
by the Jews all over the world and is bound to foster reciprocal distrust·
a.s well as bitterness and resentment.
·
Throughout the centuries our people have paid such a high .price in
suffering and martyrdom ·for preserving tlhe Covenant' and the legacy of
holiness. faith and devotion to the sacred Jewish tradition. To this day
we labor devotedly to educate our children in the ways of the Torah.
As l have repeatedly stated to leading personalities of the Vatican.
I am ready to go to Auschwitz any time, if faced with the ahernative of
conversion or death.
J~ws throughout the world will be dismayed by a call from the
Vatican to abandon their faith in a generation which witnessed the
massacre of six million Jews and the destruction of thousands of synagogues on a continent where the dominant religion was not Islam,
Buddhism or Shintoism.
It is noteworthy that the Vatican document on Mohammedans
makes no reference to the expecta1ion of the Church for their conversion to the Christman faith. Is one 10 deduce from 1ha1 thal Islam offers
a more acceptable way to salvation than Judaism1
Our world which is full of cynicism. frustration and despair. received a flash of inspira1ion in the ecumenical work of Pope John
XXlll. For a few years all men of good will marvelled al 1he spiritual
magnificencf! which he disclosed. and were touched by his reverence
for t~e h4manity of mar. At a time of decay of conscience. he tried to
revive it and to teach how to respect it. Mutual reverence Qetwcen
Christians and Jews began 10 fill the hearts. We ardently pray that this
great blessing may not vanish.
It is our profound hope that during the course of the forthcoming ·
third session of the Vatican Council, the overwhelming majority of the
Council Fathers who have courageously expressed their desire to eradicate sources of tension between· Catholics and Jews, will have an opportunity to vote on a statement which will express this sacred aspiration.
Abraham Joshua Heschel
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September 9. 1964
Dear Dr. Hesche::
Yo11r mimeographed bulle tin referring to the revised Jewis h chapter: has just reached me.
It is simply incredible. I don' t know what to say about it.
This much I "Viii say: my latent ambitiors to be a true Jew under
my Catholic skin will surely be realized if I continue to go through
experiences \ike this, being spiritually slapped in the face by these blind
and complacent p eople of whom I am nevertheless a "collaborator." If .
I were not "working with" the Catholic movement for ecumenical
understanding it would not be such a shock to take the three steps
.backward after .each timid step forward.
l m1,Jst however think· mo re of people 1.ike Cardinal Bea who must
certainly be crushed by this development.
.
The Psalms · have said all that need to be said about this sort of
thi~g. ~nd you and I both pray them . .In. them we are one, in their
truth, in their silence. Haec fecisti el tacui, says the Lord, of such
events.
With warm and cordial brotherhood
[Tho mas Merton]

The :Jewish Theological Seminary of America
September 18. 1_964
Dear Friend.
My profound gratitude for your leuer of Sep. 9. It moved me
deeply". ll was comfort at a very difficult moment.
The re still is some hope left. ·
Affectionately,
A. f. Heschel

(Telegra~ to A. Heschel)

. October 28, 1964
Gladly jbin you in interfaith statement and pro test agafost hypocritical distortion of morality in this campaign it is nauseating.
Merton
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October 30. 1964
Dear Friend:
Do~tor ~ennett and I were . delighted to recei\'.e your telegram
which was read at the news c9nfere~ce held yesterday aftem9on at the
Overseas Press Clul:>.
I am sure you know how often you are ir:i my thoughts. Regretfully, I am a very poor letter writer.
The overall picture in Rome is highly ambiguous. l would also like
to call your attention to the editorial in the magazine AMERICA of
October 3 1. I am sure that your reaction to the tone and content of that
editorial will be the same as mine. I fee! like. crying.

In deep affection,
Abraham J. Heschel
Just received encouraging words from Rome.

Dec. 6. 1965
Dear Rabbi Heschel:
This matter of business gives me opportunity to say "hello" i).nd to
hope you are well. Also to say how distressed I was about Dan Berrigan, and how thankful to you for your support of him. I don' t suppose
much has been done about it. buJ I do not get much news. If he is back
in New York, by any chance, I wish you would let me know.
As to the business: it I ... ). He wrote me telling me that he wanted
to come down and converse with me about his dissertation [ ... ]. Yet I
have had to answer "No'' because now 1 have been allowed to retire to
a life of greater solitude and my Superiors have rightly requireo me to
discontinue visits, at least of this kind, to give the experiment a good
·try.
[Paragraph omitted]
The sqlitary life I find very fruitfUI and in some ways disconcerting. It has brought me face to face with things I had never had to
consider before, and I find that some pretty drastic revaluations have to
be made, in my own life. This keeps me busy. I would appreciate you
remembering me in your prayer before Him whom we both seek and
servt;. I do not forget you in my own prayer. God be with you always.
Most cordially in His Spirit, .
[Thomas Merton] ·
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Dec. 12. 1966
Dear Dr. Heschel:
Father Abbot spoke to me of your phone call. something about an
article on the Bible for Life? Or is it for a book in a series to be put out
by .Life? The project is ·not totally clear. Though I am not too happy
with big fancy .projects organized by the mass-media. I don·t say "no..
on prini.:iplc: there is still room for "yes.. if I can get a clearer idea of
what is involved. Can you please tell me what ii is? Fr Abbot said you
might drop by here a_n d explain personally. That would be marvelous.
But in · any case. I need to know what the project is before I can
commit myself finally. I sincerely doubt my capacity to write ai:iything
worth while on the Bible. I am not a pro. But if it is something within
my powers· I can at least chink about attempting it.
I have still to thank you for a couple of books of yours which came
in during _the past months. I appreciate them very much though I have
_n ot yet finished both of them. I have found much tha t is very stimulating indeed in The Insecurity of Freedom and I have been reserving Who
is Man· for a ti~e of freedom and thoughtfulness. l should of course be
always free and thoughtful but I · get myself reading and thinking in
terms of current work a Jot of the time, and cannot always fit other
things in.
In any case it is good to hear from you again however indirectly. I
am as you know happily holed away in the woods where I belong and
find the existence perfectly congenial. I could not ask for anything
better. and in snow it is ever quieter still.
l ·asked my publisher lo send you a copy of my latest book and I
hope they did so.
With all my very best wishes and warm fraternal regards.
[Thomas Merton)

Th_e Jewish Theological Seminary of Americ(l
December 15, 1966
Dear Friend.
· I. had certainly hoped when I called to have the pleasure of hearing
your voice. You are so often in my thoughts. There are concerns which
I would love to share with you but Father Abbot explained to me how
diffirnh it is for you to come to the phone.
.
I am very happy to know that_you are finding your present way
congenial. There a're many moments when I too long for complete
solitude.
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By now Mr. Russell Bourne;s letter must have reached you and
described the project he has in mind. I have consented to serve as
consultant b.e cause I believe that the work will be carried out with
dignity and should help a ··great many people to find access to the
Bible.
I was deeply moved by. your piece . on Thich .Nhat Hanh. I look
forw~rd to receiving your new .book: i' wilJ certainly cherish it. I am
. enclosing a short piece on Viet Nam.
With wannest regards and b~st wishe~. I am,
Cordially yours,
. Abraham J. Heschel
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God Himse:lf has r ecognized us as a pe:ople . Are Wff: in nee.a of a
'Caapte:r ' acknowledging our right to exist as Jews~ Nearly eve ry
ch~pt e r in the Bible expresses the promise; of God 's fidelity to
His Covenant with our people.
"It is not gratitude that we ask for: it is the cure of
a disease affe cting so many minds. that we pray for • 11
W~en

t he third s ession· of the Council openEr-d on September 16,
1964 , it was evident that p re late s supporting a stronger statement
on th e Jews would fight to get it on the f~oor of the Council . The
li be-ral s move.d rapidly, denouncing the changes in the draft made, they
said, without the approval of Cardinal Bea's secretariat. On
Sept. 17th, 170 of the 240 bishops from the ·u nited St ates me.t in
urgent con:ference and public.ly called for a r e turn to the sense of the
original document. '.fll
~
The draft was introduced the Council Fathers by Cardinal Be.a
I\
on Sept . 28th and was finally debated on Sept. 28-29th . Altogether
no fawer than 34 Council memb~rs from 22 countries rose to sp~ak .
Only a small handful defende:d the weakened draft or· objected to any
Jewish declaration whateve.:r; An overwhalming maj ~Dity asked that the
text be strengthen!!'d . . At the end of the first day ' s dei>ate, a pe.ri ms
to the Counci l told the AJC with deep emotion in res pon s~ to the
ne ar-unanimity and determination that was shown, "This was the Council's
glr'eate.st day , and a great day for the Church. On no issut have: the
Fathe rs been so united; on n one :till have they spoken so forthrigh tly ."
In the wake of that historic degate - what I have called
the greatest seminar in Catholic-Jewi sh re l~tions - a final text
was r adrafted. Unlik~ earlier versi ons, it encompassed all t h e:
great non- Christian r el:@.ons, but the passages concerning Jews and
Judaism closely rasemble:d what Cardinal Bea had proposed in the
first place.
Clffarly aad forc efully, the deicide accusation against
Jews past and pr~sent was re:jected; teach~..rs and preachers were
~joined to spurn ideas that might fo st~-r hospil i ty against Jews;
increase:.d mutual knowledge and ·respect among Christian s and J ews were
recommended; hatred and persecutiQn of J ews, in f9rmer days and in
our own , were condemned. Hope ~as voiced for
.
~~ 1~ 1..,...c2mank1nd1 s ultimate/unity
.......,.~~
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but the time of such union was said to be "known to God alone." Nothing
suggestive of proselytizing in the here and now was said; the permanence
of Judaism was in e:difect acknowledged on the statement, that "even
though a large part of the Jews did not ·accept the Gos~~l, they
remain most dear to God."
On November 20th, the last day of the Council's session, the
text dealing with the Jews came up for a vote. It was ringingly
approved by a vote of 1,770 to 185; the declaration as a whole on
non-Christians was accepted by a similarly lar§e majority.
The Council's ~outth · session opened on September 14, 1965.
Maneuvefings a~d pressures continued throughout 1965 down through ·
the:m opening days of the final session. I won't belabor you with
those complicated de.tails. · (An ~xcellemt and authoritative a~count
can be found in two articles on "The Church and the, Jew.s: The Struggle
At Vatican Council II by my assistant, Judith Hershcopf (now Banki) in
the .A merican Jewis.J+ Yearbook, 19
•)
The final text came to a public vote on October 28, 1965 a date chosen by Pope· Paul VI because it was the anniversary of the
late Pope Johll XX:III' s election to ·the Papacy. ·rhe vote was 2 ,221 in
f'avor, 88 opppsed, and 3 void. Immediately afterward, Pope Paul
promulgated · the de·clara ti on as the official teaching of the Church.
If the declaration falls short of its supporters highest hopes,
it neve·rtheless si~nals a, ~~storic turn~ng point. For the first time
in
the hgghest ecclesiastical
. .the history of the ·21 Ecumemical Councils,
.
.
authlll'rities have committed the Catholic Church throughout the world
to uprooting the charge of collective guilt against the Jews, eliminating
anti-Semitism and fostering mutual rR knowledge and respect betwen
Catholics and Jews.
Ob-miously, such deepened understanding will not spring up
-quickly or spontaneously. The antagonisms of centuries will not be
swept away overnight. For people of good will on both sides, decades of
massive work lie ahead.
Rabbi Heschel joined with the .American Jewish Committee in
participating from the very beginning in· this Catholic-Jewish encounter,
the mo~t significant . of our ·time. He gave of himself freely, abunda:mtly,
even sacrificially. Whatever progress is made in growing mutual respect

Rabbi Hesch.el
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between Christians .. and Jews· in generat;i.on~ _.·to come will be
immeasurably indebted to my be"ioved mentor, : friend,. and inspiration ,
Rabbi AbritB.am Joshua ~eschel, . zecher tzaddik livrochoh. ·

.
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Dear Colleague,
As you undoubtedly know, January 3, 1983, the . 18th of Tevet, 5743,
marks the tenth yahrzeit of our beloved teacher, Abraham Joshua
Heschel. To those of us who studied with him, the memory of Heschel
brings its own special magic . . He was an inspirat.ion to colleagues ·
and students alike, and frequently led us to reexamine our thoughts
and our conclusions, acquiring in the process added flexibility, and
a new openness to views differing from our own .
More important than what Heschel did for each of us is· what he .did .
for Judaism, and for Jewish studies in this country. No one could
ignore this giant who lived among us. Colleges which previously
had offered only token Judaica courses now found themselves compelled
to teach Heschel - and to include his thought in the humanities curriculum. He is one of a handful ·o f Jewish thinkers who have helped
Jewish thought to gain its r1ghtful place in the academic and scholarly worlds. His writing and teaching have had a greater impact on
Christian thought than any other Jewish theologian except Buber.
This achievement is his legacy to us, and to succeeding generations.
It is a gift of great significance, and one for which we are great1 y
in his debt.
It behooves us ·to thank him in ways which recognize the importance
of his contribution.. One such way would be to hold discussions 0 f
his work in communities across the country in this anniversary year.
To this end, I am sending you some material which might help you
· plan such a celebration. You .may want to enlist the cooperation of
· other rabbis in your area, or of clergy of all faiths, and academic
leaders as well .
1

I shall be interested in hearing about what you do , and my office
will send you any additional material you may request, if it is
available .

ABRAHAM JOSHUA HESCHEL
Biographical Sketch
Doctor Abraham Joshua Heschel, one of the foremost Jewish savants of the age,
held the Ralph Simon chair of Professor of Jewish Ethics and Mysticism at The
Jewish Theological Seminary of America, until his death in 1972. A philosopher
actively concerned with contemporary problems, he was an authoritative voice o~
the moral issues of the nation.
A scholar of extraordinary range, endowed with a superb literary style, he wrote
on Jewish history, philosophy and mysticism. The best-known of h·is writings deal
with theproblems of r~ligion as they arise for modern man. Among these works is
a magnum opus published in two parts, Man is Not Alone and God in Search of Man.
Descendant of a long lineo:f Hass,idic rabbis, Professor Heschel was born in
Warsaw, and received his early education in Poland. He left Poland for Gennany ·
and received his doctorate at the University of Berlin. His first major work,
Maimonides, was published in Gennan in 1935. It was followed soon after by Die
Prophetie. These two books established his reputation ·as a ranking scholar.~
From 1932-1933, Doctor Heschel served as Instructor in Talmud at the Hochschule
fuerdieWissenschaft des Judentums in .Berlin. Subseque·ntly~ he succeeded the ..
late Martin Buber as head of the Frankfurt Lehrhaus. With the riseo;f Nazism, he
left Germany for England. He founded the Institute for Jewish Learning- in London
in 1939.
Professor Heschel came to the United States in 1940 and for five years, until he
joined the faculty of The Jewish Theological Seminary of America, was Professor
of Philosophy and Rabbinics at Hebrew Union College in Cincinnati.
An anthology based on his books, collected by Dr. Fritz A• .Roths·ch'i ld and entitled
Between God and Man: An Interpretation of Judaism from the Writings of· Abraham
J. Heschel, was published by Harper & Row in 1959.·
In constant demand as a lecturer, Doctor Heschel delivered. two major addresses
at White House Conferences: in 1960 on children and youth, and in 1961 on the
aging. He also held visiting chairs at major univer~ities, including Cornell ·
and the Universities of Minnesota, Stanford, and Iowa: - In 1965, he was appointed
by Union Theological Seminary to serve as its Harry Emerson Fosdick Visiting
Professor - the,fi rst Jewish scholar to be appointed to the faculty of this
Protestant institution.
Professor Heschel played a central role in the discussions that were back_ground
to the Ecumenical Council's deliberations on Catholic-Jewish relations. His
efforts helped to bring about a .closer understanding between Christians and ·Jews.
In the dark days for Soviet Jewry, Professor Heschel was in the vanguard of
those working to muster world opinion on behalf of this beleaguered minority.
In March, 1966, Notre Dame University conferred upon Doctor Heschel its degree of
Doctor of Laws, honoris causa. He also held honorary degrees from St. Michael's
College, Vermont, and Park College in Kansas. Dr. Heschel was a Fellow of the
American Academy of Arts and Sciences and a member of the American Academy for
Jewish Research .
(Over)

Doctor Abraha;·,; Jo..;hua Heschel (see other side)

Publications

*The Earth is the Lord's
H. Schuman, 1950
*Man is Not Alone
Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1951
*The Sabbath: Its Meaning for Modern Man
Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1951
*God in Search of Man
Jewish Publication Society of America, Phila.d elphia, 1956
*Man's Quest for God
Scribner's, 1959
*The Prophets, Vols. I &II
Jewish Publication Society of America, Philadelphia, 1962
*Who Is Man? ·
Stanford University Press, l965
*The Insecurity of Freedom
Jewish Publication Society of America, Philadelphia, 1965
*Israel: An Echo of Eternity
Farrar, Straus &Giroux, 1969
A Passion for Truth
Farrar, Straus &· Giroux, 1973
*Between God and Man: An Interpretation of Judaism from the Writings. of
Abraham Joshua Heschel, edited by Fritz A. Rothschild, Harper, 1959
(includes an excellent bibliography)
·
A Memorial, Abraham Joshua Heschel . (1907-1972): Theologian and Scholar
by Fritz A. Rothschild was published in the American Jewish Yearbook,
Volume 74, 1973, Conservative Judaism.
*available in paperback
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Dear Co 11 eague,
As you undoubtedly know, January 3, 1983, the.18th of Tevet, 5743,
marks the tenth yahrzeit of our beloved teacher, Abraham Joshua
Heschel. To those of us who studied with him, the .memory of Heschel
brings its own special magic . . He was an inspiration to colleagues ·
and students alike, and frequently led us to reexamine our thoughts
and our conclusions, acquiring in the process added flexibility, and
a new openness to views differing from our own.
More important than what Hesche1 did for ·each of us is what he .did .
for Judaism, and for Jewish studies in this country. No one could
ignore this giant who lived among us . ·Colleges which previously
had offered only token Judaica courses now found themselves compelled
to teach Heschel - and to include his thought in the humanities curriculum. He is one of a handful of Jewish thinkers who have helped
Jewish thought to gain its rightful place in the acadenic and scholarly worlds . His writing and teaching have had a greater impact on
Christian thought than any other Jewish theologian except Buber.
This achievement is his legacy to us, and to succeeding generations.
It is a gift of great significance, and one for which we are great1 y
in his debt.
It behooves us to thank him in ways which recognize the importance
of his contribution. One· such way would be to hold discussions of .
his work in connnunities across the country in this anniversary year.
To -this end, I am sendin.91 you some material which might help you
·plan such a celebration. You may want to enlist the cooperation of
other rabbis in your area·, or of clergy of all faiths, and academic
leaders as well.
I shall be interest.ed in hearing a.t~out what you do, .and my office
will send you any a·dditio·nal material you may request~ if it is
available.

Excerpts from Memorial for Abraham Joshua Heschel
Professor W. D. Davis
Professor of Christian Origins
Duke University

The Holocaust was an event which o~erwhelmed Heschel · as it did all
Jews in our time.
His silence about the Holocaust .always puzzled me.
Was it that there were some things about which. he could not speak? Was
his mind so numbed by that horr~ndous event that he was stunned to
silence? I think in a real sense that this was so, and yet his
silence (in any direct sense) about the Holocaust, was a pregnant
one. The Holocaust did have a profound effect on his theology and
especially on his understanding of the theological past. Here I want
to emphasize simply one point where the effect of the European
Holocaust was direct and unmistakable and important to the non-Jewish
world . True, Abraham Heschel knew from Judaism that we are all
bound up together in the common bundle of life, so that we are all
inescapably involved with .each other.
True that the Torah and the Prophets led him to recognize certain
inescapable social, moral and political realities, so that at many
times he expressed our social conscience. But I think that it was
the Holocaust that lent to his awareness its special urgency. I recall
once at his home that he referred to the silence of decent people in
Gennany and elsewhere in the presence of the monstrous and unspeakable .
deeds of Hitler, and spoke of the need to make public protest against
such. He s·aid this very quietly, but I am fairly sur.e that apart
from the moral and spiritual depths to ·which he could appeal · in
Judaism, and apart from the striking example of his late friend,
Reinhold _Niebuhr, the need to speak out, which he felt and followed
so strongly, was born chiefly of his European experience: that he
very publicly marched to Selma, very publicly opposed t'he Vietnam war,
very publicly protested on behalf of .Jews in Russia, and that in ·a way
which inevitably drew attentiQn to his stand because ..of his picturesquely
noticeable presence wherever he wasF all this was no accident. It was
his passionate reaction against the craven silence of decent people
·
in the presence of wrong unendurable.
A great American jurist, 01 iver Wendell Holmes', said that it is
importa.nt not only that justice be done, but that justice be seen to
be done, Abraham Hexchel felt that it was important not only that
one protest ~gainst evil but that one be seen to protest, ahd that,
at the risk of being misinterpreted and misunderstood. That he was
seen to protest was in his mind a necessary part of his resolve not
to be gu11ty of a compromising silence. How .and where he was seen in
protest? we already know , His will be, I think, a noble and enduring
Jewis.h presence in the history of the protest movement of this country.

,.
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heschel
I

But there is a second, and very different world, to which we must
relate Abraham Heschel. During this century, in the world of
scholarship, there has been going·on what is a silent revolution
among Jews and Christians. Beginning at the end of the nineteenth
century among Christians, and even earlier among Jews, there has
been a sustained attempt to examine the sources of Judaism in the
first and previous centuries. I am here concerned with Jewish work in
this field. It has been immensely enriching and innnensely illuminating.
Especially in Britain and America, it has helped to create a new
climate, within which the study of the beginnings of Christianity
(which was born of Judaism) and its separation from its mother faith,
has been conducted. A climate of mutual ..respect, comprehension,
tolerance, and I should like to say, affection. Now, to bring this
matter home, let me here pay tribute to the institution which Abraham
He·schel so long served --The Jewish Theological Seminary of America,
whose impact in this field has been immeasurable.
Abraham Heschel was related to this world of emerging and influential
Jewish scholarship. I want to emphasize this aspect of Dr. Heschel 's
contribution because in the long run the image of Judaism which will
govern the Christian pulpit and the schools of this nation will be
largely that created by scholars. The work of Ab~ah~m Heschel is to
be honored in this context . For Christians and non-Jews, to encounter
Heschel was to feel the force and spirit of Judaism~ the depth and the
grandeur of it. He 1ed one -- even thrust one -- into the mysterious
greatness of the Jewish tradition, not conceptually always, but
emotionally and existentially. It was as an unmistakable Jewish
presence that Abraham Heschel impinged upon this 20th century, and
that century found his presence disturbing, strange, inexplicable,
but at the same time reassuring and challenging.
The ultimate concern of Abraham Heschel was the answer to the .
challenge that faces all modern men -- .the challenge to believe in
the reality of God and in His mercy. _Can we, in an age when western
cu 1tu re is witnessing a groundswe11 of atheism, f i na 11 y reccign i ze our
existence not as the accidental outcome of a fortuitous confluence of
atoms, but as grounded in the pathos -- that was his great word -- -the pathos of ' God who suffers with us and . for us all. He .summoned not
only Jews but non-Jews also to the depths of awe, wonder and mystery
which 1ife should .evoke in all men.

,,
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Quotabl es
Everyone has his favorite quotes from Heschel 's writings.
>

The following

.

aphorisms, taken from his speeches, may be less readily available.

Indifference to evil is more insidious than evil itself; it- is more universal,
more contagious, more dangerous. A silent justification, it makes possible an
evil erupting as an exception becoming the rule and being · in turn ·accepted.

Few of us seem to realize how insidious, how radical, how universal and evil
racism is. Few of us realize that racism is man's gravest threat to man, the
maximum of hatred for a minimum of reason, the maximum of cruelty for a minimum
of tfiinking.

Learning is life, a supreme experience of living, a climax of existence.

Wisdom is like the heavens, belo.nging to no

man~

and true learning is the

astronomy of the spirit.

The meaning of existence is found in the experience of education. Termination
of education is the beginning of despair. Every person bears a responsibility
.
.
for the legacy of the past as well as the burden of the future.

Self--respect is the fruit of discipline, the sense of dignity grows with the
ability to say no to oneself in the name of a higher yes.

Talent, knowledge, succ.ess are important to human existence. Yet taken without
dedication, knowledge without reverence, success without humility may end in
futility. Important is the premise that a life unexamined is not worth living,
yet it is just as vital to realize that life without commitment to what is greater
than life is not worth living.

~

.::.

Man has to choose between awe and anxiety, between -the divine and the demoniac,
between radical amazement and radi_cal despair. A time without awe becomes an
age of anxiety; blindess to the presence of the divine leads to being possessed
by the demonic.

What we owe the old is reverence, but all they ask for is consideration,
attention, not to be discarded and forgotten. What they deserve is preference,
yet we do not even grant them equality. One father finds it possible to.
sustain a dozen children, yet a dozen 'children find it impossible to sustain
one father .

The text of a people is how it behaves toward the old. It is easy to love
children. Even tryants and dictators make a point of being fond of children.
But the affection and care for the

old~

the incurable, the helpless, are the

true gold mines of a people.

One ought to enter old age the way one enters the senior year at a university,
in exciting anticipation of consummation, of the sunmii'lg-up and consummation.
Rich in perspective and experienced in failure, the old person is capable of shedding
prejudices and the fever of vested interests. He does not see anymore in every
fellow man

a person

who stands in his way, and competitiveness may cease to be

his way of thinking.

Time has independent ultimate significance; it is of more majesty and more
provocation of awe than even a sky studded with stqrs. Gliding gently in the most
ancient of all spl enders, it tells so much more than space can s·ay in its broken language of things, playing symphonies upon the instruments of isolated beings,
unlocking the earth and making it happen.

\

Fritz f.. ltolhsdailJ
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GREAT AND GOOD MAN h as died, and those of us who knew him still
feel the shock and grief of our personal loss. But we also renlize that
Abraham Joshua Heschel has not left us empty-handed. 'Vorking incle. fatigably, this brilliant and productive scholar and thinker has bestowed
upon us a rich and many-sided l1eritage. Though he is no longer with us
on earth , his lips tJtrnugh his writings .c;till move from beyond the grave.
In an age of extreme specia1ii..:11 i, .n, when "scholarship"' frequently
means that one knu\\"S more and more about less and less, t11e range of
his acl1ievcments is truly amazing. His books and monographs deal with
Biblical prophecy, medieval philosophy, the lives of Maimonides and
Ahravanel, Jewish mysticism and ancient rabbinic theology, Eastern European Jewry and the Sabbath, prayer and symbolism, the State of Israel,
applied religious ctJ1ics, tl1e history of Hasidism and the uature •;l: man.
J3ut the variety of his works <loes not bespe.'lk an eclectic lack of
purpose and planning. I think we can best understand Hesehel's lifework
as consisting of two parallel strands which complement each other: his
studies m1cl interpretations of the classical sources of Jewish lrndition on
the 011e hand and his own philosophy of Judaism on the other. Heschel,
the research scholar, expfored the clocumenits of the past in order to make
certain that Heschel, 1!1e c:reative thinker, could make l1is message true
a11d autJ1entic.·

tire ba!iic

11a1tcrn

l SHALL NOT DEAL. HERB wit11 his contributions to pure scholarship but
rather, present brid{y some of the basic ideas with wl1ich he has enriched
om tmderslanuiug of Judaism. His philosophy is fo1111d chiefly in his
magnum opus, Man ls Not Alone and God in Swrdi of Man, hut many
of his insights are also developed in the rest of his wide-ranging work.
. How <lo we judge the value and importance of a religious thinker?
His theology must satisfy three criteria: comprcheusive11ess, cunsislc11ey
and relevance. IIeschel's work exhibits a remarkable range
comprc11cn-

of

-Fritz-A.
- Hutl1sd1ild
--·-- - - - - - - - - - - -- - --------·--· ···is A~wciate Professor of l'/1ilosopfiy uf fieligio11 in tlie Gmdrwte llC1!1/.:: :::111

Scluml of tlie Jeu:i.~h V1eufo1~ical Seminary uf A111nica. Tltis paper was origi11ally gi\·uL as
:i eulogy at the Slilosliim service 'at l 1:irk Avenue Sy11:1go1,.rt1c in New Yurlc. City, Janaury 21,
1973. A v1:rsion al~o appeared in America magazine, March JO, l 9i3.

Reprinted from Conservative Judaism, Fall, 1973
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siveness; it draws on all epochs of the Jewish tradition, anchored in the
central ideas of the Dible, incorporating the Habbinica1 cuntrihutions in
the field of Halakhah and Aggadah, law and et~1ic.:s, drawing on the mystical m:itlook of the Kabbalah and llasiclisrn- from thr. joyous panealhcistic
affirmation of the Baal Shem Tov to the agonizing existentialism of the
Kotzkcr Rebbe.
As to the consistency of Heschel's thought, we face a prohJem: as we
reHtl his theological books, we find ourselves confronted with n style that
exhibits a beauty and vividne~s of phrase· ran:ly found in. schoforly works..
Tlie ideas appear in apl1oristic flashes of insight, and we may he deceived
int!l the jmpression that a gifted poet and wise man is delighting us with
spiritual gems rather than with the systematic exposition of a col1erent
phil.osophy. Like Santayana, the great American philosopher, Heschcl's
Jitf• :·;\ry artistry mnkcs us forget thnt the easy-flowing prose hides subtle
and complex thought-processes which are ours to discover only H we
<ldve beneath the smooth' surface and study each passage in dcpll1.
Critics have taken. exception to what they callf!U his e11ph1.tistic: styl e,
and followers have often merely admire<l the striking insights of individual passages strung togelher Hke p~arls on a necklace. Both have overh~oked that thew is more to Heschel than meets the eye: that lie is a
coosistent thinker who offers a '\Veltanschainmg which can be nncler.~toocl
in terms of a set of htsic concepts and categorks. Over fi Ftee n years ago,
I set myself the task of unearthing this skeleton of Hesc.:hel's tho11ght, a11cl
it too'..: me a fuJl year before I discerned the basic patten 1 tm<lerlying his·
many an<l diverse ideas on God anc.l man, life and denth, love and just.ice,
time and space.
When discussing the difference$ between the two great cultures of
the Jewjsh Middle Ages, he said that "Sephardic books are like Raplrnelesque paintings, Ashkenazic ·books like the works of Rcrnbranclt- profonnd, allusive, and full of hidden meanings. The former favor the harmony
of a system, the latter the tension of cli::tlectic; the former arc sustained by
a balanced solemnity, the latter by impulsive inspiration." Hesc11el, Ashkenazic scholar par excellence, did not write books Jike trimmed and
cultivated parks; his works are like enchanted forests. Jf we only take the
effort to enter into them we shall find them not only enclia11te<l but
enchanting.
1

ba!lic ideas
\VE HAVE DEALT wm1 comprehensiveness and consistency. '\Vhat about
relevance? It is here that Heschcl has made a truly significant brenkthrough in theological method. 'W riting for modern man who is perplcxecl
ancl alienated and for. whom old values and formulas 11ave often become
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meaningless, he is not content just to present the traditional answers.
The first task to him is· to recover the questions without which answers
are irrelevant. Unless we · are concerned ·-v;._ith ultimate questions, life
becomes flat and meaningless. His method of correlation, similar to Paul
Tillich's but independently conceived. makes the ancient teachings of
Judaism relevant by showing that they addres~ themselves to the basic
questions of human existence: What is the meaning of my life? How can
I attach myself to a reality which can lift me · above the dull routine of
animal existence? What ought I to do? What may I hope for?
Judaism is a way of life, a discipline of law and observance and a
doctrine seemingly confined to a small and peculiar people. Heschel shows
how this "scandal of particularity" can be overcome: not by abandoning
this ancient faith in fa,·or of a vague broad humanism, but by showiog
modem Jews that our classical tradition speaks to the concerns of all
human beings and is grounded in universal and pervasive traits of our
existence. Thus, for example, Judaism teaches that God created the world.
revealed the Torah and will redeem mankind at the end of time. But to
throw tliese theree doctrines at the modern Jew in the style of the 1.!arly
Karl Barth, like a stone senkrecht von oben (right from the top, vertie.illy)
may hit his skull without penetrating his soul. So instead, Hescbcl points
to three types of experiences through which we can reach God. thr ;.·e trails
that lead to Him:
The fi.Tst is the way of sensing t11a presence of God in the world, in tl•i•igs; tl1e
second is the ·way of se~ting. His presence in the Bible; tlie third u tl11: ::;oy of.
sensing His presence in sacred deeds • •• • These three ways cmresporul ::. 1.-:tiste11ce; worship, learning, and action. To recapture the insights fom:1l i:a :l1ose
three ways is to go to t1ie ronts of Biblical 8%periemie of life and reality; it means
to delve into t11e religious 1h:.ima of IsraeL

In our life situation, here and now, we can recover the awarenes.c; of
the holy dimension, the awareness of God and our :elationship to Him.
By looking at nature. the world we live in, freed from the routine of
accepting things as they are, we recover the sense of wonder, mystery and
awe. This sense of wonder, far from being a mere subjective mood,. is a
basic attitude which enables us to see beyond the mere givenness of data
to t11e nltimate power and ground of all things. The Bible. read not just
as an antiquarian document but as the record of revelation, can again
become a voice vibrating across the corridors of time, recalling men to the
divine demand and challenging them to take a stand as responsive and
responsible persons.
By doing Mitzvot, sacred deeds, we can experience meanings not
available through mere conceptual discourse. Against Kierkegaard's '.'leap
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of faith," Heschcl declares that Ju<laism <leinanch the "leap of aclion," the
willingness to learn by doiug, hy participating ac.:tively in performi11g
God's wiJJ, to apprec.:iate ..au<l to be enriched by an experience which
touches the who]e of man and which goes heyond the meic analysis and
reinterpretation of thnt which we already kuew beforthaml. In <loing, we
go beyond ourselves; we surpass ourselves and become co-workers in the
task of reclemption.
biblicnl philmmphy
Al.J. THIS JS CLEAR.LY PRESENT•m in I-Ieschel's writings. Uut if we want lo
conw to grips with his basic outlook we han; to mad him in a Jllorc
scan:hing manner. Beneath the 71as1mt, the plain sense, we must <k ·: into
hi~ "depth theology." The key to his thought is found in the co11·.:::pt of
personal concern. The Ultimate is not Being hut concern or a_<; I try to
explain it to myself, "wrectt:<l attention." Few of his readers are aware
that Heschel has propounded a tmly revolutionary <loctrinc, challenging
the whole venerable tradition of Jewish and Christian metaphysical theology fn;>m Philo, Maimonides and Thomas A'}uinas to Herman Cohen,
Eticn11c Gilson :incl Paul Tillich.
Ht• proclaims that the Greek category of "being" and eternally frozen
perfecl!'.m is inadequate to Judaism and must be replaced hy a new set
of categories derived from Biblical tl1inking. Aristotle's Unmoved Mover
must give way to the Bible·s Most Moved Mover, the God of pathos an<l
transitive concern who stands in a dynamic and reciprocal relationship
t.rl his cr<::Ltion. "Being through creation," through the divine act of freedom, expresses in symbolic foml .that reality is not a seH-sufficient fixed
mechanical order. It is an ongoing proces~ in which responsible man
freely reacts to the challenges of his life and in which surprise, novelty
and unexpected creative .Possibilities always exist. Through S)mpathy, compassion and sensitivity to the divine concern, man can overcome his egocentric pre<licament an<l can fulfill his true potential.
The denial of fixed being an<l substance as the ultimate burlcJing
bto·ck of the universe opens exciting possibilities not only for religic)lls
thought but for other fields of philosophy. The parnJlel to modem physics
wluch sees rea1ity as a fieJd of forces rather than a coUection of moving ·
biJlianl ba11s is obvious. Future researchers would he \\·ell advis~d to
probe the connections and parallels behveen Hesc:hrl's Biblical philosophy
and process philosophers such as Whitehead nncl Bergson and to existeu. tialists like Heidegger, Jaspers an<l. Marcel.
In ethics, the idea of concern belps to explain the i<leal of care for
the fellow creature; in the theory of knowledge, it helps to overcome the
paralysis of the cognizing subject Jocked in the magic c:frcle of Kant's.
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epistemology. In exploring basic human attitudes, it enables us to overcome routine dullness and alienation by re.n:iinding us that man is the
being who always is beyond himself, in ek-stiisi.s, transcending his 1oneli-·ness and isol:rtion in knowledge, action, artistic expression and worship.
Space and time take on a new meaning in Heschel: things are merely
frozen processes, life itself is a process gathering the pa5t into itself; reach- ·
ing out into the exciting horizons of the future. Reality is not like a stone
sculpture but like a symphony. TI1e Sabbath is to Judaism an edifice in
time, a cathedral of the spirit.
polaT co11cep~
MY weans MAY HAVE GIVEN the imp~~~·sion that Heschel"s Jifework and
philosophy constitute a harmonious, well-planned whole; that he ba.s
fashioned a grand synthesis of Judaism for our age. But this impression,
plausible as it may seem, is deceptive. His thought bears witness to a deep
awareness of the tragic and fragmented character of reality. Altho11~h
inspired by the ideal alma de-yichudah, the ~vorld of unity, he kne\v iJ,:tt
we still live in the alma de-perudah, the world of separation. His thou~ht
abounds in polar concepts and the fields of forces created by them: h(:v.a
and kat;a11ah, mystery and meaning, God·s self-disclosure and His hit~ing
His face, faith and reason, grandeur et misere rl.r l'homme. He often used
the language of paradox; uot because he de11:.-.!·a.te<l logic and reason,
but because reality is too complex and ·subtle to be caught in univocal
concepts. He was not a simple person, 3:Jld his religious thought is not a
simplistic philosophy. He felt the claims of natural as well as crisis theology,
of sacramcntalism and of utopianism. Everywhere we walk is hol;· ground,
but everywhere we go, truth is buried ~nd horror lurks. ·
Heschel tells the Midrash of ho,v Abraham arrived at his certainty
that there is a God who is concerned with the world. Abral1am, we are
told, may he compared to. a man who was travel4og from place to place
when he saw birah do·leket, a palace all ablaze. "Is it possible that :here
is no one who cares for the palace?" he wonden~d. Then tile' owner of the
palace looked at rum and said, "I am the owner of the palace!" Similarly,
Abraham our father wondered; ''Is it conceivable that the world is without
a gnii!•:?°' The Holy .One, blessed be He, looked out and· said: "I am the
gni<le, the sovereign of tl1e world" (Genes~ Rabbnh 39,1). The Hebrew
word doleket can mean "illuminated" and it can mean "in flames." \Ve
come to the awareness of God through the glory and beauty of the world,
the "palace foll of light," and we also come to H.im when we sec the world
in !fames, in conflagration, and ask, "Is there no one who c:nes and guides?"
BuT nEYOXD cn1s1s and the absurdity of evil, Heschel taught us lo see
goodness and meaning. The work he finished a few days before his death
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significantly dealt with the Daal Shem Tov and Rabbi Mendel of Kotzk.
One of them saw the divine in everythfog and celebrated in ecstnsy tile
joyous feeling of leyt atar panuy rnineh, that no place is empty of God.
The other faced with radical honesfy the absurdity, horrnr and tragedy
of existence.
Fully aware of this tension, Heschel taugl1t us not to deny the mystery .bllt to have faith in an ultimate mc:ming beyond it. With the BratzJaver. Rebbe, he asserts defiantly: "Despair does not exist!" In prayer and
celebration the task uf the religious thinker and the poet merge. In praising
God we restore our inner health, we learn to appreciate the privilege ancl
glory of existence and attain a taste of messianic fulfilJment.
He heeded the words of W. II. Auden ("In Memory of W. B. Yeat.~):
lntellectunl disgrace
Stnres from every h 11mnn fnce,
And t1ie seas of pil!f lie
Locked and /ro=r.n in ea!:h eye.
FnllowA pnat, follow right
1·n t11e 1'•1Ltom of the night,
Wilh your uncon.ttraining voice
Still pcrs11nde us to re;oice ...
ck~ert.~ of the h~a rt,
the heali11g fountain start,
In thP. prison of his day.t
Teach t11e free man liow to praise..

In t11e
L et

Abraham .Heschel wrote:
Eternity is the memory of God. Crentiue in.yig11ts grnw a lifP.-timc to ln.tt cz
moment, and yeC they la.rt forever. For to la.~t means to commrme ·with Coil, 'to
cleave unto Him. .• .' With!n eternity every moment can become a confem71ornry
of (;.Jd•. .• Eternity £s not perpetual future bttt perjJet11al pre.tence. .

And we may acld in the worcls of the Torah (Genesis 18:22): Ve-AoroTwm
ode1m omed lifney ha-Shem, "Abraham still sta11ds before the Lord."

..
ON PRAYER

·-

Abraham

J.

Heschel

PmMAlULY my theme is not liturgy, public worship, public ritual, bl!lt
rather private worship, prayer as an enterprise of the individual self, as
a persou:i.1 engagement, as an intimate, confidential act.
Public worship is an act of the highest importance. However, it tends
in our days to becoine a spectad~, in which the congregation remains
passive, hwrt spectators. But prayer is action; it requires complete mobil- ·
iz:inon of heart, mind, and soul. What is the worth of attending public
,\·orship whe~ mind and soul are not involved? Renewal of liturgy involves renewal of prayer.
There is, in addition, a malady indigenous or congenital to liturgy.
Liturgy as an act of prayer is an outcomt": and distillation of the inner life.
Although its pu:rpose is to exalt the life which engenders it, it harbors a
tendency to follow a direction and rhythm of its own, independent of and
divorced from the energies of life which brought prayer into being. At
the beginning, Ht~.1rgy is intimately related to the life which calls it into
being. But as liturgy unfolds, it enters a state of stubborn disconnection,
even into a state of opposition. Liturgy is bound to become rigid, to stand
hy itself, and to take on a measure of imperviousness. It tends to become
timeless,. transpersonal; liturgy for the sake of liturgy. Personal presence is
replaced by mere attendance; instead of erecting a sanch.mry of time in
the realm of the soul, liturgy attracts masses of people to a sanctuary in
the realm of space.
·
·
I <lo not wish to set up a dichotomy of prayer and liturgy. This would
Mntradict the spirit of devotion. I merely wish to concentrate my thoughts
on prayer as a personal affair, as an act of supreme imBortance. I plead
for the primacy of praye·r in our inne·r existence. The test of authentic theology is the degree to which it reflects and enhances t11e P°'"·er of prayer,
the \\'ay of worship.
. In antiquity as well as in the Middle Ages, due to the scarcity of
p~rchment, people would often .write new texts on top of earlier written
~d>~i llc-$c/1el is Professor of Jewish Ethics and Mysticism nl 1'/ic ]cwisli Tltcowgical
5,cmmcn1 cf 1\mcric11. This talk ti:as delivered nt nn ir1tcr-r1•ligi1ms conoocation 1ield unde r
1
'"' rnspicc$ of tile U.5. Lit1irgict1I Conference in Milu:nukee, \Viscon.~in, on Arrgust 28, 1969.
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p<ird1mc11ts. The tenn <l!:'noting such writings is palimpsest. Metaphorically, r suggest that authentic .theology is a palimpsest: schofarly, <liscipii;1ed thinking grafted upon prayer.
.
Prayer is either exceedingly urgent, exceedingly relevant,
inane
and usc1css. Our ~rst task is lo learn t.o comprehend wl1y prayer is an
ontological necessity. Goel is hiding, ancl man is defying. Every moment
God is creating m1<l se1f-conccaling. Prayer is disclosing or at least preventing irreversible concealing. God is ensconc.e d in ~ystery, hidden in the
depths. Prayer is pleading with God to come out of the deptl1s. "Out of
the depths have I called Thee, 0 Lord" (Ps:tlms 130:1).
We have lost sensitivity to tmth and purity of heart in the wasteland
of opportunism. It is, however, a Joss that rebounds lo afflict us with
anguish. Such anguish, when converted into prayer, into a prayer for
tmth, may evoke the dawn of Goel. Our agony over God's concealment is
sharing in redeeming God's agony over man's concealment.
l'rnycr as an episode, as a cursory incident, will not establish a home
'in the land of oblivion. Prayer must pervade as a dimate of living, and
all our acts must be carried out as variations on the theme of prayer. A
deed of charity, an act of kindness, a ritual moment-each is prayer in
the form of a deed. Such prnyer involves a minimum or even absence of
outwardness, and an abundance of inwardness.

or

a sanctuary for the soul
PMYEn 1s NOT A STRATAGEM for occasional use, a refuge to resort to now
and then. It is rather like an established residence for the innennost self.
All things have a home, the bird has a nest, the fox has a hole, the bee
has a hive. A soul without prayer is a soul without a home. Weary, sobbing.
the .soul, after roaming through a world festered with aimlessness, falsehoods and ahsnnlitics, seeks a moment in which to gather up its scattered
life, in which to dh·cst itself or enforced pretensions mill caniouJbgc, jn
which to simplify complexities, in which to call for help without being a
coward. Such a home is prayer. ContinuHy, pe1111anenee, intimacy, aul'h8nticity, earnestness arc its attributes. For the soul, home is where prayer is.
In his cottage, even the poorest man may bid defiance to misery m•:1
malice. That cottage may be frail, its roof may shake, the wind may blow
through it, the storms may enter it, but there is where the soul expects to
be understoo<l. ]\1st as the body, ~o is the sonl in need of a ·home.
Everybody must build his own home; everybody must guard the in<lcpcnclcnce a11d the privacy of his prayers. It is the source of seemity for
the integrity of conscience, for whatever inkling we attain of eternity.
At home I have a Father who judges and cares, who has regard for me,

nncl whcr. I foil .md g'(l nstray, misses me. I will never give up my home.
\',:h:1t is ~~ •;.:-,d .,.,.ithout prayer? A soul run~·.vay or a sud ~·\'idcd from
it.i; ow1: ;;.;~ · -: . ·: .~ :'~:ise \vho hnve abandoned their home: the rond ma.y

he hard :u.d dnrk.::nd fa!', yet do not be afraid to steer back. If yon prize ·
grncc r.nd c~emal meaning, you will discover them upon nrrivnl.
How mruvdlous is my home. I enter as n supp1innt and emc-rgc as a
witnc.~s; I enter as n stranger and emerge ns next of kin. I may enter
spiritually shapeless, inwardly disfigured, and emerge wholly changed. It
is in moments of prayer that my irnnge is forged, that my striving is
fashioned. To undcrst:ind the-world I must 1ove my home. It is <lifficu~t to
perceive luminosity anywhere if there is no light in my own home. It is
in the light of prayer's radiance that I find my way even in the dark. It
is pr~yer tl1at illumines my way. As my prayers, so is my understanding.

the many purposes of prayer

many aims. It serves to save the inward life &om oblivion.
It serves to alleviate angajsh. It serves to partake of God's mysterious grace.

PRAYER SERVES

I:
1·

and guidance. Yet, ultimately, prayer must not be experienced as an act
for the sake of something else. We pray in order to pray.
Prayer is a perspective from which to behold, from which to respond
to, the challenges we face. Man in prayer does not seek to impose his will
upon God; he seeks to impose God's will and mercy upon himself. Prayer is necessary to make us aware of ot:r failures, backsliding, transgressions,
sins.
Prayer is more. than paying attention to the holy. Prayer comes about
as an event. It consists of · two inner acts: an act of turning and an act
of direction. I leave the world behind as well as all interests of the self;
Divested of all concerns, I am overwhelmed by only one desfrc: to pince
mv
, heart unon
.. the altar of God. .
God is beyond the reach of finite notions, diametrically opposed to
our power of comprehension. In theory He seems to be neither here nor
now. He is so far away, an outcast, a refugee in Ilis own world. It is n.o; if
all doors were closed to Him. To pray is to OFen a door, where both God
and soul may enter. Prayer is arrival, for Him and for .us. To pray is to
overcome distance, to shatter screens, to render obliquities straight, to heal
the break behn .;::;, God and the world. A dreadful oblivion prevails in the
\\'Orld. The world has forgotten what it means to be human. The gap is
widening, the abyss is within the self.
Though often I do not know how to pray, I can still say: Redeem me
from the :.i.gony of not k'Tlowing what to strive for, from till' agony of not
knowing how my inner life is falling apart:
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A candle of the Lord is the soul of man, but the soul can become a
holocaust, a fury, a rage. The only cure is to discover that over and above
the anonymous stillne:.s in the world there is a Name anc.l a waiting.
ti.fany young people suffer f1_·om a fear of ~he self. They do not fee)
at home in their own selves. The inner life is a place of dereliction, a no
man's _land, inconsolate, weird. The self has become a place from which
to lice. The use of narcotic Jrugs is a search for a home.
Human distress, wretchedness, agony, is a signal of a universal distress. It is a sign of human misery; it also proclairps a divine predicament.
God's mercy is too great to pem1it the innocent to suffer. But there are
forces that intcl'fcre with Go<l's mercy, with God's power. This is a dreadful mystery as well as a challenge: God is held in captivity.
I pray because God, the Shekhinah, is an outcast. I pray because God
is in exile, becaltSc we all conspire to blur all signs of His presence in the
present or in the past. I pray because I refuse to despair, because extreme
denials an<l defiance are refuted in the confrontation of my own pre~ump·
tion and the mystery all around me. I pray because I am 1111able to pray.
And. suddenly I am forced to do what I seem unable to do. Even
callousness to the mystery is not immortal. There are moments when the
clamor of all sirens dies, presumption is depleted, and even the bricks in
the walls are waiting foi- a song. The door is closed, the key is lost. Yet
the new sadness of my soul is about to open the door.
·
Some souls are bom with a scar, others are endowed with anesthesia.
Satisfaction with the world is base and the ultimate callousness. The remedy for absurdity is stm to be revealed. The irreconcilable opposites which
agonize human existence are the outc1y, the prayer. Every one of us is a
cantor; everyone of us is calle<l to intone a song, to put into prayer the
anguish of all.
God is in captivity in this world, in the oblivion of our lives. Cod is
in search of man, in search of a home in the soul and deeds of man. God
is not at home in our world. Our task is to hallow time, to enable Him to
enter ow· moments, to be at home in our time, in what we . do with time.
Ultimately; prayer in Judaism is an act in the messianic drama. We
utter the words of the Kaddish: Magnified and ~~mctified be His great
name in the world which He has created according !o H is will. Our hope
. is to enact, to make real the magnification and sanctification of this name
here and now.
A great mystery h as b ecome :t reality in our own days, as God';; response to a people's pr:iyer. :-'· ,-r nearly two thousand years the chy of
David, the city .of Jerusalem, i~ r,ow restored tr. the people of Isncl. _T his
marvdk.us event proclaims a -~:: il for the renewal of w01::-hip, for the re-
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vival of prayer. We did not enter the city ¢f. Jerusalem on our own in
1967. Streams of eridl~ss cra~ing, endl~s pra~ng, clinging. dre:iming, day
and night, midnights, years, decades, centuries, millenia, streams of tears,
pledging. waiting-from all over the world, from all corners of the earth,
carried us of this genc~;.tion to the Wall, to the city of Jerusalem.

prayer is living
PnAYErt MUST NOT BE DISSONANT with the rest of Jiving. The mercifulness,
gentleness, which pervades us in moments of prayer is but a ruse or a bluff,
if it is inconsistent with the way we live at ot_her moments. The divorce of
liturgy and liying; of prayer and practice, is more than a scandal; it is a
disaster. A word uttered in prayer is a promise, an earnest, a commitment.
If the promise is not kept, we are guilty of violating a promise. A liturgical
revival cannot come about in isolation. ·worship is the quintessence of living. Perversion or suppression of the sensibilities that constitute being
human will convert worship into a farce. What is handicapping prayer is
not the antiquity of the Psalms but our own crudity and spiritual immaturity.
The hour calls for a revision of fundamental religious concerns. The
wall of separation bern.-cen the sacred and the secular has become a wall
of separation between the conscience and God In the Pentateuch, the
relation of man to things of space, to money, to property is a fundamental
religious problem. In the afHuent society sins committed with money may
he as grievous a:s sins committed with our tongue. We will give account
for what we have done, for what we have failed to do.
Religion as an establishment must remain separated from tl1e government. Yet prayer as a voice of mercy, as a cry for justice, as a plea for
gentleness, must not be kept apart. Let the spirit of prayer dominate·
the world: Let the spirit of prayer interfere in the affairs of man. Prayer
is private, a service of the heart; but let concern and compassion, born out
of prayer, dominate public life.
Prayer is a confrontation with Him who demands justice and compassion, with ffi?1 who despises flattery and abhors iniquity. Prayer calls
for self-reflection, for contrition and repentance, examinina and readjusting deeds and motivations, for recanting the ugly compulsions we fol!ow,
the tyranny of acquisitiveness, hatred, envy, resentment. We face not only
things--contincnts, oceans, pfanets. \Ve also face a claim, an expectation.
God reaches us as a .claim. Religious responsibility is responsiveness
tn the claim. He brought us into being; He brought us out of slavery. And
Ile dcm:tnds.
· H_e aven and e:irth were known to all men. Israel was given a third
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reality, the reality of the clnim of the wonl of God. The task of the Jew
is a life in which the wor<l becomes deed. A sncred deed is where heaven
and earth meet.
We have no triumphs to report except the slow, painstaking effort
to redeem single moments in the lives of single men, in the lives of small
communities. 'Ve do not come on the clouds of heaven but grope through
the nfr;ts of history.
·
TJ1cre is a pr~ssing urgency to the work of justice and compa.-;sion.
As long as tl1ere is a shred of hatred in a human heart, as long as there
is a . vacuum without compassion anywhere in the world, there is an
emergency.
Why do people rage? People rage and hurt and do not know how to
regret, h ow to repent. The problem is not that people liave doubts, but
rather. that people may not even care to doubt. The charity we may do is
terribly diminutive compared with what is required. You and I have
prayed, have craved to be able to make gentleness a certainty, and have
so often failed. But there are in the world so many eyes streaming with
tears, hearts dumb with fears, that to be discouraged would be treason.
pray to be slioc1ced

Tim PREDICAMENT OF PRAYER is twofold: Not only do we not lmow how to
pray; we do uot know what to pray for.
We h;:tve lost the ability to be shocked.
The malignity of our situation is increasing rapidly, the magnitude
of evil is · spreading furiously, surpassing our ability to be shocked.
The human soul is too limited to experience dismay in proportion to what
has happened in Auschwitz, in Hiroshima.
\Ve do not know what to pray for. Should we not pray for the ability
to be sl1ocked at ab·ocities committed by man, for the capacity to b e dismayecl at our inability to be dismayed?
Prayer should be an act of catharsis, of purgation of emotions, as well
as a process of sclf-clariflcation, of examining priorities, of cduci<lating responsibility. Prayer not verified by conduct is an act of desecration znd
blasphemy. Do not take a word of prayer in vain. Our deeds must not
be a refutation of our prayers. ·
It js with shame and anguish that I recaIJ that it was possible for a
Roman Catholic church adjoining the extermination camp in Aus<:hwitz to .
oficr cm:nmunion to the officers of the camp, to people who <lay after <lay
drove thousands of people to be killed in the gas.chambers.
Let there be an cn<l to the scinration of church :m<l God, of sacr;:tmcnt :-incl callousn~ss, of religion and justic_c , of prayer an<l compassion;
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A home is more than an e~clusive habitat, mine and never yours. ;\
residence devoid of hospitality is a den or a hole, not a home. Prayer must
never be a citadel for selfish concerns, but rather a place for deepening
concern over other people's plight. Prayer is a privilege. Unless we learn
how to be worthy, we forfeit the right and ability to pray.
Prayer is meaningless unless it is subversive, unless it seeks to overthrow and to ruin the pyramids of callousness, hatred, opportunism, false·
hoods. The liturgical movement must become a revolutionary movement,
seeking to overthrow the forces that continue to destroy the promise, the
hope, the vision.
The world is aflame with evil and atrocity; the scandal of perpetual
desecration of the world cries to high heaven. And we, coming face to
face with it, are either involved as callous participants or, at best, remain
indifferent onlookers. The relentless pursuit of our interests makes us
oblivious of reality itself. Nothing we experience has value in itself; nothing
counts unless it can he turned to our advantage, into a means for serving
our self-interests.
We pray because the disproportion of human misery and human compassion is so enormous. We pray be.:;;:~sc our grasp of the depth of suffering is comparable to the scope of perception of a butterfly flying over the
Grand Canyon. We pray because of the experience of the dreadful facompatibility of how we live and what we sense.
Dark is the world to me, for all its cities and stars. If not for my
faith that God in His silence still listens to a cry, who could stand such
agony?
Prayer will not come about by default. It requires education, train- .
ing, reflection, contemplation. It is not enough to join others; it is necessary
to build a sanctuary within, brick by brick, instants of meditation, moments .of devotion. This is particularly true in an age when overwhelming
forces seem to conspire at destroying our ability to pray.
prayer is praise
Tm: DEGJN~INC OF PRAYER is praise. The power of worship is song. First we
sing, then we understand. First we praise, then we believe. Praise and
song open eyes to the grandeur of reality that transcends the self. Song
rrstores the soul; praise repairs spiritual deficiency.
·
To praise is to make Him present to our minds, to our hearts, to
,·ivify the understanding that b.::.yond all questions, protests, and p:iin at
C'.icr~ dreadful silence, is His'·mercy and :~ll.II'lility. We are stunned when
we Jry to think of His essence; ·we are exaitcd when intuiting His presence.
· \\'hile it is true that being. human is verified in relations between
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man and man, depth and authenticity of existence are disclosed in moments of worship.
'Vorship is more than paying horn::::~;,:-~. To worship is to join the
cosmos in praising God. The wJ101e cosmos, every living being sings, the
Psalmists insist. Neither joy nor sorrow but song is the ground-plan of
being. It is the quintessence of life. To praise is to call forth tlie promise
and presence of the divine. We live for the sake of a song. We praise for
the privilege of being. \.Vorship is the climax of living. There is no knowledge without love, no truth without prn.isc. At the beginning was the song,
and praise is· man's response to the never-ending beginning.
The alternative to praise is disenchantment, dismay.
Society today is 110 longer in revolt against particular laws which it
finds alien, unj\lst, and imposed, but against law as such, against the
principle of law. And yet, we must not regard this revolt as entirely negative. The energy that rejects many obsolete laws is an entirely positive
impulse for renewal of life and law.
"Choose life!" is the great legacy of the Hebrew Bible, and the cult
of life is affirmed in contemporary theology. However, life is not a thing,
static and final. Life means living, and in living you have to choose a
road, direction, goals. Pragmatists who believe that 1ife itself can provide
us with .the cliteria for truth overlook the fact that forces of suicide and
destruction are also inherent in life.
The ~ssence of living as a human being is being challenged, being
tempted, being called. 'Ve pray for wisdom, for laws of lmowing how ·to
respond to our being cl1allcnged. Living is ·not enough by itscli. Just to
be is a blessing. Just to live is holy. And yet, being alive is no answer
to the problems of Jiving. To be or not to be is not the question. The
vital question is: how to be and how not to be?
The tendency to forget this vital question is the tragic di~~ase of
contemporary man, a disease that may prove fatal, that may end in disaster.
To pray is to recollect passionately the perpetual urgency of this vital
question.

the upldll struggle
ONE OF. THF. nESULTs of the rapid depersonalization of our age is a crisis
. of'speech, profanation of language. We have trilled with the nmne of God, .
we h<l'lC taken the name and the \Verd of the Holy in vain. Language 11ns
been rccluc:cd to labels, talk has become <loublc-talk. \Ve are in the process
of losing faith in the reality of wc-rds.
Yet vrnycr can only happen when words re''erberatc with ·pcjwel" and
inner lire, when uacrcd ns a11 ('arnest, as :i promise. On tlic u:.i1cr l1:wd,
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there is a high degree of obsolescence in the traditional language of the
tl1eology of prayer. Renewal of prayer calls for renewal of language, of
cleansing the words, of revival of meanings.
The strength of faith is in silence, .and in words that hibernate and
wait. Uttered faith must come out .as surplw of silence, as the fruit of
lived faith, of enduring intimacy.
Theological education must deepen privacy, strive for daily renewal
of innemess, cultivate ingredients of religious eidstence, reverence and
responsibility.
We live in an age of ~elf-dissipatlon, of depersonalization. Should we
adjust our vision of existence to our paucity, make a virtue of obtuseness,
glorify evasion?
My own sense of the reality of food depends upon my being hungry,
upon my own craving for food. Had I grown up on intravenous food in·
jcctions, apples and beans would be as relevant to me as pebbles and
garbage.
Do we know how to thirst for God? Do we know '~hat it means to
starve?
0 God, thou art my God, I seek Thee,

my soul thirsts for Thee;
my flesh faints for Thee,
as in a dry and wean1 land where no water is.
So I have leaked upon Thee in the sanctuary, ·
beholding Thy power and glory.
. Because Thy steaclfast lace is better than life,
my lips will praise Thee.
So I will bless Tllcc as long as I live;
I will lift up my hands and call on Tliy name.
Psalms 63:2-4

As a hart longs for flowing streams,
so longs my soul for Tlicc, 0 Cod.
My soul thirsts for God,
for the living God.
When shall I come and behold the face of God?
lly tears have been my food day and night,
while men say to me continuclly,
"W11crc is your God?"'

Psalms 42:2-4

He}(g;o r> is critiq·u e of all sati~f~ction. Its end is joy, but its beginning
i.s d(Xontr11t, <lete:,1 i:ig b oasts, smashiug idols. It hegan in Ur Xasd.im, in
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the S(';tt of a 11i:l"nincc11t civiliz:tlion. Yet Abraham ~aid, "No," h::~nkin!r the ·
M
'·'
idols, breaking away. :\11tl so everyone of us must begin saying "No" to <ill
Yisihlc, dcfin:thk c11lilics prclc11cli11~ to he triumphant, ultimate. The ultimall~ is a c.:hallc11gc, uol an asscrtilln. Dog1n:1s arc :'·.:~:.~ions. not <.lescrip·
tions.
Standing before :Mt. Sinai, Israel was told: "Tr.kc heed that you do
not go up to the mountain and touch the border of it." Take heed that
yoll do not go up to the mountain nnd only touch the border. Go to the
peak! Once you start going. proceed to the vc1y encl. Don't stop in the
middle of the rond.
This is the predicament of man. All souls descend a lacl<ler from
Hc:wen lo this world. Then the lndders nre taken away. Once they are in
this world, they arc called upon from Heaven to rise, to ·come back. It is
a eall that goes out ag::iin anc.l again. Each .soul seeks the ladder in order
to ascend ahm·e; hnt the ladder cannot bo to:m<l. Most people make no
cfforl to ascend, daimi11g, how cnn one rise to heaven without a bdc.ler?
However, there arc souls which resolve to leap upwarcls, without a ladder.
Sn tl1cy jump and fall down. They jnmp rmd foll down, m1til they stop;
Wise people think Lhat since no lac.Ider exists, there must be :mother
way. We must face the challc11gc and act. De what it may, one must leap
\mtil God, in Ilis mercy, makes exultation come about.
What do we cbim? That religious commitment is not just an ingredient of the social order, an adjunct or rcinforcc1ncnt of existence, but
rather the heart and core of being human; its exaltation, its v~.:iUcation
being manifest in the social order, in daily deeds.
\Ve begin with a sense of wonder and alTive a·:. ·. iG~cal amaze~~~ent.
The first response is reverence :m<l a.we, opem1ess to the mystery that
surrounds us. \Ve arc led to be overwhelmed by the awareness of etemit/
in daily living.

Hcli gio11s existence is Jiving in soli<lmity with God. Yct to maintain
such solidarity involves knowing how to rise. how to cross an abyss. Vested
interests arc more numerous th:tn locusts, nnd of s0lid~rity of character
there is only a smattering. Too much devotion is really too little. It is
gr:tve .Seif-deception to asSume that our de:>tiny is just to be human. In
order to be humm~, one must be more th:m human. A pe;·son must never
stancl sti!l. He must always rise, he must always climb. Be stronger than
\'OU are.
\Ve11-trodclcn w=i.ys lead into swamps. There arc no c.1sy ways, t\:'.!rn
are no sia1p1e solutions. \Vhat comes easy is not worth a straw. It is a
tragie "nor to assume that tho \vcrld is flat, th~t our tlircction is holi;zc:nta\.
~
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Tlw w:iy is always vertical. It is either up or down; we either c1imb or foll.
ncligious existence means struggle uphill.
· slurJ.tering the silence
l.u:1·: 1s ,., Dtt.\MA, and religion has become routine. The soul calls for exalt;1tion, :md religion oHers repetition. Honesty, yeracity dces not come
ahout by itself. Freshness, depth has to be acquired. One must work on ·
it constantlv.
..
To he 'moderate in the face of God would be a profanation. TI1c goal
i.~ not an accommodation but a transformation. A mediocre response to
irnm<·n5ity, to eternity, is offensive.
The tragedy of onr time is that we have moved out of the dimension
.o f the holy, that we have abandoned the intimacy in which relationship
li) Cod can. he patiently, honestly, persistently noulished. Intimate inner
life is forsaken. Yet the soul C:lil never remain a vacuum. It is either a
n :ssd for grace or it i5 _occupied by dcn1ons.
:\t flrst men sought mutual understanding by taking counsel with one
:uwtlwr, but now we understand one another less and less. There i5 a !PP
between the generations: It will soon widen to be an abyss. The only
lirid~t· is to pray together, to consult God before seeking counsel with
011<' another. Prayer brings down the walls which we have erected bclw~n man and man, between man and God.
For centuries Jerusalem lay in ruins; of the ancient glory of King
David :md Solomon only a Wall remained, a stone 'Wall left standing
aftt•r the Temple w:is destroyed by the Rom::ms. For centuries Jews would
~n on n pilgrim:igc to Jerusalem in order to pour out their hearts at the
\\'.tiling W:tll.
A w:ill stands bcnvcen man and God, and at the wall we must pr:iy,
St';\~ching for a cleft, for a crevice, through which our words can enter and
rc·;l<'h Co<l behind the wall. In prayer we must often knock our heads
against the stone wall. But God's silence docs not go on forever. While
man is hm;)' setting up screens, thickening the wall, prayer may also
sutt'ccd in p~nctrating the wall.
The tragedy is that many of us do not even know how to find the
''"'Y lr:\Cllng to the wall. \Ve of th.is generation are affiicted with a severe
case of dulling or loss of vision. Is it the result of our own intoxic;ition, or
i~ it the result of God's deliberate conceJlment of vjsiblc lights?
The spiritual memory of many people is empty, w01·ds are diluted,
incentives arc drnined,.. itlSpiration is exhausted. Is God to be blamed for
:tll this? Is it not man who has driven Him out of our hearts and minds?
Has not our sys~em of :religious
education been an .abvsmal failure? ·
.
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TI1e spiritual blackout is increasing daily. Oppoittinism prevails,
callousness expands, the sense of the holy is melting away. We no longer
know how to resist the vulgar, how to say no in the name of a higher yes.
Our roots are in a state of clecay. We have lost the sense of the holy.
··11lis is. an age of spiritual blackout, a blackout of God. \Ve ·have
entered not only the dark night of the soul, hut also the dark night of
society. 'Ve must SP.ek out ways of 'preserYing the strong ai;id deep truth
of a Jiving God the9Iogy in the midst of the blackout.
For the darkness ~ neither final nor complete. Our power is first in
waiti:;g for the encl of darl·ness, f?r t~e defeat of evil; and our power
i~ alsu jn coming upon single sparks and occasional rays, upon moments
full of C..:f1d's grace and radiance.
We are called to bring together the sparks to preserve single. moments
of radiance and keep them alive in our lives, to defy absurdity and despair,
and to wait for God to say again: Let there be light.
And there will be light.
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July .30, 1982

Rabbi Marc H. Tanenbaum
National Director
Interreligious Affairs
The American Jewish Corrnnittee
165 East 56 Street .
New York, NY 10022
My dear Marc:
Many belated thanks for your letter of July 15, 1982. I am deeply
gratified that you will participate in our Heschel Symposium and I am certain
that your lecture on Prof! Heschel ' s role in Vatican Council I I and in
Jewish - Christian relations generally wi~l be a significant contribution to
the program .
As we discussed in our telephone conversation of July 20, 1982, the
date of the Heschel commemoration has now been set for Monday, February 21,
1983, and I am very grateful to you for making room on your very busy
engagement schedul e to reserve this day for the lecture .
As suggested by you I shall contact you at the end of the ·summer to
arrange for a meeting where" we can discuss details of y0ur presentation.
With warmest good w;i.shes for a pleasant summer (or whatever remains .of it),
I am,

Sincerely yours ,

~\

Ro~ld

Fritz A.
Co- ordinator ,
Heschel Symposium

FR/jh

·.

July 15, 1982

Fritz A'. Rothschild
Co-ordinator, Heschel Sym;posium

.P,TOf.

The Jewish ·Theolog.ical Seminary of America
3080· B·roadway

New York.
My

New

Yo~k

10027,

··

dear t:r itz ,..:i

~-

the

·I have been away in ·£gypt and Israel for
past month and therefore have not been able-to respond to your thoughtful letter of
· June 17th before now.
I will be honored to accept your ~:.nvitati_on to deliver the lecture
on the role of Professor Heschel in Vatican Council II and in
Jewish-Christian Relations generally.

-

Let's get together as soon as you're free and talk .through what
you wan't me to do. . .
. .
..

With wannest personal good wishes, I am;
Cordially yours,

Rabbi Marc H. Tanenbaum
Na,tfonal ·oirector

interrelig1ous Affairs
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July 15-, 1982

~hf. · ·F ritz A. Rothschild
.
to..ord1nat.or, Heschel Synijnsium
The Jewishlheological Seminary of·Amer1ca

3080 Broadway
New York, New_ York. 10027,
- "'°\..

r1Y dear. Friti,
...___,
.

.

I have been away in Egypt and- Israel for the past month and there· fore hav~ no~ been able to respond to your thoughtful letter of ·
·June 17th before now. ·

I wfl 1 be tlonored to ac~ept your (J mvttation t<> deliver th£! lecture
on the role of Professor Heschel i"n Vatican Council II and in
Jewish-Christian Relations generally.
Let's.get together as soon

you want -me to do.

~s

you're free and talk through what

W1 th warmest persona1 good w1 shes, I am, .

·:Cordially yours,·

Rabbi Marc H. TanenbaUin
National Director
Interrel ig1ous Affairs ·.
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17 June 1982
Rabbi Marc H. Tanenbaum
Inter-Religious Affairs Department
The American Jewish Committee
165 East 56th Street
New York, New York 10022
Dear Marc:
To commemorate the tenth anniversary of Professor Heschel s death
The Jewish Theological Seminary is planning a Heschel Symposium in
which we hope to present various aspects 6f his enduring thought and
influence. We have set aside the opening day of our Spring term,
January 19, .1983 on which classes wilT.-be ·cancelled and four speakers
will present lectures directed at students and faculty of .our Seminary
as. we 11 as the wider academic and re 1i gious community of the New York
metropolitan region.
·
1

. As the pe.rson who is uniquely qualified to instruct us on Heschel 's
contribution to the Jewish-Christian dialogue anq especially his role .
at the Vatican Council, we are asking you 't o accept our invitation to be
our speaker on this i~portant aspect of Abraham Heschel 1 s thb~ght. I
hope you will be able to accept this invitation and thus to helpAthis
Tenth Yahrzeit Symposium~ an important and worthy event in American -'
Jewish life.
There will be a modest honorariumJand if you can give us a positive
reply I shall contact you to consult you about the precise . title and
format of your lecture.
Wishi_ng you a pleasant surmner;
Sincerely yours,

--:+,-;~·

Fritz A. othsc ild
Co-ordinat
eschel Symposium
FAR: lmf

. ... .... ......

December 14 ,.11982

Dr. Eva Fleischner
Montclair State College·
Upper Montclair, NJ 07043
Dear Eva,
It was lovely to hear from you. I too wiSh we could find some wa,y to
_spend time· together. Perhaps after the Hew Year we can arrange to

have

lu~heon

together.

Regarding backjround on Abraham Heschel:
· As it tums out. I have been invited to deliver a paper

·on Rabbi

ffeschel.

Vatican Council II, and Jewish Christian ielatfons at a symposium to be
held at the Jewish Theological Seminary on February 21st.

know, 1 involved Rabbi Heschel in our work in preparing memranda for cardinal Bea as ~11 as. for participation tn several meetings
w1th Pope Pau.1 VI and Cardinal Bea. As a ~sult. we do have a number
of background matertals· relating ·to those experiences. I had planned
to use some of that material for ft\Y own paper. As l · get· into our files.
1 will be glad to make cop1es of ft available to y~u.
As you ina,y

In the meaottme you may ffnd_the ·enclosed·papers ppepared by my assistant,
Juday Banki', -on Vatican Council II of some usefulness. These appeared
in the American Jewish Year Book.

1 do not know as yet .how UllCh t1me you wfll need in advance of the May
meeting to read this material. 1 will try to get tt to you as early

as I can after the New Year.

Wtth warmest personal good Wishes~ I· ·am,

. Cordia1ly, as ever, :

· Rabbi Marc H. Tanenbaum

National 01.rector .

lnterrel igious Affairs

MHT:RPR

Enclosures ·
.N t~H <!~.??f
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_____ Montclair State College
UPPER MONTCLAIR NJ 07043

December B, 1982

Rabbi Marc Tanenbaum
Ameri¢an Jewish Committee
165 E. 59th St .
New York, N. Y.
10022
Dear

Marc~

I am writing to ask a favor of you:

:

·.

I have been invited to give a paper on Abraham lieschel as
Ecumenist, at a Symposium to be held next May in Mi~nesota.
It seems to me that Heschel's presence at Vatican I I would
be of major impottance in this regard. And I am wondering
whether you might have in your files anything that has not
been published elsewhere, or is hard to come by. If you do
have such material, would you be willing to let me see it?
I would be glad to pay whatever costs might be involved in
making copies, etc.; or, if you prefer, could simply borrow
it and then return the papers to you .
I shall be gratefu~ indeed for any help you might be able to
give me out of your wide experience - both with lieschel and
the Roman scene. Since the holilays are almost upon us, your
response will reach me more quickly at my home address:
180 iialnut St~
~iontclair, N.

J•

07042 ( 201) 783-6041

I am sorry we have not seen each other in such a long time.
Now that I am ba ck home, after an absence of more than two
years, I hope our paths will cross again.
Wann wishes, and thanks, in advance -

Yours sincerely,

~-~~~

Eva . Fleis~

'
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